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FOREWORD
This Volume III contains the supporting data to Volume II, Final
Report, of a contracted study performed for NASA, "Analysis of Operational
Requirements for Medium Density Air Transportation", by the Douglas Aircraft
Company, McDonnell Douglas Corporation.
The NASA Technical Monitors for the study were Thomas L. Galloway
and Susan N. Norman, Systems Studies Division, Ames Research Center, Moffett
Field, California.
The Douglas Study Team consisted of J. Seif, Technical Director,
assisted by M. A. Sousa, responsible for Aircraft Analysis, and S. C. Nelson,
responsible for Systems Operations and Economic Analysis. The following
personnel contributed to the study effort in the disciplines as indicated:
Acoustics : J. J. Heffernan
Aerodynamics : R. D. Walls, J. H. Lindley
Economics : J. C. Van Abkoude
Environment : L. H. Quick
Manufacturing : F. J. Mikkelsen
Market : G. R. Morrissey
Power Plant F. S. LaMar
Weights : B. W. Kimoto, J. L. Weinberg
ii
The subcontractor participation included the following companies and
personnel:
Air California : F.R. Davis
American Airlines : J. D. Graef
Cessna Aircraft : 0. D. Mall
North Central Airlines : C. B. Vesper
Appreciation for their cooperation and contribution is extended to:
Avco Lycoming Division
Avco Corporation






The nine month study, initiated in March 1974, was divided into three
1tasks: Task I - Aircraft Requirements; Task II - Aircraft Design Study; and
Task III - Evaluation.
The final report for this study is presented in three volumes as
'follows:
Volume I - A summary of the significant study results
Summary
Volume II - A detail description of the study and results
Final Report
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APPENDIX A - AIRCRAFT
A.1 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS METHODS AND GROUNDRULES
A.1.1 Aircraft Sizing
The sizing process is illustrated by figure A-1. Thrust-to-weight and wing
loading combinations which satisfy the takeoff and landing field length requirements
together with parametric weight data (OEW = f(TOGW, W/S, T/W)), installed thrust and
tail sizing information are used as inputs to a computer program which performs
the aircraft sizing calculations. A typical mission profile used for airplane
sizing is shown in figure A-2.
A.1.2 Takeoff
STOL takeoff performance was estimated by calculating the time history of the
takeoff flight path. This method allows for recognition of changes in aerodynamic
characteristics and flight limitations which occur during the maneuver. The
calculations are governed by the following assumptions:
1. The aircraft is assumed to be a point mass, i.e., second-order rotational
dynamics have been ignored and the analysis is essentially two
dimensonal.
2. The forces acting on the aircraft are summed in the longitudinal and
normal directions and are a function of true airspeed, flight path
angle, angle of attack and height above the ground.
3. Any restriction on speed, acceleration, attitude, etc., may be imposed
as desired.
4. The path is generated by numerical integration of the forces acting on
the aircraft over small increments in time using a digital computer.






FUEL FLOW TAKEOFF AND LANDING
DATA W/S, T/W COMBINATIONS
PARAMETRICI SIZING MISSION
DRAG DATA AIRCRAFT DEFINITION FOR EACH
D A W/S, T/W COMBINATION
PARAMETRIC
WEIGHT DATA SELECTED AIRCRAFT DEFINITION





5A 5A 5B 10
4 6 4 6 46
3 7 3 7 3 7
2 8 2 8 2 8
250 N MI 250 N MI 100.N MI
1 (463 KM) 9 1 9 1(18 5 KM)
1. TAXI-OUT (3 MINUTES) AND TAKEOFF AND ACCELERATE TO BEST CLIMB SPEED
(2 MINUTES)
2. CLIMB AT 250 KIAS (129 M/S) TO 10,000 FT (3048 M)
3. ACCELERATE TO CLIMB SPEED
4. CLIMB AT 300 KIAS (154 M/S) TO CRUISE ALTITUDE
5A. CRUISE AT MAX MACH NO. AT < 25,000 FT (7620 M)
5B. CRUISE AT 99 PERCENT MAX SPECIFIC RANGE
6. DESCEND TO 10,000 FT (AT FLIGHT IDLE, INCL 300 KIAS PRESSURIZATION
CABIN RATE LIMITED DESCENT).
7. DECELERATE TO 250 KIAS
8. DESCEND AT 250 KIAS TO S.L.
9. APPROACH AND LAND (3 MINUTES) AND TAXI-IN (2 MINUTES)
10. HOLD (45 MINUTES) AT MAX ENDURANCE
FIGURE A-2.
1. 1.15 x all-engine takeoff distance to 35 feet (10.7 m) height.
2. Distance to 35 feet (10.7m) height with critical engine failure at V1.
3. Distance to accelerate to V1 and then decelerate to a stop.
The following constraints were used in calculating the takeoff field lengths
for the final design aircraft.
1. Rolling friction, v = 0.025.
2. Fuselage angle of attack < ground limit = 150.
3. Rotation rate, e < 50/sec.
4. CL < 90% of CLmax out of ground effect.
5. CL < 100% of CLmax in ground effect.
6. No deceleration during air run to 35 feet (10.7m) height.
7. Early rotation at a speed of 5 knots (2.57 m/sec) less than the design
rotation speed will not result in an increase in the one-engine-out
takeoff distance.
8. Accelerate-stop distance based on one second delay to recognize an
engine failure at V1 plus a three second delay to initiate braking
followed by a deceleration of 0.425g to a stop.
9. Second segment climb gradient (at V2, with takeoff flap setting,
critical engine inoperative, gear up and out of ground effect)
3.0% for four-engine aircraft
2.4% for two-engine aircraft
A.1.3 Landing
The methods and assumptions used in calculating landing field lengths are
essentially the same as those used for takeoff performance. The landing maneuver
consists of three segments; approach, flare and ground roll as shown in figure A-3.
Landing field length is defined as the landing distance over a 50-foot (15.2 m)
obstacle divided by a 0.6 factor, i.e., a 4500-foot (1372 m) field length requires
a landing distance of 2700 feet (823 m).
A-4
LANDING FIELD LENGTH DEFINITION
APPROACH FLARE GROUND ROLL
APPROACH AT
900 FT/MIN (4.6 M/S) I
I FLARE TO
10 FT/SEC
50-FOOT - (3 M/SEC)





LANDING FIELD LENGTH = LANDING DISTANCE/0.6
FIGURE A-3.
The approach conditions were:
1. 1.3 Vmin approach speed at 500 (0.873 rad) flap setting.
2. 900 fpm (4.57 m/sec) approach sink rate.
The flare maneuver was performed by rotating the aircraft 50/sec (0.087 rad/sec)
starting at the flare height. As the aircraft approaches the ground CL and CD
tend to diminish due to ground effect. The flare height was selected to yield a
touchdown sink rate of 10 fps (3 m/sec).
The ground roll consists of one second at constant speed from touchdown to
deceleration device effectiveness followed by a constant deceleration of 0.40g
to a stop. Landing, like takeoff, was calculated for sea level, 90°F (32.2 0C)
conditions.
A.1.4 Mission
The mission calculations, for the mission profile previously shown in
Section A.1.1, figure A-2, are performed in a computer program specifically
developed by Douglas Aircraft Company during the last five years for the sizing
of aircraft in the advanced design stage. The methods used are essentially those
of classical airplane performance. The computer program calculates 2 degrees-of-
freedom mission time histories, iterating on weight, thrust, drag and tail sizing
data to determine such characteristics as TOGW, wing area, engine size, OEW, fuel
burned, etc. of an aircraft which satisfies the requirements of the mission profile
with the desired payload.
Cruise altitude, not exceeding 25,000 feet (7620 m), and climb Mach number




A.2.1 High Lift Configuration Aerodynamic Characteristics
A.2.1.1 Nominal High-Lift System - Turbofan Aircraft
The nominal flap aircraft utilize the DC-9-30 leading edge slat and trailing
edge flap concept; see figure A-4. Basic DC-9-30 longitudinal high-lift charac-
teristics were adjusted to a lower quarter chord sweep of 5 degrees (0.087 rad)
using Douglas developed analytical and empirical methods. Differences in flap
effected area and wing aspect ratio between the DC-9-30 and the nominal flap
aircraft were small and offsetting, so were neglected. The estimated out-of-
ground effect longitudinally trimmed lift-and-drag characteristics forthe nominal
flap aircraft are presented in figure A-5. The maximum lift coefficients for
determining the lg and Vmin stall speeds are presented in table A-1 . The estimated
engine-out lateral-directonal trim increments used in the performance analysis are
based on Douglas-derived analytical and empirical methods which have shown good
correlation with flight test data. The equation form used for calculating these
increments is shown below in table A-2.
A.2.1.2 Nominal High-Lift System - Turboprop Aircraft
The basic high-lift configuration consists of a full span slat and double
slotted trailing edge flap similar to that used on the turbofan nominal flap
configuration, Section A.2.1.1. Low speed aerodynamic power effects were
estimated from Datcom analytical methods and applicable wind tunnel data, which
were used to refine the Datcom methods to apply more specifically to the
particular turboprop configuration for this study. The refined methods account
for engine-out span load distortions which produce a loss of powered lift
efficiency and increased induced drag at a given level of lift.
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ENGINE-OUT LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL TRIM INCREMENTS-TURBO-AN AIRCRAFT
AfWIND-MILLING 2
AC0.00012 x .JET + FNASSYMETRIC
Dtrim Sw q. x Sw
where:
ACDtrim  = lateral-directional trim increment due to'an engine failure
trim
AfWIND-MILLING = parasite drag area due to a wind-milling engine
JET
FNASSYMETRIC = net thrust of engine which is contributing assymetric
thrust for an engine failed condition
q = freestream dynamic pressure (p V. 2 )
Sw  = reference wing area
A-11
The basic aircraft configuration can be trimmed laterally, engine-out, with
lerons alone; i.e., without the use of spoilers. Therefore, the lateral
,ectional trim effects consist entirely of drag increments. The resulting
teral-directional trim drag increments were reduced to an equation form,
wn in tableA-3,nd applied to the longitudinally trimmed engine-out aerodynamic
:a. Figures A-6through A-15show the longitudinally trimmed aerodynamic data
the turboprop aircraft.
M.13 Simple High-Lift System
The basic concept of the simplified high-lift system is the elimination of
leading-edge slat from the nominal high-lift system, which is described in
tion A.2.1.1.
Due to the simplified method which sufficed for evaluating the merits of the
iple high-lift system, only the maximum lift coefficients were required for
s system. These values are presented in tableA-4 for both Ig and Vmin stall
ditions.
.1.4 Advanced High-Lift System
The advanced flap aircraft incorporatea high-lift system that provides for
d increments in lift at a fixed angle of attack, high lift-to-drag ratios
ecially at takeoff and climb-out flap settings, and high values of maximum
t coefficient. In order to achieve these requirements a track mounted flap
h considerable aft extension with flap deflection is required. The following
a basic description of the high-lift system:
1. Trailing-edge flaps are track mounted, two-segment, double-slotted flaps
employing considerable aft extension with flap deflection; see figure A-16.
2. The nested flap chord is 35% of the wing chord.




ENGINE-OUT LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL TRIM INCREMENTS-TURBOPROP AIRCRAFT
AC = (0o.oo0013 + 0.0001 x 6F) a + (Or2 + 0.001 x 6F) xTc
where:
ACengine-out = lateral-directional trim increment due to an engine failureDengine-out
6F  = flap angle, degrees
= aircraft angle of attack, degrees
.|.aircraft net thrust 4
T = net thrust coefficientaircraft net thrust
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SIMPLE HIGH LIFT SYSTEM, MAXIMUM LIFT COEFFICIENTS
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4. A 15% chord full-span leading-edge slat is provided to prevent flow
separation at high angles of attack.
The low-speed aerodynamic characteristics used for the advanced flap high-
lift systems are similar to that described above. The effects of Reynolds number on
maximum lift coefficient were based on comparisons of low Reynolds number wind
tunnel test data and flight test data for the basic DC-9 configurations. Douglas-
developed analytical and empirical methods were used to adjust the DC-9 based data
to the lower 5 degrees (0.087 rad) quarter chord sweep.
Figure A-17 shows the estimated out-of-ground effect longitudinally trimmed lift
and drag characteristics for the advanced flap aircraft. The maximum lift coef-
ficients for determining lg and Vmin stall speeds are presented in tableA-5 . The
estimated engine-out lateral-directional trim increments used in the performance
analysis are based on the methods as used for the nominal high-lift system.
A.2.1.5 Ground Effects
Empirical methods based on DC-9 wind tunnel and flight test data were used
to estimate lift and drag increments due to ground effect as aircraft height changed.
The empirical curves of the type used are presented in figuresA-18 andA-19.
Figures A-20 and A-21 present the in-ground-effect high-lift data for the advanced
and nominal high-lift systems with main gear on the ground.
A.2.2 High-Speed Aerodynamic Characteristics
The cruise drag characteristics for the configurations have been estimated
by the well-established Douglas drag prediction procedure for transport aircraft.
The cruise drag consists of zero-lift parasite drag and the drag due to lift at
Mach numbes below those at which compressiblity effects exist, plus the drag due to
compressibility. The zero-lift parasite drag and the drag due to lift are
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2AA.
design cruise points; in this way, the compressibility drag, which accounts for
any drag increase at Mach numbers above 0.5, does not include a Reynolds number
variation with Mach number.
A breakdown of the estimated zero-lift parasite drag and efficiency factor
for the basepoint aircraft, section 7.2, are shown in table A-6 . The total
estimated trimmed cruise configuration drag characteristics (zero-lift parasite,
lift dependent, and compressibility drag) for this aircraft are shown in figure A-22
for a range of lift coefficients and Mach numbers.
A-33
TABLE A-6
LOW SPEED DRAG BREAKDOWN-BASEPOINT AIRCRAFT
50 Passenger Capacity
4500 ft (1372m) Field Length
1x850 n.mi. (1x1574km) Stage Length
Item Equivalent Parasite Drag Area, D/q.-ft 2 (m2)
Fuselage
Friction, Form, Roughness 3.72 (0.346)
Canopy 0.18 (0.017)
Aft Fuselage Upsweep 0.22 (0.020)
Wing
Friction, Form, Roughness 3.09 (0.287)
Flap Hinge Fairing 0.15 (0.014)
Horizontal Tail
Friction, Form, Roughness 1.00 (0.093)
Elevator Hinge Fairings 0.05 (0.005)
Vertical Tail
Friction, Form, Roughness 0.81 (0.075)
Nacelles and Pylons
Friction, Form, Roughness 0.90 (0.084)
Subtotal 10.12 (0.941)
Miscellaneous Drags
Excrescences, 7.1% of Subtotal 0.72 (0.067)
Air Conditioning, 0.7% of Subtotal 0.07 (0.007)
Control Surface Gaps 0.14 (0.013)
Contingency (5% of non-nacelle items) 0.51 (0.047)
Total Parasite Drag 11.56 (1.075)
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A.3 PAYLOAD VS RANGE: FINAL DESIGN BASEPOINT
Figure A-23 is a graph showing the payload-range performance of
this aircraft. At the design range of 850 nautical miles, the fuel
required is 9,090 pounds including reserves. The fuel capacity of the
wing (center section andouter panel) is 10,400 pounds, which provides
a range of 1025 nautical miles at a payload of 8700 pounds. The addition
of small belly tanks (1650 pounds requiring 34 ft3) increases the range
to 1250 nautical miles at a payload of 7050 pounds. The maximum space
limited payload is composed of 50 passengers and baggage, plus 50 ft
3 of
freight. Baggage and freight is assumed to weigh 10 lb/ft3. The
weight limited payload is 54 passengers and baggage or 10,800 pounds,
using a 29 inch seat pitch.
A.4 CURRENT AND PROPOSED AIRCRAFT
A.4.1 Dimensional, Weight and Performance Data
Tables A-7 and A-8 contain data necessary to define these turboprop
and turbofan aircraft, respectively.
A.4.2 Payload, Block Fuel and Time vs Range
Figures A-24, A-25 and A-26 are graphs showing these performance
characteristics for the turboprop aircraft. Figures A-27, A-28 and A-29
are graphs showing the same performance characteristics for the turbofan
aircraft.
A.4.3 Three-View and Supporting Drawings
Table A-9 contains a list of drawings used in the Aircraft Require-
ments (Parametric), Design and Evaluation phases of this study.
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ADVANCED FLAP
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(1) DESIGN POINT: 4500 FT FIELD; 50 PSGR; 850 N. MI. RANGE:-:, i:i- !-
" (2) MAX. FUEL CAPACITY: WING TANKS ONLY (10,400 LB)
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TABLE A-7: CURRENT & EXISTING TURBOPROP AIRCRAFT
General
AIRCRAFT I Shorts VFW-Fokker VFW-Fokker Dehavilland Dynamics Nihon
SD 3-30 F27MK600 F27MK500 DHC-7 CV580 YSll
Engine: Type/No Turboprop(2) Turboprop(2) Turboprop(2) Turboprop(2) Turboprop(2) Turboprop(2)
Mounting U'Wing, Snug1  U'Winq, Snug U'Winq, Snug U'Wing, Snug O'Winq, Snug O'Wing, Snug
Wing: Position High High High High Low Low
Price: 1975 $(10)6 1.30
Max. Takeoff Weight (Ib) 21,700 43,346 45,000 41,000 53,200 50,265
Max. Zero Fuel Weight (lb) 37,500 39,500 35,500
Max. Landing Weight (Ib) 21,400 41,000 42,000 39,000 50,670 45,047
Oper. Weight Empty(psgr)(1b) 13,890 24,940 25,990 24,440 31,878
Mfgr's Weight Empty (Ib) 13,290 22,744 23,536
Cost Weight (Ib)
Max. Fuel Capacity (Ib) 3,840 12,941 12,941 10,230 10,250 12,210
Max. Payload (Ib) 7,500 12,560 13,510 11,060 11,907
Passenqer Payload (Ib) 6,000 8,827 11,235 9,120 10,400 10,318
No/No ABR/Pitch (in) 30/3/30 44/4/31-33 56/4/28.5 48/4/32 52/4/ 52/4/38
Range:Psgr Payload (nm) 235/225 1,075 810 768 870 580
Cruise: Speed (LR/HS) (kn) 198 259 259 200 350 257
Altitude (ft) 10,000 20,000 20,000 15,000 15,000/20,000 20,000
Thrust/Weight: Takeoff
Wing Loading: Takeoff (lb/ft2) 59.7 55.7 47.7 71.0 49.4
Aspect Ratio 12.0 12.0 12.0 10.06 12.0 10.8
Sweep: 0.25 chord (deg) 0 0 0 3.5 3.0
Cabin: Diameter (in) 78 100.5 100.5 103.0 113.0
Length (ft) 31.1 47.4 52.4 40.0 39.8 47.3
Max Height (in) 78 79.5 79.5 78/73 79.0 80
Floor Width (in) 78 82.7 82.7 84.0 106.0 94
Vol:Cargo/Bagg. (ft3) 297 297 286 402 335
Press. Diff (lb/m 2) 4.16
FAR TOFL: Distance (ft) 3850(4300) 5480(6030) 4090(5320) 2200/2450 4 380 2,890
Weight (Ib) 21,700 43,346 45,000 41,0 0 0 50,265
Condition ISA(+15C) ISA(+15C) ISA(+15C) 590F/900F ISA
FAR Landing: Distance (ft) 3,320 3,290 3,290 2,050 4,256 3,790
Weight (lb) 21,000 36,000 36,000 39,000 48,047
Condition
Noise: FAR 36;T.0.,LAT,(EPNdB, 85/90/95 89/93/99 89/93/99 80/82/82
APPR.
Engine: Company P&W R R Dart R R Dart P&W Allison R R Dart
Model PT6A-45 RDA7MK532-7R RDA7MK532-7R PT6A-50 501-DIS RDA 10/1
Rating: TO (Lb/HP) 1,120 2,140+525 2,140+525 1,174 3,750 2,660
Propeller: Company Hartzell Rotol Rotol Ham-Std Aeroproducts Rotol
Blade/Dia (no/ft) 5/9.0 4/11.5 4/11.5 4/11.25 4/13.5 4/14.5
A-38
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TABLE A-8: CURRENT & EXISTING TURBOFAN AIRCRAFT
AIRCRAFT Dassault-Breauet VFW-Fokker VFW-Fokker VFW-Fokker Hawker-Siddeley Hawker-Siddeley
Falcon 30 VFW614 F28MK1000/5000 F28MK2000/6000 HS146-100 HS146-200
Engine: Type/No Turbofan(2) Turbofan(2) Turbofan(2) I Turbofan(2bofan(4) Turbofan(4)
Mounting Aft Fuselage Overwing, Pylon Aft Fuselage Aft Fuselage Underwing Pylon Underwing Pylon
Wing: Position Low Low Low Low High High
66Price: 1975 $(10) -6
Max. Takeoff Weight (lb) 35,275 44,000 65,000/70,800 65,000/70,800 72,000
Max. Zero Fuel Weight (lb) 29,320 36,600 54,500 I 54,500/56,000 60,500
Max. Landing Weight (lb) 32,190 44,000 59,000/64,000 59,000/64,000 70,000
Operating Weight Empty (Psgr) (Ib) 21,820 27,560 35,464/37,437 36,953/38,775 41,130
Manufacturers Weight Empty (lb) 26,130 34,470/36,443 35,943/37,765
Cost Weight (lb)
Max. Fuel Capacity (Ib) 9,350 16,982/22,736 16,982 17,850
Max. Payload (lb) 7,500 9,040 19,036/17,063 i 17,547/17,225 19,370
Passenger Payload (lb) 5,700 8,200/ 12,000 15,000 14,200
No./No. ABR/Pitch (in) 30/3/31 40-44/4/32-33 60/5/32-33 75/5/31-32 71/5/33 (NOT AVAILABLE)
Range: Psgr Payload (nm) 835
Cruise: Speed (LR/HS) (kn) 445 397 440 440 425
Altitude (ft) 25,000 21,000/25,000 22,000
Thrust/Weight: Takeoff 0.344 0.340 0.303/0.278 0.303/0.278 0.361
Wing Loading: Takeoff (lb/ft) 66.6 64.0 79.1/83.4 79.1/83.4 86.5
Aspect Ratio 6.58 7.22 7.27/8.00 I 7.27/8.00 9.00
Sweep: 0.25 Chord (deg) 29.55 15.0 16.0 16.0 • 15.0
Cabin: Diameter (in) 96.0 104.7 120.2 120.2 140.0
Length (ft) 37.0 36.8 43.0 50.3 50.6
Max. Height (in) 73.0 76.8 79.3 79.3
Floor Width (in) 72.5 90.
Volume: Cargo/Bag (ft3) 220 194-114 460 557 517
Press. Diff. (Ib/in2 )  8.5 6.55 7.45 7.45 6.5
FAR TOFL: Distance (ft) 5000(5180) 4,000 5,490/5,860 5,490/5,860 3,500
Weight (lb) 35,275 44,000 65,000/70,800 65,000/70,800 72,000
Condition SL,ISA(+10OC) SL,ISA SL,ISA SL,ISA
FAR Landing: Distance (ft) 4,000 3,600 3,540/3,120 3,540/3,120
Weight (Ib) 32,190 44,000 59,000/64,000 59,000/64,000
Condition
Noise: FAR 36; T.O.,LAT., APPR. (EPNdB) 89/95/96 93/103/102 93/103/102
Engine: Company Avco-Lycoming R.R. Bristol R.R. Spey R.R. Spey Avco-Lycoming
Model ALF 502-D SNECMA M45H-01 MK555-15/15H MK555-15/15H ALF 502H
Rating: T.O. (lb/HP) 6,070 7,473 9,850 9,850 6,500
Propeller: Company --- -- ------
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THREE-VIEW & SUPPORTING DRAWINGS
'_DESCRIPTION
DWG.NO. I STUDY field
(Fig. No.) TITLE PHASE Psgr. Length Range Engine
_, ,(No.) (Ft) (N.Mi.)
J112133A General Arrangement Parametric 50 4,500 2 x 250 F.P. Fan (2)
(A-30) (Baseline)
J3112146 General Arrangement Parametric 30 4,500 2 x 250 F.P. Fan (2)
(A-31)
J112148 General Arrangement Parametric 70 4,500 2 x 250 F.P. Fan (2)
(A-32)
J112184 General Arrangement Parametric 50 4,500 2 x 250 V.P. Fan (2)
(A-33)
J112141A General Arrangement Parametric 50 4,500 2 x 250 Turboprop (2)
(A-34)
J112207A General Arrangement Design 50 4,500 1 x 850 F.P. Fan (2)
(A-35) (Basepoint)
J112187A General Arrangement Design 50 4,500 1 x 850 Turboprop (2)
(A-36)
J3112219 General Arrangement Design 50 4,500 1 x 850 Avco-Lycoming (4)
(A-37) ALF502
3112248 General Arrangement Design & 42 <4,500 -- F.P. Fan (2)
(A-38) (Shrink) Evaluation
3112249 General Arrangement Design & 50 4,500 1 x 850 F.P. Fan (2)
(A-39) (Str/Shr. Base) Evaluation
31J12250 General Arrangement Design & 70 >4,500 -- F.P. Fan (2)
(A-40) (Stretch) Evaluation
J112239 Fuselage Study Design &
(A-141) (Stretch/Shrink) Evaluation
J112128B Fuselage Cross Design &
(A-A42) Section (Cusped) Evaluation
J112220 Alt. Body Section Design &
(A-43; (Circular) Evaluation
J3112139 Fwd. Engine Design &
(A-'44) Arrangements Evaluation
A-46
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CHA42ACTERISTIC5 DATA
STABILIER STA ELE
WING, S.Ft ( 42.4 ZOG.Z 13Z.1
ASPECT- ATO b.0 5.0 0.80
TAER ZT10 0.30 0,35 0.80
SWEEP, 1 453' 7-45' 43,5'
DIHEDRAL +5* o'
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'--- .. . ... 7' ....7. 14.
WIN, , .FT. 4 50. 144.5 S4.8 74FT, 71N."
A5PECTEPATjO 0.0 5.0 0.8
TAPER RATIO 0.3 0.35 0.8
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TAIL VOLLUME IZ7 0,I2
FOP FUSELAGE CROSS-SECTION, SEE JtlZkZ6. TROST
FOE INTERIOt ARRAKGEMEIT, SEE SIT. --
PAYLOAD. CAPACITY
ALL - ECONOMY CLASS, 4 ABREAST 3Z IN. PITCH = 50 SEATS
176
LOWER COMPATENZ7.TS98 IM.
FORWARD eaY = so cu. T A) (333.553 )
5,.T SAY too CU. FT e
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ITEM "NG SlhBtLI'AER STABILIZER
WING, SI.FT. 44.5.4 Ir82.5 I1z1T.G.N.
ASPFCrTrno 9.0 5.0 1 1 r. (570
TAPER IRA7I0 .30 .35 .35
SWEEP1 P, 4*55, eo5' 30.
DI14EDRAL +5* 5
7EILVOLLSAE - I.Zos .1035
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A.5 PROPELLER DESIGN AND SELECTION
This section describes the Douglas procedure used in the design and
selection of the propeller. Conventional propeller formulae (Section A.5.1)
are not suitable for use in integrating engine-propeller and airframe
characteristics, in order to study a propeller family designed for a given
set of takeoff and cruise requirements, and finally select the best engine-
propeller combination.
Accordingly, unconventional propeller formulae (Section A.5.2) were
developed, along with engine-propeller characteristics relating takeoff and
flight thrust (Section A.5.3). In turn, these formulae were combined with
the airframe cruise condition characteristics, thus interrelating the engine-
propeller and airframe takeoff and flight requirements (Section A.5.4).
Equations #2, 3 and 4 (Section A.5.2) define the engine-propeller
family; equations #8, 9 and 10 (Section A.5.4) relate these characteristics
to the takeoff thrust-and power-to-weight ratios for takeoff and cruise.
Tables A-10, A-ll and A-12 show the data for a typical solution.
Table A-O10 shows two cruise conditions for a turboprop aircraft, derived from
a turbofan configuration, assuming no change in gross weight or drag. Table
A-11l shows the equations necessary for an engine-propeller family study,
satisfying the requirements for a 4500 foot field length and a cruise condition
of 0.60 Mach at 20,000 foot altitude. Table A-12 tabulates the results.
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A.5.1 Conventional Propeller Formulae
Power Coefficient: = (SHP) (PSL/p)
2000(N/l000)3 (D/10)
F SLThrust Coefficient: CT 6600(N/ )2 (D/) 4
6600(N/1000)' (D/10)
Advance Ratio: J = 60 Vc/ND
Efficiency: r = J (CT/CP)
Thrust: Takeoff, at J < 0.8, using design charts of (CT/CP) vs C
F = (CT/CP) 33000(SHP)
ND
Thrust: Flight, at J > 0.8, using design charts of Cp vs. J with
rj as parameter
F = r (SHP)(550/VC)
Where: SHP = Shaft horsepower
p = Atmospheric density (slugs/ft3
N = Revolutions per minute
D = Propeller diameter (ft)
F = Thrust (lb)
VC  = Velocity, cruise (fps)
SL = Subscript; sea level, standard day
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A.5.2 Unconventional Propeller Formulae
In order to relate takeoff and flight performance, the formulae above are
expressed in a different form, as follows:
Propeller Disc Area: S = ( ir/4) D2it
Propeller Tip Speed: VT = ( /60) ND
(static, fps)
Advance Ratio: J = i (VC/V T) = T (CSMC/VT) (I)
Disc LoadThrust: F 1289.6 p (VT/100)2 (CT/Cp)Cp, at J < 0.8(2)
Disc Load,Thrust: F 129 =
S T
= 1289.6 p (VT/100)2 ( T/J)Cp, at J > 0.8
Disc Load, Power: HP =74.63 (V/00)3 C (3)
Thrust/Power Ratio: F 1727.9 (C /C ), at J < 0.8 (4)V (CT/C), at J <P 0.8 (4)
S1727.9 , at J >0.8
VT J
Where: CS = Speed of sound (fps)
MC = Mach number
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A.5.3 Takeoff and Flight Relationship: Engine-Propeller
The unconventional formulae above are used to relate propeller performance
in flight with that at static takeoff condition:
Atmospheric Density Ratio: a = P/PR
Horsepower Ratio: Kp= (SHP)c/(SHP)RO = o C / CPR (5)
C RO
Thrust (Cruise/Takeoff): FC - Kp (C/Jc) (6)
FRO (CT/Cp) RO
Where: R = Subscript: reference altitude for takeoff, usually sea level
standard or 90OF day
0 = Subscript: Static condition
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A.5.4 Takeoff and Flight Relationship: Engine-Propeller and Airframe
Excess Cruise Thrust: (nFC -Dc)(VC /WC) = 5 fps
Relating the standard requirement above with the airframe
characteristics, we obtain:
nF C5
Cruise Thrust/Weight: C S - (7)
Using formulae #1 through #7 above, we obtain:
nFRO = (CT/C)RO 1 + 5 W (8)G Kp ( /J)c L C S MC G
n(SHP)RO = (VT/1727.9) 1 + 5 WC (9)
G  Kp(77/J)CC (L/D)C C ] WG
nS = 7.7545 1 + 5 C (10)
G V2 PC Kp (J)CC C MC G
T PRCRO ITE...
Where: n = Number of engine-propeller power plants
Dc = Cruise drag (lb)
WC  = Cruise weight (lb)
(L/D)C = Cruise lift/drag ratio
WG = Gross or takeoff weight (lb)
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A.5.5 Procedure for Propeller Selection
The procedure for solution is as follows:
1. Select several values of CPRO and determine the corresponding values
of (CT/Cp)RO from the propeller take-off charts.
2. Using several values of VT, compute FRO/S , SHPRO/S and (F/SHP)RO.
3. Compute Kp, i.e., unitize the performance of a selected turboshaft
engine family.
4. Compute nFC/WG for one or more cruise conditions, using airplane drag
values and the minimum (or other) power margin.
5. At the design cruise conditions, compute CPc for each value of CPR
and also Jc for each value of VT.
6. Using the propeller cruise charts determine 7c at the design cruise
conditions, for each combination of Cpc and VT.





CRUISE: ALT. (FT) 23,000 20,000 20,000
M 0.685 0.60 0.50
SW (SQ.FT) 497 500 500
W/SW  (LB/SQ.FT) 88.3 87.8 87.8
f = CDoSW (SQ.FT) 13.19 13.19 13.19
CDo  0.0265 0.0264 0.0264
0
qc (LB/SQ.FT) 283 246 171
CL 0.3025 0.3460 0.4985
ACD 0.0041 0.0053 0.0111
5/CsMc 0.0080 0.0096
nFC/WG 0.0966 0.0822
VC (FPS) 622 518







nF R 2.7 x 00966(CT /Cp)RO
nFRo (CT/C)RO x 2.79 x 0.0966 = 0.4134 (CTCP)R = 0.3634 (required, 4500 ft.field) (8)WG = (CT/Cp)RO0 0.652 CC
nSHPRO 700 2.79 x 0.0966 0.1675 (9)
WG 1728 x 0.652 nc  C
nS 7.755 2.79 x 0.0966 0.00275 (10)x
G  (700)2CPROPR 0.652 kC c Po
FROS = 150.2 CTRO  (2)
SHPRO/Sw = 60.9 CPRO (3)
(F/SHP)RO= 2.47 (CT/Cp)RO (4)
TABLE A-12
PROPELLER FAMILY CHARACTERISTICS
B x A.F. 3 x 80 4 x 80 4 x 100 4 x 140 4 x 180 4 x 220
VT 700 700 700 700 700 700
CLI 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15
(CT/Cp)0 0.795 0.793 0.785 0.775 0.762 0.750
Cp0  0.185 0.243 0.298 0.393 0.459 0.525
CTO 0.147 0.193 0.234 0.305 0.357 0.394
17C 0.904 0.901 0.893 0.880 0.865 0.853
nFRO/WG 0.3634 0.3634 0.3634 0.3634 0.3634 0.3645 (8)
n~SHPRO/WG 0.1854 0.1860 0.1878 0.1903 0.1937 0.1965 (9)
nS /WG 0.01647 0.01257 0.01037 0.00796 0.00678 0.00615 (10)
FRO/Sw 22.1 28.9 35.1 45.6 53.5 59.1 (2)
SHPRO/S 7 11.28 14.78 18.2 23.9 28.5 31.9 (3)
(F/SHP)RO 1.958 1.952 1.933 1.907 1.877 1.850 (4)
nFRO 2 x 7975 2 x 7975 2 x 7975 2 x 7975 2 x 7975 2 x 7975
nSHPRO 2 x 4075 2 x 4080 2 x 4125 2 x 4180 2 x 4250 2 x 4310
nS
nSw 2 x 361.5 2 x 276 2 x 227 2 x 175 2 x 149 2 x 135
D 21.45 18.75 17.00 14.94 13.78 13.10
N 623 713- 785 895 970 1020
A.6 ACOUSTICS
Tables A-13 to A-22 inclusive illustrate, in a very abbreviated form, various
computer print-outs of three computer programs: B5BA, Generalized Engine
Cycle Procedure; SNAP, Douglas Source Noise Analysis Procedure; and AlFA,
Aircraft Contour/Community Noise Impact Evaluation Program.
Table A-13 contains a sample computer print-out of the B5BA computer program
used in the parametric aircraft studies. The data shown are for the
50 passenger, 4500 foot (1371.6 m) field length, 2 x 250 nautical mile
(463 km) stage length, nominal flap, fixed-pitch turbofan aircraft.
Table A-14 contains a sample computer print-out of the Douglas SNAP computer
program used for estimating the flyover noise levels of the final design
basepoint aircraft. The data shown are for the approach case of the
50 passenger, 850 nautical mile (1574.2 km) ranqe, advanced flap, fixed-pitch
turbofan aircraft. The hardwall treatment lines indicate the noise levels
without any acoustic treatment. The minimum treatment lines indicate the
noise levels obtained employing the cowl wall acoustic treatment shown in
Figure 8-5, Volume II. The maximum treatment lines indicate the noise
levels obtained when the engine components are treated to the jet/core noise
floor. The effect of non-propulsive noise is not included in estimated
levels.
Tables A-15 through A-22 contain a sample computer print-out of the AlFA
Computer program for the final design basepoint aircraft, and the typical
operational takeoff and landing procedure. Chicago Midway Airport was used
for the noise impact analysis.
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TABLE A-13
MEDIUM DENSITY AIR TRANSPORTATION (TURBOFAN)
ACOUSTICS.ANALYSIS
AIRCRAFT TAKEOFF GROSS WEIGHT = 43920 FIELD LENGTH = 4500
ENGINE BYPASS RATIO = 6.0 ENGINE SCALING FACTOR = 0.20
ENGINE TREATMENT CONFIGURATION = HARDWALL NUMBER OF ENGINES = 2
NUMBER OF PASSENGERS = 50 WING AREA (SW) = 497
STAGE LENGTH = 250 DESIGN THRUST (FNDES) = 7980
TAKEOFF APPROACH SIDELINE
FAR PART 36
REQUIREMENTS (-10 dB) 83.0 92.0 92.0
ALTITUDE (FEET) 2970 370 1672
(SLANT RANGE)
THRUST (PERCENT) 0.70 0.40 1.00
AIRPLANE VELOCITY 146.0 134.0 146.0
(KNOTS TAS)
FAR PART 36 78.2 98.3 87.1
ESTIMATED EPNL
TABLE A-14
MEDIUM DENSITY TASK II BASEPOINT, MIXED FLOW, (W/APPROACH DCF)
DESIGN CASE 1. MEDIUM DENSITY BASEPOINT MOD D3214-50.4, APPROACH (2 ENG. 370 ALT. FN 2283 LBS)
ENGINE THRUST = 2283. ENGINE RPM = 5397.60
FAN FAN
TREATMENT DISTANCE INLET EXHAUST TURBINE JET CORE AFT PNL INLET PNL D.C. EPNL
Hardwall 200. 110.13 108.70 102.11 70.89 94.99 110.27 110.28 -8.00 102.28
Minimum 200. 104.01 99.90 99.47 70.89 94.99 103.97 104.25 -8.00 96.25
Maximum 200. 100.54 95.77 96.18 70.89 94.99 100.97 100.96 -8.00 92.97
Hardwall 370. 103.34 101.91 94.91 64.86 88.96 103.45 103.50 -5.50 98.00
Minimum 370. 97.22 93.11 92.27 64.86 88.96 97.15 97.49 -5.50 91.99
Maximum 370. 93.75 88.98 88.98 64.86 88.96 94.26 94.24 -5.50 88.76
Hardwall 1000. 89.28 87.84 79.84 54.18 78.29 89.44 89.48 -1.30 88.18
Minimum 1000. 83.16 79.04 77.20 54.18 78.29 83.55 83.64 -1.30 82.34
Maximum 1000. 79.68 74.91 73.90 54.18 78.29 81.30 80.63 -1.30 80.00
Hardwall 4000. 63.27 61.84 48.16 37.38 61.49 65.15 64.18 3.20 68.35
Minimum 4000. 57.15, 53.04 45.52 37.38 61.49 62.34 59.88 3.20 65.54
Maximum 4000. 53.68 48.91 42.23 37.38 61.49 61.87 58.34 3.20 65.07
Hardwall 10000. 42.00 40.57 17.90 25.05 49.16 49.83 46.27 4.40 54.23
Minimum 10000. 35.88 31.77 15.26 25.05 49.16 49.28 44.78 4.40 53.68
Maximum 10000. 32.41 27.64 11.97 25.05 49.16 49.22 44.46 4.40 53.62
TABLE A- 15
ENGINE NOISE DATA, EPNDB
THRUST
2000.0 3000.0 4000.0 5000.0 6000.0
S 500. 88.0 91.5 94.2 96.5 98.5
L 1000. 80.5 84.5 88.0 90.5 92.2
A 2000. 71.5 76.5 80.5 83.0 85.5
N 3000. 65.7 71.2 75.3 78.2 80.6






REF VEL 135.0 135.0 165.0 165.0 165.0
TABLE A- 16
TAKEOFF- PARAMETERS
DISTANCE FBR DIST. FBR ALONG DISTANCE FROM AIRCRAFT FLAP EXHAUST EXHAUST
ALONG FL PATH RUNWAY CENTERLINE ALTITUDE RUNWAY CENTERLINE VELOCITY THRUST ANGLE VELOCITY TEMP.
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 8039.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2744.2 2744.2 0.0 0.0 127.0 6289.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
3435.2 3435.2 35.0 0.0 133.3 6218.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
6066.6 6066.6 362.9 0.0 142.3 6149.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
8361.8 8361.8 592.0 0.0 157.1 6007.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
10921.1 10921.1 950.8 0.0 161.9 5988.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
13879.9 13879.9 1485.3 0.0 162.0 6040.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
14202.1 14202.1 1542.1 0.0 161.5 4086.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
16626.9 16626.9 1796.1 0.0 160.5 4116.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
19054.7 19054.7 2015.2 0.0 160.5 4131.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
21535.8 21535.8 2236.8 0.0 160.5 4147.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
24773.8 24773.8 2522.2 0.0 160.5 4168.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
TABLE A-17
APPROACH PARAMETERS
DISTANCE TT DISTANCE-TT ALONG DISTANCE FROM AIRCRAFT FLAP EXHAUST EXHAUST
ALONG FL PATH RUNWAY CENTERLINE ALTITUDE RUNWAY CENTERLINE VELOCITY THRUST ANGLE VELOCITY TEMP.
0.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 123.5 1902.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
693.0 693.0 100.0 0.0 123.7 1907.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2083.0 2083.0 200.0 0.0 123.9 1916.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
3475.0 3475.0 300.0 0.0 124.0 1925.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
4868.0 4868.0 400.0 0.0 124.2 1935.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
6263.0 6263.0 500.0 0.0 124.4 1944.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
7660.0 7660.0 600.0 0.0 124.6 1953.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
9060.0 9060.0 700.0 0.0 124.8 1963.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
10462.0 10462.0 800.0 0.0 125.0 1973.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
11866.0 11866.0 900.0 0.0 125.1 1982.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
13271.0 13271.0 1000.0 0.0 125.3 1992.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
16080.0 16080.0 1200.0 0.0 125.3 2011.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
TABLE A-18
EPNL GRID - TAKEOFF
(DISTANCE FROM FLIGHT PATH CENTERLINE, FT)
DISTANCE F.;B.R. 0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000
TYPE NOISE 5000 5500 6000 6500 7000 7600 8000
0.
Engine Noise 114.5 101.3 92.2 87.7 84.6 81.3 78.6
1000.
Engine Noise 110.0 97.2 88.3 83.4 79.8
4500.
Engine Noise 103.8 97.0 88.9 83.7 80.0
7000.
Engine Noise 99.6 95.8 90.2 85.1 81.2 77.9
9500
Engine Noise 95.6 93.4 89.6 85.2 81.2 77.8
12500
Engine Noise 90.4 89.5 87.6 85.3 82.9 79.6
14000
Engine Noise 88.6 88.0 86.5 84.5 82.3 80.3 77.5
17500
Engine Noise 81.7 81.2 80.0 78.3
19500
Engine Noise 80.7 80.2 79.1
21000
TABLE A- 19
EPNL GRID - APPROACH
(DISTANCE FROM FLIGHT PATH CENTERLINE, FT)
DISTANCE T.T. 0 500 1000 1500
TYPE NOISE 5000 5500 6000 6500
0.
Engine Noise 94.8 83.9 73.7
1000.
SEngine Noise 93.8 84.8 75.0
co 2000.
Engine Noise 92.7 85.3 75.7
4500.
Engine Noise 90.0 85.0 76.8
7000.
Engine Noise 87.1 83.4 77.9
9500
Engine Noise 84.1 81.8 77.2
12000
Engine Noise 81.8 80.1 76.3
14500
Engine Noise 79.8 78.4
TABLE A-20
80.0 EPNdB NOISE CONTOUR POINTS - TAKEOFF
(ALL DISTANCE IN FEET)
DISTANCE FBR DISTANCE FROM
ALONG FL PATH FL PATH CENTERLINE COORDINATE POINTS COORDINATE POINTS
0. 2743. ( 0., 2743.) ( 0., -2743.)
1000. 1978. ( 500., 2321.) ( 500., -2321.)
3000. 1667. ( 3000., 1667.) ( 3000., -1667.)
5500. 2090. ( 5500., 2090.) ( 5500., -2090.)
8500. 2161. ( 85J0., 2161.) ( 8500., -2161.)
12000. 2405. (12000., 2405.) ( 12000., -2405.)
16000. 1181. (16000., 1181.) ( 16000., -1181.)
20767. 0. 20767., 0.) 20767., 0.)
AREA WITHIN TAKEOFF CONTOUR = 2.61 SQUARE MILES
6.76 SQUARE KILOMETERS
TABLE A-21
80.0 EPNDB NOISE CONTOUR POINTS - APPROACH
(ALL DISTANCE IN FEET)
DISTANCE TT DISTANCE FROM
ALONG FL PATH FL PATH CENTERLINE COORDINATE POINTS COORDINATE POINTS
0. 2743. ( 0., 2743.) ( 0., -2743.)
500. 2648. ( 500., 2648.) ( 500., -2648.)
1500. 1170. ( 1500., 1170.) ( 1500., -1170.)
3000. 799. ( 3000., 799.) ( 3000., -799.)
5000. 807. ( 5000., 807.) ( 5000., -807.)
7500. 795. ( 7500., 795.) ( 7500., -795.)
10000. 664. ( 10000., 664.) ( 10000., -664.)
12000. 514. ( 12000., 514.) ( 12000., -514.)
14221. 0. (14221., 0.) (14221., 0.)
AREA WITHIN APPROACH CONTOUR = 0.86 SQUARE MILES
2.23 SQUARE KILOMETERS




AIRPORT -- MDW-MIDWAY (CHICAGO)
RUNWAY -- 22L
RUNWAY COORDINATES -- ( 2050., 1800) FEET RELATIVE TO AIRPORT REFERENCE POINT
RUNWAY ANGLE -- 228.0 DEGREES MEASURED COUNTERCLOCKWISE FROM EAST-WEST LINE
COORDS REL TO COORDS REL TO ANNOYANCE NOISE
AIRPORT REF PT. RUNWAY BR PT. POPULATION EPNL FACTOR IMPACT
( -11500., -13500.) ( 20437., 168.) 66.4 80.0 0.001 0.05
( - 8000., -11000.) ( 16237., 1096.) 0.0 80.2 0.004 0.0
( - 8000., - 6000.) ( 12521., -2249.) 0.0 81.3 0.025 0.0
( - 5000., - 9500.) ( 13115., 2322.) 0.0 81.0 0.020 0.0
( - 5000., - 3000.) ( 8284., -2027.) 137.5 81.0 0.019 2.64
( - 2000., - 5500.) ( 8135., 1875.) 0.0 82.2 0.043 0.0
( - 2000., 0.) ( 4048., -1805.) 0.0 80.9 0.018 0.0
( 0., - 3500.) ( 5310., 2028.) - 125.4 80.3 0.007 0.86
( 0., 0.) ( 2709., - 319.) 0.0 99.0 0.380 0.0
( 0., 3000.) ( 480., -2326.) 117.3 80.1 0.001 0.15
( 500.,- 2500.) ( 4233., 1725.) 0.0 81.7 0.034 0.0
( 500., 3000.) ( 145., -1955.) 44.7 84.2 0.083 3.72
( 2000., - 500.) ( 1743., 1502.) 0.0 81.6 0.032 0.0
( 2000., 2500.) ( - 487., - 506.) 0.0 84.4 0.087 0.0
( 5000., 4000.) ( -3609., 720.) 83.0 81.5 0.031 2.56
( 5000., 6000.) ( -5095., - 618.) 127.1 82.9 0.058 7.33( 8000., 7500.) ( -6217., 608.) 127.1 81.5 0.031 3.92
( 8000., 9000.) ( -9332., - 396.) 22.0 82.4 0.047 1.04
( .11000., 12000.) (-13569., - 174.) 63.4 80.0 0.000 0.02
TOTAL POPULATION AFFECTED = 11613.1
TOTAL NOISE IMPACT = 1485.16
APPENDIX B - OPERATIONS
B.l CITY PAIRS TRAFFIC DENSITY
Table 8-1 contains the CAB data on origin and destination air
travelers for 1972. The data is organized by range increments of 100 miles
and traffic density per year. The density classes are equivalent to 20 to
49 travelers per day per route for the first class only. The remaining
class increments are 50 passengers per day per route to a maximum limit of
500 per day. City pairs are coded with a three-letter designation. This









DISTANE ANGE: - 99 RAFF DEN$IT: 7300= 18249
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCT
MILEs PASS'NGE PA'NGE
AHN ATL 67 16550 16.55050
ATL LSG 3 . 1,6 0 1 
1 8,8
ATL GAD 98 11,560 1,q26,880
AVL CLT 92 7,830 720,360
BDL BOS 91 10,390 945,'90
BDL PVD 66 7 970 526,020
BUF ROC 55 11,890 653,950
CHI JVL 83 10,910 905,530LLt ,U "F - . 14,41U 2o,;39o
CVG DAY 63 9,990 629,370
CYS DEN 95 17,150 1,675,200
DUJ PIT 84 9,710 815,640
HNL LNY 73 1,870 1,085,510
Jbl til Ib 11,0 0 tj I, ! u7-
LAW OKC 72 10,180 743,1q0
LAX PMD 48 9,180 4O,640
LEX SDF 62 11,640 733,320
LNK OMA 55 10,860 597,300
nuI W I IS 1U,biU 9'i,'SU
MEM MKL 71 7,380 523,980
MEM TUP 88 11,620 1,022,560
MKE MKG 85 19,220 1,222,920
MKE MSN 71 11,150 825,100
lik UH v (,OYU 6b','30
MKK OGG '6 9,380 490,860
MSP RST 76 13,310 1,011,560
N4Y PHL b pc6U tb,tzU
OWB SDF 83 11,290 9q8,360
PHL TTN 31 12,180 377,580
il Yly 51 id,'tI IIv,19U
STL UIN 9Q 12,190 1,l141,160
TABLE B.1
PAGE 1
TRAFFIC RANGE AND DENSITY REPORT FOR ORIGIN/DESTINATION CITYV-PAIRS
DATA SOURCE:CABOB.Y6872.SYNC PERIOD:1972
MEDIUM DFNSITY
TRI "HAN-S H rATI ON
STUDY
DISTANCE RANGE: 0- 99 TRAFFIC DENSITY: 18250- 36499
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCT
MILES PASENGE PASSENGER
ACT DAL 88 32,190 2,961,280
AIY PHL 11 21,7b0 1,3 480
BAL WAS 36 19,320 714,840BTR MSY 65 22,200 IA3000CAK " PITF 02 , 0 1,5bz2;040
CKB PIT 83 20,660 1,714,780COU STL 99 23,1'0 2,290,860vi 4d,' ou -8''' Z,336,450
OTT FNT 53 29,670 1,572,510LAX PSP 97 25,530 2176, 10U KU I U .. 2,IIf.7 ,l h ,1
MRY SFO 86 32,480 2,825,760
PAGE 2






- 99 TAFCUENSIT 36500 5 9
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC U NITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCTMAILE. 
. PASSENGEN ' PASEMfqGER
ANB ATL 82 5620 37 8iE' WIH 7l 'T4;3,310,1pCHI SBN 76 q7,600 3,617,600CHO WAS 8 37,970 3617600
UP T -T , 3189,q80
HNL MKK 5 6,710 2018522,3 120
SFO SMF 78 2,522,306?58o
TOTALS 8 363 770 27,371 530
a PAGE 3
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TRAFFIC RANGE AND DENSITY REPORT FOR ORIGIN/DESTINATION CITY-PAIRa
DATA SOURCE:CAB084.Y6872.SYNC PERIOD:1972
0 (5_ ,MEDIUM DENSITYAlR TRANSPORTA ION
LES STUDY
--COS DEN " 6T 58,530 3.921 510Ulf LAN77 59 7(,,1go
DTT MBS 96 61,0 6186,2 0TTL KOA OGG 90 65100 5859000
TOTALS 4 25,560 20,508,q60
PAGE 4
me PAGE 4
TRAFFIC RANGE AND DENSITY REFRTOR RIGIN/DESTINATION TV-AR




DIU STANCE RANGE: 0- 99 rHAFFIC NS 9125 0999
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE ONITS "iRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCT
PiIASS6kNU PASSLN(El .
CLE DTT 9', 108.820 10.229.080
H i WAS- 9 . 93 90
TOTALS 2202 510 19223 320
PAGE
PAGE 5
TRAFFIC RANGE AND DENSITY REPORT FOR ORIGIN/DESTINATION CITY-PAIRS
DATA SOURCE:CABDB.Y6872.SYNC PERIOD:1972
MEDIUlM DENSITY
0 RANSPOFT AT ION
STUDY
DISTANCE RANGE: 100- 199 TRAFFIC UOLNSITY: 7300- 1829
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCT
M'LES P A'rN-C N RGN-S-H
ABQFH 198 11,5600 10 880ABU -how -T= 3,91 2,2-11011  "
ALB BTV 121 8,520 1,056,80AL ISP 139570 2,203,600ALb SYR 
- '1 1  ' 175027150-
ALO MSP 166 10,970 1,821,020ALS DEN 1699,00 1,588,600
AH I .F I 10,9 ..... 1, 118,9- '0-APN OTT 192 11,530 2,213,760ATL BHMN 13 10,750 1,0,500
ATL MGR 180 11,890 2,7q0,200ATY ASP 193 8, 0 1621200BUR l  OB!F l'it 1/-,,i-4 1,b-v",5b
BFD PIT 123 11,910 l,q6q,930BFF DEN 159 14,460 2,313,600
Sa SP 199 IT,000 3,383,000BPG CHI 198 9,6006
BOI PIH 189 T, 145 1,4108,050BAD , SP 113 1-4,930 1,687,090
BTR MLU Il'16 9,310 1,359,260BUF CLE 186 12,qO0 2,306,q00
CU. L 11Ii3 1-f, 4luI, 4(;AoCHI CwI 132 9,q30 1,2q ,760CHI ONV 116 1'4,210 1,6q8,360
LI 'b U k- 5 1.~ 1, "Vu A,oiu,J~uCHI HUF 168 16,760 2,832,440CHI JXN 172 10,270 1,766, 440
6ml LItr lLU ... j, u 1,"461,90CHI LAN I7I [I,4 70 2,517,780CHI MIE 168 11,860 1,992,1480
LMI I I w - lit 14,YfJ Z, 11,690CIC SFO 1,43 10,190 1,457,170CKB WAS 163 15,000 2,qq5,000
LLI ILill 15 Af
, 1 ,4-CLT RDOU 130 16,900 
.2,197,000CMH IND 182. 11,720 2,133,0q0LUU IU .I PIKU4U 
.. 
... 1,6u ,J1"CRP SAT 13, 7,980 1,077,300
Page 6





CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC=ISTANCE PRODUC
CAW GW 125 
.... 30 1 099.980
CWA MSP 182 0 31,0
DAL GGG 1513,910 2,531,620
.. ... 114 55 1_673.250Lnw 1 ..... ,390 
,3
DEC STL 109 7,700 839,300
DEN GUC [N-= .. . . .A K~ I li9 600DEN MTJ 184 #... ----
SM MKC 9,350 1,720,i00D u -I'- I 1741 J0,87018930
OTT ING 1149 9,510 l,q21,'f60
ELM PHL 182 8,500 14,0,597,000
EUG POX 106 s OLEUG PDX 106 9,30 999,580FL PHX 119 13,60 1,623,160ISU i~I Il L,J~ 4i I 6JJ,89~0FSD OMA 162 7,760 1,26',880GCN LAS 369 8,820 1,90,580N I'M 1 1, 90,580
GRI OMA 128 9,90 1,21,720GRR MKE 120 17,130 2 0
Uh m II055, 600
HPN SYR 187 9,60 ,69,60
HVN PHL 151 1,769,020
JAN POE 152 8,390 a 27,280
IAH SAT 191 11,180 1,275,280
--
17 2,1 6,560
IND SDF III 1,!3d0
IPL LAX 11,100 23,0L169 ,880 2,51q,720
IPT PHL 133 10,5801,#07,
JAN MEM 189 16,130 3,08,570
i t A - -I 3 , 0 4 8 , 5 7 0
LAN S KE 168 11,130 1,869,840LAS PSP 173 8,'b0 1,.60,120LSE MSP 120 13,210 1,585,200
MEM MSL 136 7,850 1,067,600
MKC SLY I6 v , 5 2
180 . 1,855,880
Page 7





;f ~~~~~DISTANCE RANGE 1'-T9 R 84
'pv ,, CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE'UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCTMILES PA'NGE' PASSNGER.
9 13,180 2.50A ,200Lrnt ~i159 1,690 I~O~O
OTH PDX 70,6 1,230,AJ000  EA170 8,550 1,462,050PDX SEA 132 16,420 2167 400PHX YUsl .60 1",10' ' 6
PIT PSB 120 8,740 1,048,800SBY WAS 101 12,940 1,319,880
TRI TYS 100 9,410 91 ,000
TTN AS 161 9,090 1,q63,490
TOTALS 9# 1,095,300 166,075,560
o .Page 8







DISTANCE ANGE: 100- 199 TRAFFIC DENSITY: 18250- 36499
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS T.ISTANCE PROD
MIL~bAMSLNGE R5 E
AL ROC 198 27,730 5A90 510
ATL TSL 197 2',150 q4,781,700ATI. TCL 186 29 780 5,539,080
4, O74,uuuBOL. SYR 192 25,530 '4,901,760BFT PSC 173 2 600 4255,00BMI CHI 1114 18,970 2,162,580
BNA TYS 152 28,200bU5 15 ' - b ? >u 1.286,100
b~i) hrii vo,)uBRL CHI 190 29,"480 5,601,200BUF SYR 134 26,5140 3,556,360CHit u0 " .. ,,616,4CHI 0D0 155 33,250 5,153,750CHI MKG 119 25,620 3,048,780
W CLE CMH 117 26,510 3,101,670CLE DAY 167 32,230 3,101,670o l ..
, 230,.O' 
..
CMH OTT 161 24,600 3,960,600CMI STL 1143 19,000 2,717,000
CRW CVG 173 29,290 5,067,170CVC HTS 123 36,380 5,067,170
UR ~ 3 - -36,38 4,17f, 7q0
DAL TPL 120 25,670 3,208,750DAt. TXK 157 33,270 5,223,390u - - - - - - I , 5 , 2 2 3, 3 90(DEN PUB 10 26,730 2,779,920OTT PIT 198 21,090 
',175,820
Lii ~ ~ 101Ae J, Jbu, Vi)EVV lND 1341 26,870 3,627,1450GLH MEM 123 20,300 2,496,900
HOT PEM, 182 24,630 4A,82,660HSV ME1 16'. 27,190 5,030,150-- '5,030,150
IP1 PIT 181 ' 9,0,U
JLN MKC 136 22,0 4,088,79020,570 2,797,520LRA IlA1 
,4UJJoUiSLIT MEM 130 30,270 3,935,100
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TIAFFIC RANGE AND DENSITY REPORT FOR ORIGIN/DESTINATION CITY-PAIRS
DATA SOURCE:CABDBf.Y6872.SYNC PERIOD:1972
... ' 1 EDIUM DENSITY
AIR 7TANSPORTATIONSTUDY
01$TANCEI AN GE= - 00'- 1'99" ?1 T UAIC b ISITYV
= 
- t$2 0- 364 99
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCT
LES PA~ENU E RS PAS
MHK MKC 112 35360 3,960,320
"""" "" " """ - -- -- 35,- 31601 320
P ' "O'A165 3.4,390 - 5,0 1t, !l'0
PMKC SGF 15 31,370 4,5,80,020MLI STL 186 29,630 562700NOi '' & Y 130 1 _230 5, 29,90
MWA STL 100 20,290 2,0149,290
PAH SF 183 19,680 3,601,1,0PAd bTL Pa10 e9 31082,_50PD PSC 17A 26,560 4,621,10PDX YKM 120 22,360 2,683,200
PSC SEA 173 24,600 q,255,800PUK SDF 183 19,660
, I 3,601 lo0
4 1, y!) ()4, 1 ez, 10ROO SFO 189 2,1,990 4,723,110RIC ROA 1f6 20,310 2,965,260
Oz SHO WAS 100 26,150 2,615,000STL TBN 119 , 22,050 2,623,950





OISIANCE A ANNETOT9TAFCESY 60 99
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCT
PA3lv~ LES- P7LN6LH
ALB 805 1'5 38,560 5,591,200
AZO DTT 122 51,090 6,232,980B'F PIT 186 36,970 6,8761,120Ul 1 E C Lt6,'#0 p 13, TI;0DAL LAW 199 50,170 7,926,860l.M NYC 180 49,810 9.0151610
ITH NYC 176 q7,760 8,53,520170 -OGG 121 50,250 6 080,250
LCH MSY 178 39,160 7,023,880LNK MKC 165 38,9'0O 6,312,600
CO MI A 196 12,800 8,388,8003;F WAS 149 37,190 5,533,860
PIA STL 137 92,710 5,851,270SGF STL 195 53,680 10467,600
TOTALS 19 827,580 129,323,780
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U 1 TiANUG. HANGE: 100- 199 IHAJ-?Ai DEN51Y: 5750- 12999
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCTMILES PASSENGE' 5.. PASSENGER
ABI DAL 168 56,920 10,359'40ATL iN 2310 12,11365,010BDL NYC 106 66,800 7,1147,600
BGM NYC Ii5 66760 9,680,200
CMH PIT l1i3 57,360 8,259,8qoOTT GRR 126 67,370 8 188,620HNL rliU 46IU',IQ~
HNL! 6,U 1' biu3 9,100,530
LFT MSY 105 65,280 6,854,1#00MDT NYC 15# 62,550 9,632,700





=-- P ag e 12





DISTANCE RANGE: 0-199 TAI D : 0 9129-
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE RODUCT
ABY ATL. I5 86.810
AIL AVL ------ "167q', 260
BDL PHL 190 73,950 1 ,050,500CHI GRR 131 88 520
DAL SPS 12f 7#,950 i0,1,5ZA*
DLH MSP 144 82 190 11835,360





CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCT
AZO CHI 116 107,550 12,75,800LRT-cMr 130 -
_10CU,~ 13,-063,-OCHI IND 167 93,ONO 15,537,680CHI SPI 172 107,710 1526,120.. N'YC P"Vo ..... 
-'"100,560 5 ,06,u= 
-







-- ,, P a g e 1 4





DISTANCE RANb: 100- 199 TRAI T 0
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCTPIILES PASSENGE R 
-
6bkNk
ATL HSV 151 12 850 8852350
CT GRPIT 182 110,600 20,018,600
IN D T P IT   2 . 2 
, O 2 0 0







DISTANCE RANGE: 100- 199 TRAFFIC DENSITY.: '1600- 16Z2$9
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCT
('ILLE PAb  RPASNGEH
KAL NYC 179 153,030 27,392,370
LH - I''AA 131 156,180 Z0,03d,1o









DISTANCE RANGE: 100- 199 TRAFFIC DENSITY: 161f250- 1'2'99
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCT
MILES S4EPA E RPAS LNGER
CHI MSN 118 171,6qO 20,253,520
PiHL LIJA. 13 1/-(o 213,60,63-0
TOTALS 2 39,9 150 q3862,350
P
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DISTANCE RANGE: 200- 299 TRAFFIC LDENSITY: 7300- 18249
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCT
IMILES PAbSNGE RS PASSLNGEH
ABR MSP 257 17 780 4,569,460
ALO MKC 263 9,580 2,519,50f
ART NYC 2f8 9,730 2,.13,0q 0AI L" ' X 7Y '_z z" -- 16,du 3,791,250
ATL INT 299 18,120 5,327,280
AVP 805 253 16,170 £,107,180buh WAS- - 9 0, i Z,51'7,80
BFD NYC 253 11,730 2,967,690
BFI EUG 237 8,550 2,026,350t5FI LW'S ... . lu I ,'ilu ' " 2 ,' "140
BGM BOS 255 15,'f70 3,9q',850
BGM PIT 251 8,570 2,151,070
dLr UVI ZZ 6,'("o 1,'4 6,dU'U
BLF WAS 2'2 10,600 2,565,200
BNA TRI 239 17,670 ,2'40,800dUi ULb ZIT- ' IQ,LZU Z,936,U010
BOI IDA 209 9,430 1,970,870
BO 801 SLC 290 15,660 4,557,060
BUF CMH 296 11, 20 3,380,320
BUF HPN 289 10,530 3,043,170U P-- L zlz . .,.5..0 2, 69' 3'' , 10
CAK IND 268 I,160 3,794,880CHA MEM 270 16,770 q,5'.,670
Lii I .. .d 1 bDV J I,'u0
CHI ESC 26.7 12,830 3,925,610
CHI IMT 272 10,710 2,921,280
CID STL 228 12,690 2,893,320
CLE CVG 226 17,570 3,970,820CLLt ELn1 4 . 1> ,£ 4 (o t142lV 0~
CLE GRR 216 7,790 1,671,840CLE MDT 27 ' 11,050 3,027,700
LLI Uir oly i),ULU ),ZV4,6yuCLT RIC 256 15,570 3,985,920
CRW WAS 238 10,840 2,579,920
kVu il !>6 l3,JJu
DAL HOT 232 16,870 3,913,8'0
DAL LCH 273 11,530 3,1'47,690
UAL rU~t 'b IIIoUU , 4,due
DAY MKE 285 16,080 I,582, 800
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TRAFFIC RANGE AND DENSITY REPORT FOR ORIGIN/DESTINATION CITY-PAIRS
DATA SOURCE:CABDBM.Y6872.SYNC PERIOD:1972
MEDIUM DENSITY
STUOVOII6AN1 f~NGE: Z.OO- 
-~ -8MJ O =bAY 14= 182'9
.DISTANNE ANE SP EE
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCTMILES ,PsEG'}SE R
DEN FMN 277 11,200 3,102,L00U L ...... Z'39 Z0,9 0 2,63 ,200
DEN RIW 293 8,680 2,551,920DTT GRB 291 11.270 3.279.570
ERI DT 218 12,800 2,790,500268 15,160 0629,8 8 0
FAT LAS 258 10,130 2,623,670
FSNi MEP 2 9 16,290 ' ,056,210
FYV STL 282 13,580 3,829,560
.GEG PDX 278 12,0 0 3,20
GSO WAS 2'.3 392,710HPN ROC 2 8 !%,750 3,658,000
INL MPSP 253 11,860 3,012 50ITH WAS 251 12,960
JH NYC 291 12,890 3,750,990
LAX YU 225 9,920 2,21,920
LT PDX 241 7,730 1,862,930
LT LS 258 10,130 2,623,670
MEN MGM 280 9, 100 2,057, 100
MSP SUX 233 8,960 2,087,680GSP TVF 261 18,380 3,753,180
C)l~ lN ROC24 2,4716
PIT ROG 225 11,720 2,637,000
PIT ROC 22 16,170 3,622,080
ROC NAS 292 17,380 5,075,960
LAX 
.... . .. .
9,,2 2 , 4 , 2
LEX ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Pg PI 9,'U-- - ~ i~u





"ISTANCE RANGE: 200- 299 TRAFFIC DENSITY: 7300-" ' 18249
_CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUC
ILES PASSENG PAGE 20PAS G
2RW WAS 2,630 0
SDF TRI 218 15,960 3 ,1479,280
'U'I'ALb 87 . .. 1 ,'"2,'690 ... 2'7 3',5b701,'590
ca
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SDI TAN CE ANE 200- 299 _RAFF ENSITY: 18250- 3699
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCT
MTLES PAS'SNGE----- PAM
ABE BS 258 33 500 8 ,3 000O
ATL FLO 273 21,530- 5,877,690ATL GTR 241 23 960 5,77q.360
ATL I'LD 0ATL VLD 208 23,230 4,831,840
BAL BOL 283 36,050 10,202,150
B L L~W - -l 23,610 1,h20'
BOL ROC 267 29,140 7,780,380
BHM MEM 211 29,910 6,340,920
CH1 CID 203 28,0,0 5,b92,120
CHI EAU 278 21,960 6,104,880Lil NUW 
-7, 6 u, '4t I, U0,0
CHI PLN 295 18,710 5,528,300
CHI RHI 273 27,820 8,012,160
CHO NYC 299 27,550 8,237,q50
CID (MKC 2If 19,120 9,665,280
CLE INDr 4LI,(~UCLE IND 265 23,530 6,258,980
CPR DEN 231 25,810 5 987,920
CVG ROA 282 20,q10 5,755,620
CVG TRI 216 23,160 5,002,560
DAL FYV 259 20,110 5,208,90
DFN D11O 238 21,050 5 200 300
OTT TVC 207 31,300 6,479,100
GFK MSP 284 30,180 8,571,120
GR3 MSP 252 23,650 5,959,800HPN WAS 20 36,0 8,752,800
HVN WAS 282 28,330 8,017,390
IAH LFT 201 28,750 5,778,750
iS0 WASy~ 6,167,UIUI0  247 21,420 5,290,7q0
JLN. STL 251 29,350 7366850L i L A VV . .. .. z 'Vu . .... .. .. ,6. , 0U
CO TLH 225 30,030 6,756,750
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DISTANCE RANGE: 00- 299 TRAFIC DENSITY: 18250- 36499
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCT
MEM STL 255 18,320 4 671.600
MxC SUX 215 18,930 ',637,850
MLI MSP 270 2l,100 6,507,000
Z iLU Z  0- '2,9 0 4,6o 9,4 'MSN MSP 228 18,350 4,183,800
MSP OmA 282 '21,030 5,930'460'IS Y ' V F S Z Z 6 '''   ,   , 46 
OAJ WAS 289 35,10 10,233,490
PHF PHL 205 31,130 6,381,650ell Y Y 4 7 J_. U ' OOiO, O
PIT TDL 201 18,510 3,720,510
RDU WAS 224 19,690 
-,L30,2 5 0
TOTALS 55 1,A06,910 350,715,220
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DISTANCE RANGE 200- 299 TRAFFIC DENSIT : 36500 597'9
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS RAFFIC UNITS TRAFF C-DISTANCE PRODUCT
ILES PASSENGE RS PASSENGER
ALB BUF 251 8,3'0 12 133 3 O0AlL P'N 
. 53,100 13,115,700
AVP PIT 23 44,990 10,932,570
BNA MEM 200 147,810 9,568-000bTPT "J L .... 's"-/U 10, I2, 160
BTR IAH 253 36,800 9,3*7,200
CHI CWA 205 51 q50 10,5147,250
Uhl" LbL I ,3fvL0""
CHI RST 278 S7,000 13,066,000
CHI TVC 226 41,590 9,399,340UL L b i ' '.... ZJ6 ... . .3" , 3j0 9,332,50 .. ...
DAL TUL 23# 50,250 11,758,500DAY PIT 214 143,1450 9 3 ,I,750
EWN WAS 263 38,040 10,012,560
IND STL 229 54320 12,439,280
MKE MSP 297 9,30 1,653,980
NYC WAS 215 39,860 8,569,900
TOTALS 19 87,84O 20,849,480
PAGE 23
TRAFFIC RANGE AND DENSITY REPORT FOR ORIGIN/DESTINATION CITY-PAIRS




DISTANCE RANGE: 200- 299 TRAFFIC DENSITY: 54'50- 72999
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCT
MILES P A a-L, RS PL(NiA
ACV SFO 239 56,300 13, 455,700
ALU H 46 .;,01O~~u
ATL. VPS 250 63,730 15,932,500BAL PIT 210 5 830 11,514,300DAL LIT 283 66,210 18,737,430
D EN GJT 200 70,060l z l O h
FAY WAS 28 5780 16,26,560
ISP WAS 256 60,20 15,390,720KUA LIH by'f 'tI v
LAS SNA 225 66,830 15,103,580
LAX MRY 2T3 55,630 15,186 990
ORF PHL 215 72A90 15,585,350PHL PVD 231 65,650 15165,150
TOTALS 17 1,039,510 257,6't870
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DISTANCE RANGE: 200-99 2 RAH C ENSIY: 73000- 912,9
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFI IC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCT
MILES PASSEGEL RS PASSEiVUER
ATL TRI 226 78 700 17,864 900
P ,Tb 225 , , 1 2, .4..
BOS SYR 26f 89,130 23,530,320
BTV NYC 261 651020 22,190,220
UAL I 222 z0z ib, 'o
GEG SEA 223 82,180 18,326,lqO
LIH OGG 201 80,680 16,297 360
TOTALS 7 580,930 134,969,960
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1TAIVCE NGE-7-200-'2V9 Th'FFI, DENSITY: 912',0-" 1019
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCT
NILES PAb6tNGE HS PAsStNUER
ALB PHL 208 93,270 19,100,160
LAS VPHA i0 0 -- 44,191,600




TRAFFIC RANGE AND DENSITY REPORT FOR ORIGIN/DESTINATION CITY-PAIRS




DISTANCE RANGE: 200- 299 TRA'IC DENSITY: 109500- 1Z7'9
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCT
.. nIE .PASN'E ... PASSENGER
BUF NYC 289 112,200 32_925,800




TRAFFIC RANGE AND DENSITY REPORT FOR ORIGIN/DESTINATION CITY-PAIRS
DATA SOURCE:CABDB4.Y6872.SYNC PERIOD:1972
MILESB PASSXNGE R3S P ly 1 "
ABO PHX 328 16J,130 5,306,770
ATL LYH 389 11,270 5,551,030
BOAUS LBB 335 913200 3,16200
BUF DAY 353' ,5o,7,50
BG CLE 3083 12,070 q,277,280
BHK NSY 321 136710 ,0072191760
BOC PDX 31H 11,670 3,011,480BOS ELM 302 130,0200 3,98620000
UI --K L J.... b V046U 4,bdUdQ
BUF DAY 353 13,450 4,747,850
BUF PVD 383 12,060 ,6182,980
CAK NYC 391 15,360 6,005,760CAK PHL 3 1 10,590 3,611,190
CHI COU 320 10,000 3,200,000
CHI HTS 367 7,990 2,932,330
U~ wu, 2,U  Z 13,0uCHI SSM 360 9,020 3,2 97,200CMH MRDT 322 7,30 2,392,460
DEN WSL 393 ,03I b, ,900
CRP DAL 351 17,470 63,166,910CVG ROU 390 7,390 2,882,100
DAL LFT 327 16,70 5,9273,980
DAL SGF 351 16,800 5,987,200
DEN GRI 356 12,300 5,378,800
DEN SLN 393 8,300 3,261,900
U LH 1K LJ 1~ ,IU. . Z,) I ls uDTT ELM 322 9,460 3,096,120
DTT MDT 362 7,920 2,667,090
DTT SYR 36f 11,030 4,014,920
FSM STL. 323 9,050 2,923,150
GSO SDF 351 8,510 2,987,010
HSV MSY 379 13,290 5,036,910
IAH L i kJ ,Y 4 1 ' 0 .. .. .. 'LAS SLC 368 13,340 4,909,120
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DISTANCE RANGE: 300- 399 T78AFC DENSIT: 30- - 1829
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCT
MILE PA NE LNGE
LAS TUS 36' 13,030 ' 7T2,920
LAX'SFU 3T - II, 2 3','919,550
LMT SF0 305 9,690 2,955,A50
LYH NYC 366 6,2*0 5,93,80iO
MEM TUL 3q2 9,210 3,1#9,820
MEN TYS 312 8,920 3,050 6q0
MKC RST 398 7,350 2,557,800
MKE SDF 398 10,190 3,516,120
.HL' - . ' 9, ...U. 3,1i6bb,600
ROA SDF 321 13,700 4,397,700
UCA WAS 309 12,810 3,958,290
TOTALS 55 616,770 215,45,570
PAGE 29
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DJSlANCE ANGE: 300- 399 iAFI kNCl)V: 1DE20- 36499
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFEIC-DISTANCE PRODUCTn
MILES PASSENGE RS PASSENGER
ABO DEN 339 23 100 7.830 900
A30 TUS 321 22 0 u
ALB PIT 367 33,330 12,232,110
AMIA DEN 359 27,310 9,804,290
AIL LHE a ii3, 1,8 6,650
ATL MOB 302 19,050 5,753,100
AVL WAS 377 30,110 11,351,470
BAL 3 Liid 30b 19, Z'Ta 6,46,64U
BAL PVD 328 21,780 7,143,840
BIL SLC 387 20,450 7,911,150
bNA CLI 'ai ZI- ,2 0 6,68,960"
BUR PHX 369 21,500 7,933,500
CHI ERI 391 29,410 11,499,310
LI Iii I 2 _ _ t-( a - -- 1 53 0
CLE SYR 312 31,650 9o874,800CMH MKE 331 20,360 6,739,160
tvu Vi' t J10,l> 6,U>l,'VJ
DAL MAF 319 20,300 6,759,900
DAY STL 339 21,540 7,302,060
uty hAr U 1,l)AJ ,4i
ERI PHL 304 33,480 10,177,920
FSD MKC 327 18,840 6,160,680
bUN WAS r4J 14,VIV LV,J0lZZV
IAH MSY 303 27,970 8,474,910
ILM WAS 320 29,900 9 59T7,900
ITO LIH 317 22,490 7,151,820
LAS SJC 391 34,400 13,450,400
ihh l Ub il 1 JodU .,04,040ONT PHX 322 30,730 9,895,060
ORF PIT 330 23,150 7,639,500
TOTALS 32 802,630 .269,230,370
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..STANCFANGE: 300--3"9 TH'AFFit UNST71: o50'0- 57I9
v CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCT
-ATML . . ASSNGE R5 PASSENGEH
ATL GPT 352 38,660 13 608,320
AlL ILM 3 it,650 1,963To o
BDL BUF 317 9l1,350 13,107,950
BOS MDT 336 93,180 14,551,660
H L USh . . L 06 4S,510 . . 0 13,6o,060
DEN SLC 381 53,830 20,509,230
ERI NYC 335 '5 N.000 15 075000
MKE STL 317 41,890 19,230,130
NYC ROA 399 52 750 21,07,250
Pl1 SUF 33 3d',u 13,00,050
TOTALS 11 489,090 16.8,561l220
PAGE 31
TRAFFIC RANGE AND DENSITY REPORT FOR URIGIN/D~STINATION CITY-PAIRS.
_o DATA SOURCE:CABDB.Y6872.SYNC PERIOD:1972
..... .. _... ..  .__ MEDI UM D ENSITY
AIR TRANSPORTATION
STUDY
DISTANCE RANGE, 300- 399 TRAFFIC DENSITY: 5'750- 7Z2999
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCT
IALk PASIENGE R5 PASSENGER
ATL ROA 357 69 880 29.9'7,160
CHI MSP 31'# 58,900 20,261,600
IuAL 193,120 '7o,687,4O0
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DISTANCE RANGE: 300-' 399 -TRAFF~C ENS 3000- 9129
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCT
ULES "P"~'b E S PASSENGER
BOS ROC 3143 78650 26,976950
LAS o. 3 ,89. 2 ,62, 50
PHX SNA 3AO 86,630 29,q5#,200
IMiAPG3LS 3,94
PAGE 33





DISTANCE RANGE: 300--399-T AFFIC DENbITY 912507 109499'
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCT
MILES PAS'Nk ' PASSENG
ALB WAS 321 102,930 33,090,530
AIL FAY 31a 
_ 
96_,0... 31,666,600









DISTANCE RANGk: 300- 399 TRAFF DEN 6000 16
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCT
MILES PASENGE 5r PASSENGER
BAL BOS 370 I5q,660 57 224 2008JJL "4 .. .. . .3 '= I6I, 3J0 , %
TOTALS 2 315,990 108,688,970
PAGE 35
TRAFFIC RANGE AND DENSITY REPORT FOR ORIGIN/OESTINATION CITY-PAIRS
DATA SOURCE:CABDBq.Y6872.SYNC PERIOD:1972
00
___ ________________ _ _ _ MEDIUM DENSITY
AIR TRANPUNHTATION
STUDY
DilSANCE RANGE: -- 00- 799 IRAFFIC UNSJITY: 17300- 182'9
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCT
MILES P~b5EGE RSPASHSNGER
.... ATL CHO 456 7,500 3,427,500BFI 01 ' " '0 li,3'0 4',-5-zq -'
BHM MCO 475 16,910 8,032,250BNA RDU -f'3 10,500 q,651,500
4UI SEA  11,3U0 4,5Z',00
BOS WAS 406 10,930 4, q37,580BTV WAS 439 12,980 5,69 220i u V '' L v 9,"5-oz- Y3,0BU b 90 3U ,931,900
BUF IND '50 10,470 4,711,500
CAK STL '97 13,500 6,709,500
CHI JLN b 9,"tu .16,90
CMH NYC '72 10,270 q,8#7,q0
CMH PHL '12 17,680 7,284,160
L. w wINw r "d ',4 u u, #, '0
DAL LOI 402 11,160 1,q86,320
DAL ROW .. . 7 13,110 6,195,q20
DAY VHML tdJ , 30 6,466,bYo
* DAY SYR 475 7,680 3,6q8,000Z. DEN FSD 496 8,1q0 q,037,q0
uE JA -4 15 , u b, Ujb,buoDEN LBB 451# 13,420 6,092,680
DEN MHK . 41. 7,530 3,320,730
ULN uPM_ dl 195_0 1,V:),fzvGRR MSP '08 9,"50 3,855,600
HTS NYC 486 9,060 4,q03,160
Il S a PREIfI 1,5bu J, lzz,lksJAH LBB 466 8,100 3,774,600
ILM NYC '95 15,420 7,632,900I N I NJi YL I ' 13',3bU ., 1,v'U'$U
ISO NYC '23 13,310 5,630,130
LAS OAK '$08 8,650 3,529,200
L~b b I, U 'If I ,blU>,ZJ.)v
MCO MGM '00 9,540 3,816,000
MEM TRI '36 9,250 i,042,250
MSO SLC 935 12,390 5,q02,040
MSP RAP 490 9,630 4,718,700
iyy eb liv 1 ,460V J,j1,d42ORF PVD '20 1#,170 5,951,400
PHL TOL 470 . 1,950 7,026,500
m I t, bul "'3 ''U, U : u I*, z'u
SNA TUS 418 16,930 7,076,70o
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TRAFFIC RANGE AND DENSITY REPORT FOR ORIGIN/DEST ATION CiTY-PAIRS
DATA SOURCE:CABDBq.Y6872.SYNC PERIOD:1972T
.. ,MEDIUM DENSITY
AIR TRANSPO'UH ATI ON
STUDY
ISTANCERANAGEi " N- 999 T-AFFIC DENSITY 7300- 1829
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCT
1 LES _ P..• . h. ,





TRAFFIC RANGE AND DENSITY REPORT FOR ORIGIN/DESTINATION CITY-PAIRS




' DIS T9RAEz NO- A9 RAFFI- ENSI : 1'8250- 364 99 .
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCT
MILES PASSENB RS PASSNGER
ALBE CLE 419 31 080 13,022 520
ATL 150ISO 05 18,570 7,539,120ATL, OAJ 407 31,780 19 155460
BIL DEN 956 23,260 10,629,820
BNA PIT 461 18.500 8,5f7 000
CHI SGF 438 21210 10,603,980
CMH STL 110 29,540 12, 11,00
DAL ",'FEIU 11 6'ZO0
DAL NFE '67 28,900 13,554,100
DAL MKC 4148 21,060 91434,880
DEN SUX 479 30,820 1T,762,780
EUG SF0 q40 25,920 11'O,0,800
MOT MSP 449 19,570 8,786,930
PIT PVD '6T 23,120 10,797,040
TOTALS 19 469,3 0 208,095,740
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CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCT
BAL CVG 930 43.650 18,769.500
CHI FSD 71I 53,570 25,231,470
CHI SUX 14 f7.,590 21,129.960
TOTALS 5 232,370 103,725 460
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DISTANCE RANGE' N00- ''9 TRAFFIC-DENblTY' UN7SO- 72999
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCT
MILES PAbSLNUb R6 FA3SNuK
BDL PIT 406 58,390 23,706,340
CHI DLH L' i,5p0 22,592,0
LAX TUS 438 57,420 25,149,960
MSP STL 4 8 .70,380 31,530,240









DISTANCE RANGE: m00'  99 RAFI NiTYn : =  3O0O- 91.'9
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCT
L PSSEGE ... RPASNGR
BOS PIT -96 75,830 37.611,680
TOTALS 2 .158,080 .708o680l
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TRAFFIC RANGE AND DENSITY REPORT FOR ORIGIN/DESTINATION CITY-PAIRS
DATA SOURCEiCABDB4.Y6872.SYNC PERIOD:1972
_ _ _ _ __.MEDIUM DENSITY
AIR TRANSPORTATION
STUDY
DISTANCE RANGE: 500- 99 RAFFIC UENSITY 7300- 1829
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCT
MILES PASSENGE I .... PASSE'4tGEH
ACV LAX 589 11,390 6,651,760
AA IAH 52& 11,130 5,826,6 0t ATL WAS 540 9,090 4,908,600
AVL NYC 592 17,310 10,2,7,520bUL LLH 5I 14,160 1,188,00
BNA ORF 565 9,730 5,692,050
BNA RIC 527 10,90 5,528,230
CHI ELM 559 16,770 9,37,'t30
CHI INL 537 9,290 q,98R,730
CHI ROA 521 15,+30 8,039,030
CLT MEM 512 15,030 7,6?,5,360
CVG MSP 596 9,780 5,828,880
DAL 'OMA 585 12,070 7,060,950
DAY NYC 593 13,550 7,357,650
DEN OKC 500 7,690 3,820,000
ULU bLU 5 Lo,4Q,
GSO MEM 569 10,220 5,825,400
LAX SLC 583 7,330 4,273,390
LEX PHL 526 7,340 3,860,840
MIA VPS 500 8,540 4,270,000
PDX SF0 540 8,180 4,417,200
SLC SNA 587 17,790 10,t42,730
TOTALS 28 328,060 182,744,420
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PDISTANCRANE 500 599 F R DEN I T 1820 3699
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCT
MILESSiVGE rMNS
ABO DAL 580 35,870 21,3061
BAL IND 515 27,310 14,069,650BOL DTT 510 27 000. 1A$.580.0 06 1- 2' "' b .. 6,210 ..... .. 000'"6
DEN PHX 589 34,300 20,202,700DTT ,SP 531 33,040 17,6113 360
PIT STL 553 31,680 17,550,720
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TRAFFIC RANGE AND DENSITY REPORT FOR ORIGIN/DESTINATION CITY-PAIRS
DATA SOURCE:CABDB.Y6872.SYNC PERIOD:1972
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ MEDIUM DENSITY
AIR TRANSPORTATION
STUDY
OISTANCE UA~s50 9 hFJ ENSilYs 360- 5/
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITSE RT PAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCT
MILES eASSENGk PASSLNGEA
. ..-. . DAL STL 537 99,190 26,#15,030
DEN PiK.. ',o l,68 o .. ..
PHL SDF 583 ,3,130 25,319,60o




. " - MEDIUM DENSITY
-- _At'TWATEj"
STUDY
wsnN n- TA WZ -, - 9 nr--P v- l U-M, Hg-- 29--
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCT
ILES PASSENGE ... -PASS'ENE6
CHI MDT 5814 59 930 34,999 120
.PH 0... ",6;,
TOTALS 2 119,550 65,2261f60 ,
co
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8 DISTANCE RANGE: 600- 699' IhAFMIM ENSITY: 7300- 18249
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCT
ABE CHI 647 10,850 7,019,950ALU DEN ' 61// l'" I , 60 "'" 0,4dl,880
BDL CVG 661 8,070 5,33q,270
BDL DAY 619 15,990 9,897,810
bum CHI 
_ __6__ I_ 9_,17_3 __9_1__
BHM MIA 661 12,300 8,130,300BOS DTT 623 10,170 6,335,910LHI Lir Uzi - l liI u.... 11,Z8'2,5'30 -
CHI JAN 672 8,710 5,853,120
CMH MSP 627 8,990 5,323,230LUbu "WAS 61"1 - I ," U V,lv,q U
DAL MLI 682 7,380 5,OT7,920
DEN GTF 624 10,090 6,296,160
UL N'U 1 61 10 ,.)u u 10,l14,5uo
DTT PVD 606 10,810 6,569,0.0
NYC SOF 653 7,780 5,080,340
UXA ' LL bso I3 7,u','0 I"
PHX RNO 600 11,310 6,797,310
SPHX SFO 657 7,660 5,032,6204=ri'"w '* 46(J L4J, L(J 6,(V,30(
SLC TUS 600 10,150 6,090,000
10 1iLb 21 245,d PE 46
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L ISTANCE RANGE 600 699 T-ANII ULNSITY 1820= 36 .
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCT
IL N RA5 RODUCT
BFI KTN 676 25 320 17 116 320
zi JL " t1 7',1 31BNA PHL 681 33,020 22,759,020KTN SEA 676 25,320 17,116,320i U I I..... ... .. . . r I...
MEM1 PIT 651 20,560 13,'05,120PHX SJC 627 27,130 17;010,510
TOTALS 8 201 800 135,621,140
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DISTANCE RANGE: 600- 699 TRAFFIC DENSITY": 36500- 5749--
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCT
ABO LAX 665 42,860 28501,900
AVP CHI 6' '--,10' u31 ,080
DEN MSP 692 52,470 36,361,710
DEN TUS 627 37,600 23,575,200IND NYC 66 V"2u3I,860
















A THKAPJAT I N
STUDY
DISTANGER HPNGG: 600- 6 99 IHAFI- UEN Y : '.i0.- l72999
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCT
tM LE6 PASSENGE RS PASSENGER
DEN LAS 616 72,780 q4 832,980
TOTALS 1 72,780 49,832,980
U
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DISTANCE RANGE: 600- 699 TRAFFIC UENSITY: 73000- 91249
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCT
MILES PASS'NUE Rs eAb!,t.NGLR











DISTANCE RANGE-: 700- 99- = TRAFFC DENSITY. 7300- 182's
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCT
MILESAS E .. PANE
AUS DEN 769 7 970 6,128,930
bAL S 
- -A-, T 00
BOL IND 727 T17,510 12,77,280BOS CVG 75Z 7 700 5,790,100
CHI NYC 721 12,280 8,853,880CMI NYC 755 Ili 820 11,189,100
6L bJI .IU .. O ,~l'nO00"DEN SAT 79t 15,070 11,965,580
EUG LAX 752 14,330 10,776160
hVV N Y~ 1z" 110aZb
GRB NYC 765 7,300 5,584,500MEM ORF 781 10,500 8,211,000194P" HUL -- -- -- " -fU .... . NsbU' bv'
VPS WAS 783 13,080 10,554,840
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DISTANCE RANGE: 700- 799 'TRAFFIC ENSITY '  18250- 36499
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCT
MILES PASSENGE Rs PASSENGER
BUF MSP 731 25,730 18,885.820
TOTALS 1 25,730 18,885,820
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TRAFFIC RANGE AND DENSITY REPORT FOR ORIGIN/DESTINATbIO CITY-PAIR$
DATA SOURCE:CABD8.Y6872.SYNC PERIOD:1972
MEDIUM DENSITY
AlFR TRANSIPO AT N
STUDY
DISTANCE RANGE: 700- 1'99 TRAFFIC DENSITY: 36500-- 54T9
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCT
1ILES PASSENE RS PASSENGER
DEN STL 781 53.720 11 955 320
TOTALS 1 53,720 41,955,320
n PAGE 53--
TRAFFIC RANGE AND DENSITY REPORTFOR ORIGIN/DEST-INATION CITY-PAIRS
DATA SOURCE:CABD .Y6872.SYNC PERIOD: 1972
,b MEDIUM DENSITYAIR TRANSPORTA ION
STUDY
DISTANCE RANGE: 700- 799 TRAFFIC DENSITYV 73000- 91249
CITY-PAIRS DISTANCE UNITS .TRAFFIC UNITS TRAFFIC-DISTANCE PRODUCT
MILE6 PAbbNU PAN IERk
MKE NYC . 733 85,930 62.986,690
TOTALS 85,930 62,986,690
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B.2 INITIAL MEDIUM DENSITY NETWORK AND TRAFFIC MODEL
The following series of tables describe the initial medium density
network and traffic model. Computer printout sheets are included for a
representative part of the total model. Table B-2 lists each airport pair
in a range class together with data derived from the 1972 schedule of airline
service. Each range class becomes a model element for which pertinent data
are summarized in a line of data identified by the range limits. Each piece
of data is identified by headings at the top of each page. Table B-3 lists
the summary data for each numbered element in the mission model. Essential
data are identified by column headers. Table B-4 is the total traffic model
with the base year of 1972. Service class refers to the geographic region
and airline, passengers per day is equivalent to segment seats demanded per
day where a segment is an airport pair route; passengers per day, passengers
per trip and seats per trip are not essential to the analysis in this study;
the minimum trips is the number of trips actually scheduled in the base year
of 1972. Table B-5 is a printout from the operational simulation routine
which shows the basic schedule and demand data for 1980 in each of the six
... .. geographic regions- Passengers-are interpreted as demand for seats bysegment
and should not be confused with Origin and Destination passengers as recorded
by the CAB. The pertinent trips per year is the last column labeled minimum
trips, which is the minimum service level to be met by any candidate aircraft.
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TABLE B-2
ROUT E DATA BY EQUIPMENT TYPE F7 PagelI of 3
roUilPFNT 7YPP P-7
~N!,:Fr. CS S T I P S IAY SPA T S/DAY SP-1TS/TPTD S EAT- M! LF S TRIP-MILFS C7 ~ A p CL AS S T CL A SS NCP T1M/TI
SP~ T IW 5 ~0 200. 18F 4
TnW - S A 5 .1 ) 200. 18 4
flLM - T TW 5 . 10 200. 25 4
T TW - C. L" 5 .00 200. 215 4
t.S 14s Jiw 14.00 560 . 26 4
P13W - t ws 21 .0 l 4n. 26 4
Sn - Sj 7 .001 ?80. 31 4
5Fj - c. P 7 .00 280. 31 4
PA T - 10t).0 400. 33 4
F-PH - PAT 13 )0A 400. 3'A 4
t. - S N 5.0,1 200. 37 4
SNA - LAX 5.01 200. 37 4
APV - ONT 7.0(), 280. 40( 4
ONT - APV 7.00 280. 40 4
P-LW - PSC 14.10 560. 41 4
prsC - 4L7 .01 280. 41 4
H(OM - 0 Ul/ r.010 200. 4c) 4
LAx - rq 10 .00 400. 49 4
lL~m - WJQM 5 .10 200. 49 4
XQ - Lt*X 110.00 400. 49 4
T rA pi PH ?0 .Y 80o. 50 4
PIH - 1f' 14 .10 560. 50 4
1 - 50 28.213 1131 . 40. 42257. 10 )6 . 37 1.4 22 03
-l p I 13.100 5 20. 515 it
PPPR - *11 x 480. 55 4
pn, rTC 13.0e) 520. 55 4
1X 1)0n 480. 5 5 4
LAX - Mn 14.111 56"). 56 4
pM m r) 8(X 14. C) 560. 56 4
ST - w M 59. 00 200. 57 4
HQ " P ST aC 2000?((. 57 4
F 6T - YKM 14. 0 560. 519 4
YK M' - ~ .02P0. 5 4
kpV - PM 7.00 2 80. 60 4
p m r - Apv 7. 10 ?80. 60 4
!PL - W.11- 14.00 560. f,7 4
y 1.1m - I L 14 .0 i 560. 63 4
L4- IWS 14. 00 560. 64 4
GG - P1.1W 19.00 760. 64 4
LWS - W7. "1 280. 64 4
PU W - r c 1? .01 480. 64 4
SK - CSr 5. 0~f 241. 65 4
- 6.00 240. 6
S, F - ST10).0 400. 65 4
STS - 10 j).00n 400. 65 4
YK - DI5.0o 200. 67 4
pmfD - IYV 9.110 200. 67 4
r-r - -r<A 13 .00 520. 68 4
FA - CFC 13 .(n 520. 68P 4
PP - ONO9 .00 200. 6() 4
n l - P F1;.0 2 10. 6Q 4
P -,C > Y KM 5.0200. 72 4
p ( A 7I.00,) 280. *72 4
YV -pir- 5.10 2 0 0. 72 4
AT -PX5 .10 200. 73 4
P rPX - A S 5 .00 2 00. 7-, 4
G. 1- pt7.010 280. 77 4 .. B5
PA- CCN7.0l!) 280. 77 4
' L :' .I ;,kLjk ,- '5.U Ii t , e.
S. - 7.00 280. 82 4
CVO - 13.00 520. 83 4 Page 2 of 3
PnX - CVO 13.00 520. 83 4
fl9 - 10.00 400. R5 4
S - PXR 10.00 400. 85 4
Sf - S 34.00 1360. 86 4
SMo - 34.00 1360. P. 4
PHx - PC 10.00 400. 87 4
PpC - DHX 10.00 400. 87 4
rVO - fT 13. 0 520. 88 4
nTH - CVr 13.00 520. 88 4
IGM - LAS 11.00 400. 89 4
I. - TGM 10.00 400. 89 4
LWS - FG 7.00 280. 90 4
I GM - P 10.00 400. 95 4
PRC - TGM 10.00 400. 99 4
SFA - PAT 7.00 280. )q 4
51- 100 73.57 3143. 40. 229583. 5740. 7T 11. 4 53 0.47
tws - PSC 7.00 280. 101 4
PSC - PU IW 7.00 280. 101 4
S - YKY 14.V1 560. 103 4
YKM - SA 14.00 560. 103 4
LH - PSP 5.~0 200. 104 4
PS - R H 5.00 200. 104 4
CDc - PGA 7.00 ?80. 106 4
PGrA - C 7.00 280. 106 4
FL - LAY 6.00 240. 109 4
LtX - 6.00 40. o10 4
tAX - PSD 18.00 720. 109 4
R.P - LAX 13.00 720. 10<- 4
YKM - LW 7.00 280. 112 4
CFC - OTH 13.00 520. 114 4
fTH - CFC 13.00 520. 114 4
BKE - PSC 5.00() 200. 116 4
0DX - r) , 7.00 280. 116 4
PSC - K7 5.00 200. 116 4
POM - !0X 7.00 ?80. 116 4
LMT - n 7.00 780. 118 4
p r - LMT 7.00 280. 118 4
PPX - YK 5.00 200. 119 4
YKM - POX 5.00 700. 119 4
I t4 L HHU 5.00 200. 120 4
SHU - LAS 5.00 2 00. 120 4
PnX - SPA 7.00 280. 129 4
SF4 - Pr) 7.00 280. 129 4
SLAX - SY 10.00 400. 134 4
SMX - LAX 10.00 400. 134 4
T Pl - SNA 5.00 . 200. 139 4
,NA - I PL 5.00 200. 139 4
LMT - P"M 7.00 280. 14q 4
pm- tAT 7.00 280. 148 4
101l- 150 37.57 1503. 40. 174720. 4368. 116 11. 4 33 0.68
CTC - PO 13.00 , 152 4
SF0 - CIC 13.00 ?0. 15? 4
P.H - PHX 5.0 0 )0. 156 4
PTX - 3LH 5.00 )0. 156 4
SF0 - TVL 5.00 0. 156 4
TVL - ScO 5.00 00. 156 4
PHX - YJM" 14.00 560. 160 4
vum - " 14.00 560. 160 4 pAGal
ppp - Sc 1l.00 480. 166 4 -58
Sc r. pc "  12.00 480. 166 4 B"58
PDX - C, 5.00 200. .167 4
PG - "POfX 5.00 200. 167 4
GrN - AS 14.00 560. 169 4
P r - Sc 14.00 560. 172 4
SF5 - PSC 7.00 280. 172 4
L S - PSD 7.00 280. 173 4 Page 3 of 3
PSP - 7.00 280. 173
S"! - DHX 7.00 28"). 174 4
P14X - rN 7.00 280. 174 4
IPL - LAY 14.00 560. 176 4
I~AX - TPL 14.00 560. 176 4
PTl 
- PIH 14.0 0 560. 188 4
PIH - 9T 20.00 800. 188 4
p N - SJC 7.00 280. 188 4
SJ C  - PNO 7.00 280. 188 4
1- t S - 3.T 2 .00 1120. 197 4
ONT - lAS 29.00 1120. 197 4
CnT - LWS 7.00 280. 198 4
I WS - T 7.00 280. 198 4
P - ScO 7. 0 280. 199 4
SF - pn 7.00 280. 199 4
151- ?00 49.29 1971. 40 348286. 8707. 176 1 . 4 32 0.93
POI - Int 5.00 240. 209 4
r r _ SIC 7.00 280. 221 4
SLC - CDT 7.00 280. 221 4
BUl - L.S 2.00 80. 222 4
LCS - P!) 2.00 80. 222 4
CL LS 7.00 280. 273 4
L S - 7FL 7. 1 280. 223 4
0I - PJUW 5.00 200. 224 4
PUW - R01 5.00 200. 224 4
tAX - LHU 5.00 200. 2?4 4
LHU - LAX 5.00 200. 2'4 4
LMT - SMF 7.00 280. 238 4
S M - L'IT 7.00 280. 238 4
K - ScO 13.n0 520. 240 4
S - EKP 13.00 520. 240 4
LMT - P)X 7.00 280. 241 4
PX - MT 7 ,0) 280. 241 4
SA 
- S cn 7.00 280. 263 4
-n - S 7.00 280. 263
201- 300 18.0) 720. 40). 168949. 4224. 234 11. 4 19 1.1 8
TO'rAL S 211.71 8469. 40. 
-6 3794. 24095. 113 159 0.65
Ba- 5PAG E 90
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TABLE 'B-3
SUMMARY OF ROUTE DATA BY
MODEL ELEMENT NUMBER
EQUIPMENT F7
ELEMENT EQUPT RANGE SEATS/DAY TRIPS/DAY SEAT-MILES TRIP-MILES RANGE SERVICE AIRPORT
NO. FRACTION FRACTION FRACTION FRACTION CLASS CLASS PAIRS
114 F7 37. 1131.0 28.3 42257. 1056. 11. 4 22
****&*'**28.28999329 0.000025468 0.000079308
115 F7 73. 3143.0 78.6 229583.j 5740. 11. 4 53
***#*-**,*78.56999207 0.000138370 0.000431087
116 F7 116. 1503.0 37.6 174720.: 4368. 11. 4 33
:*** 2** 37. 56999207 0.000105304 0.000328047
117 F7 176. 1971.0 49.3 348286. 8707. 11. 4 32
***~* 49.28999329 0.000209912 0.000653916
118 F7 234. 720.0 18.0 168949. 4224. 11. 4 19
** 1*******j8.00000000 0.000101825 0.000317232
EQUIPMENT TOTALS 8463. 212. 963795. 24095.
0.00326169 0.00638711 0.000580879 0.001809591 159
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TABLE B-4
05/31/74 P0.31,os Page 1 of 4
197?
AIR TANSPJRTATI~N FORECAST
SERVI E RA NG P5NGRS TRTS SFATS PSNGR SEATS OPERATION
CL ASS T.I /AY /DAY /DAY /TRIP /TRIP .P TRIPS CLASS
43, 415. 120. 888. 3,6 7,4 12, lItI 69. 1849 10. 3774. 3.6 7,4 51, 11,
1 126, 2865, 790 5846. 3,6 7, 79, 11,S184, 134, 3,0. 2738. 3,6 7,4 37, 11,
1 ?53, ah, 1160. 8584. 3.6 7,4 116, I1,1 349, 1777, 49., 3626. 3,6 7,4 49, 11,S443, 254, 7. 58. 3,6 7,4 7. 11,1 535, 1O, 30, 2?2. 3,6 7,4 3, 11,
1 642, 73, 20. 148: 3,6 7,4 2, 11,1 22, 175, 259. 3.58 0.7 1,5 24, i,1 1, 103, 40,210 0,7 1,5 14, 11.1 3, ?19 297, 446. 0,7 1.5 30, Ii,
3 43., 2, 30 45. 0t8 1,5 3, 11,3 65, 78, Io 10. 0.8 1,S 10. 11.1 7m, t , 49, 1273. 0,7 1,5 85, 11I1 109 170. P31, 347. 0,7 1.5 23, 11,
3 135. 31, 40, 60, 0, 1.5 4, 1 ,3 160, 8, 10, 15. 0.8 1.5 1, 11,1 173, 78. !0,6. 159. 0,7 1,S 11, ti,1 3b, 1106. 1i1, 2257. 2,4 5,0 15, I.
2 43, 1358. 571 . 2743. 2 4 4,8 57, 11.
3 43, 1300, 00 c, 500) 2,6 5,0 50, 1,
3 70, 3633, 1 97, 6986. ?,6 5,0 140, 11
? 7. 548. n1040. 5200, 2,4 5,0 104, 11,
2 73. 6171, 2596. !?467. 2,4 4, 260, 11,
1 121, 2275, 9~9, I6IM. 2,4 5,0 93, 11,
2 122. 2359. 993. 4766. 2,4 4,8 99, 11,
3 124. 2931, 1127, 5636. 2.6 5,0 113, 11,3 173, 1493, 574, ?871. 2,6 5.0 57. 11,174, 2587. 105!6, 5279. 205 5,0 106, 11.2 175, 563. P370 1138. 24 4.,8 24, i0.A 234, 988, 380, 1900. 2,6 5.0 38, 11,
1 23., 1687, 68,9 344. 2,4 5,0 69, 11,
2 2,9, 720, 03 11454. 2,944,8 30, 11,
1 320, 154. 03, 314. 2.4 5,0 6, 11,
P 325, 129, 5., 61. 2,4 4,8 5, 11I
3 339, 130, 50. 20. 2,6 5,0 5, IIt
3 404, 208. 80. 400. 2,6 5,0 8, 11,
1 536, 49, 20, 100. 2,4 5,0 2, ii,
5 40, 434, 1, 886. 2.0 4,0 22, I,
5 76, , ( 36, 33 143 2'0 410 840, 1,
5 124, 1176, 00, 2400. 2,0 4,0 60, 11,
5 73, 627 320, 1280. 2.0 4.,0 32, i1,O2 39, 221. 113 1 ,0 11, 20,
A 369, U0, 0 40. 2,0, 4.0 1, tle
2 35, 68, 19. 137. 3,6 7,4 2, 11,
5 38, 357. 97. 729. 3,7 7,5 10, 11,4 38, 195, 54. 407. 3,6 7,5 5, 11,4g7, .33, 983. 3,7 7,4 13, 1t,
S75 3003, 817, 6129. 3,7 7,5 82, 11,
B-61
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05/31/74 20,31,05 Page 2of
1972
AIR TNANSPCRTATT]ON FIREtCAST
SFfrr'. - RkA ,GE PS TRTPS SFATS PSNG( SEATS OPERATION
CI ASS ST, /)AY /DAY /DAY /TRIP /TRIP MIN, T IPS CLASS76 * 143., 40, 300. 3,6 7,5 4,1
110, 251, 70, 525, 3,6 7,5 7, i,
2 !8, 5 9, ! .  .110. 3,7 7,4 15, 1I ,5 128, 1859, 06~, 3793. 3,7 7,5 1, 11,
173, 179, 0 , 375. 3,6 7,5 5, 11.
5 176, 66, 723. 521. 3,7 7,5 2, It,
S179 17A, 49. 359. 3,7 7,4 5. I,
S ,522. 4h6, o10o 3, 7,5 15, i,
23F. 2'72. 71,. 5861. 3,7 7.5 78. II.
S255, ?3, 170. 1258, 3,7 7,4 17, I
5 33, 72, ?13. 1596. 3,7 7,5 21, I5,
4 39s, %?, 1.49, 136 7,5 15, 1 1
2 439, 1 31 36, )64. 3,7 7,4 4 i,
4 450, 72, 0 150. 3 . 7,5 2It,p 454, 609. 1 6, 1243. 3,7 7,5 17, 11,
9 563, 73, 20. 148. 3,7 7,4a . 11.
5 579, 20 150. 3,7 7,5 2, ,5 6q2. q31. 117. 879. 3,7 7,5 12, 11,2 hC, 37, 10, 74. 3,7 7,4 1, 11,
5 / 4, I!7, ?0. 225. 3,1 7,5 3, ii,
5 66, 3, 20, 150. 3,7 7,5 2, iI,
4 21, 471, 96. 986. 4,9 10.3 10, 11,
Sl, 250 b, 505. 4,9 9,8 5, 1ii,Q. 7.. 1, 0 . 49 10.0 0, . 11,
1 72, 1 2A. 2/0, 2700. 4,9 10,0 27, I,
475, 35 T 8, 9167 q, 4,9 9 8 69, 11,
.4 l, 966, 196, 2016, 4,9 10,3 21, 11.
S%11* 216b, o0, 4532. 4,9 10,3 44, 11,
? 125, 2819, 57, 5695. 4,9 9,8 58, 111 125, 1470, 00. 3000. 4,9 10,0 310 1i,
4 17/, 47, 93, 956 4,9 10,3 .1,
1 179. 1/23, 1b3, Tl5h. 4,9 9,8 A6, Ii,
S188, 142!, 0no, P900". 4,9 10,0 2, 114 246, 2651. 539, 5507. 4,9 10.3 54, 11,2 249, 76, 767, 75 4,9 9,8 7
1 252, 5 39, 1110, i1in 4'9 10,0 111, 11
2 3235. 43 91, 895. 4,8 9,R , It,
1 339, 2695. 0. 5500. 4.9 10.0 S5, Ii,
4 351., 14 316. 3252. 4.9 10,3 3~ , I,4 rS, 2240, '57, 4571. 4,9 10.o0 , 11.
4 4e(,, 464,. 9a, 971, 4,9 10,3 11,
2; 461, 466 97 9 4,8 9,7 o, . 11,
1 528, 2,45, 5, 500. 4,9 10,0 5, 11,
4 537, 58. i19, pp'1 4 . 10,3 12, i ,
2 560, 4 6, 97, 942. 4,8 9,7 10.
4 629, 204, 41, /427. 4,9 10,3 11
S1 73, 92. 0, 600 4,9 10,01
P 736, 378, 7/, , 4,9 9,9 , 11
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ATR TPANrSP RTATIT(4N FORE.CAST
SE V r F A GF SNGS T-RPS SEATS PSSG4 SFATS OPERATION
rl ISS S , / D)AY /DAY /DAY /TRIP /TRIP MI TRIPS CLASS
a 7 4-, 2, 9. ,9 10,2 t, 11.
I 87:, 9 J, 0. 200, 4,9 10,0 2, i ,
S93 , 3. 29. /8 10.0 0, 11i
1 33. 1 9, , 28. 2,2 4,4 6, 11,
S4. 556, p44, 1124. 2.3 a,6 24, 11,
1 73, * 10, 4O4, 62043. 2,2 4,4 46, 11,
2 ?7, 2957, 1299 5973. 2,3 4,6 130. 11,
1 I i. 413. i91. 842. p,2 4,4 19, 11,2 o6 1 . 749. 34 1. 2.3 4,6 75, 11,
1 ??B, 1 2, , 7 2.2 4 .,4 6, I 1P 180, 51, 22 , 052. 2.3 4,h 22, 1 ,
1 22, 6 4, 327. .2 4,4 7, ii,2 2%9, too, el, 283 2,3 4,6 h, I1
S54, 3. 1131. 1,9 4,0 628 11,
73, 1502, 7, 3143. 1,9 4.0 79, 1,
11 6, 71. 16, 50 1.,9 4.0 38, 11.
S7,, 94, 3, 19711. 1,9 t1., i 492,4. /aq, 160. 7?0. 1.9 4.0 18, 1 1,
1 5q* 90, 1a 183. 08 1.6 11. 11,
S38T. h608, (1, 1240. 2,0 4,0 31, 11,
5 78, ti6S, 1 3.377. 2.0 4,0 84, i1,
5 13 9,  '  14. P 7 40 25, 11i
5 6 57R, q44. 177. 2,0 4,0 29, 11,
5 2 9 . .5. 1 71 . 2,0 4,0 4, ill
1 25, 9 , 3150, , I 2,6 1.5 , 11
S120 15 , * o, 312. 1,3 ?,6 12, I1,
1 A , 114, 12,- 233" 0.9 1,9 12, 1.,
" 05, '0, 60. 96, 0,8 1,6 6, 111 , M5" . 111. 09 1,9 59, 11,
8, 7, 60, 128 0,8 1,6 8, 11,
?3 1 , 67, 6o. 12I. 0. 8  l, 8, I1,176, 19, 437, 261. 0,9 1,9 14, 11,
l 34c . 07, V'7, 2203. ,.9 6,0 37, 11,75. 3 ,43. 1 14. 7046. 2,9 6,0 117, 11,
S14 q1441, 90 o 2940 2 ,9 6,0 49, 1I,110. 82?. 2iH, 1689. 2,9 6,0 28, 11,
S2l51, 681, 13R,. 2,9 6,0 23, I1,
1 37, 172, 59, 351. 2,9 6,0 6, i,
6 30, 1182. 11 , 178. 10,I 15,8 11, 14,
h 92, 9 . 1'0.8 15,8 2, It,
114. 315L. 3l1, 5079. 10.!,7 15,8 32, 11.
S116, 1 03, 225 7 10 7~1 15,8 .14, i ,
1 36, f.), 7 .7, 1 T 38 6. 10.7 15,8 88, 11,
S4 7, 61. 57, 90.o 10,8 15,8 , 11.
f 3, 22 3 0, 333. 7,5 1 ,1 3, 11,
11, 77, 50, 555 7.5 11,1 5, i,
A 6, a3. 6, 63, 7,5 11. 1 1. 11i
86 ?0 43. , 6. 7.5 11,1 1, 1
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ATR TpAt'SPRTATTON FnORECAST
SFV .r FGE P SG ;S TRtPS SE ATS PSGR SEATS OPERAIOUN
SI ASS Ti" /fAY /!)Y /DAY /TRIP /TRIP MIN, TRIP CLASS
6 , 5, 2t1, 207. 6,3 9,2 2. 11i
3 597. 5, l.79,7 1, 11.
3 . 137, 27, 2 T .u 9.7 3* 11.
4 82, 221, t26, 3339, 7. 10),3 33, 11.,
l3 .. o,.. 70  679. 510 9,7 7. I I
112, 44 150, 16p) 7,6 11,2 1, Iit
1 141, . ?I9 , 1916. 4,Q 9,0 2 11,
6 ?I,, 1 , i0, 384. 7#6 11,2 3, 11I
S1777 174, 1109. 5.0 9.7 11 11.
1 1 1, ,?. 3 , 21 26.. 4, 9,0 3 , 11.
A IP, !•7, 64. 7,6 11,2 8, ii
$ 377 , ,1 .'. 15 4. 9,7 16, 11i
1. ! e. 18 . 2. 4 , 4 9,0 283, 11
1 T1, 1179, P67, ?!04. 1,) 9,0 27,1 ,1
6 14. 49, 681 6901 b.9 1061 68, 11.
A 3 7. 9,1. 1 , 1 so 9,7 19, 11
o, o. 47 4?4. 4,4 9,0 5, 1 ,
e6 L 4. 5, 19, 817. 7.1 10,4 8. 11
3 7n0 -6, 94, c; . 5,n 9,7 9, 11
. 51/, / -. 10, 90. 4Y 9.0 1t, 1it
5hh6, 490, 97, 942. 5.0 9,7 10, 11.
. 62 , ., 90. 4,4 ,0O 1i I.
3 66, 8 7. 14 1691. 5 , 0 9,7 17. 11




1980 ANNUAL TRAFFIC STATISTICS
SERVICE CLASS PASSENGERS SEATS TRIPS RPM SEAT-MILES TRIP-MILES PAX / SEAT/ R- AR R-BAR AIRPORT MIN.
TRIPS/DAY (MILL) (MILL) (MILL) (BIL) (BILL) (BILL) TRIP TRIP SE TS TRIPS PAIRS TRIPS
MIN MAX (ST TUTE MILES) (MILL.)
1.4 - 61.4 33.361 68.083 6.887 6.460 13.184 1.137 5.7 11.6 1 4. 165. 902. 0.689
6.7 - 68.5 19.434 39.262 3.989 2.971 6.002 0.539 5.5 11.1 1 3. 135. 613. 0.399
9.0 - 43.6 9.308 17.899 2.007 1.897 3.648 0.334 5.7 10.9 2 4. 167. 343. 0.201
1.4 - 23.6 9.026 18.882 1.675 1.859 3.889 0.302 6.2 12.9 2 6. 180. 322. 0.168
8.6 - 29.3 11.842 24.166 2.676 1.991 4.063 0.408 4.9 9.9 1,8. 153. 433. 0.268
5.0 - 80.3 16.720 24.588 1.199 4.120 6.058 0.289 14.2 20,9 246. 241. 119. 0.120
TOTAL
5.0 - 61.4 99.689 192.880 18.433 19.297 36.843 3.010 6.4 12.2 i 1. 163. 2732. 1.843
AVERAGE TRAFFIC GROWTH RATES FROM 1972 BASE YEAR IN PERCENT/YEAR
0.0 0.0 0.0
RANGE CLASS / NUMBER OF ELEMENTS --- 58/ 0 -- 48/ 0 -- 35/ 0 -- 24/ 0 -- 16/ 0 -- 0/175
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B.3 FINAL MEDIUM DENSITY NETWORK
The final medium density network is described by a series of three
tables. Table B-6 details the information by airport pair, airline code
(as listed in the Official Airline Guide (OAG)), and by type of equipment
used on routes between each airport pair. In Table B-6, RW is Hughes Airwest
and Equipment F-27 is the F-27 Turboprop Aircraft. The arrangement of the
data generally follows the format in Table B-2 in Section B.2 preceding.
Table B-7, Summary of Route Data by Model Number - 1974 is comparable to
Table B-3 in the previous section. The total model is represented partially
by data from elements 51 to 100 as shown in Table B-8. The format is
slightly different from the tabulated information representative of the




ROUTE DATAIBY EQUIPMENT TYPE F27 1974
F U i Fi'N I TYP! :. F27
RAN(GE CLASS TRIPS/D AY SE-ATD~Y SETS/TRIP S T-MILES YIP-L  PA[ /PNGV F AI-fIR PCLAS TL-S PAN CLASS a l iC/T F L (LS. )
FW LWS - PUW 35.0;0 140C. 26 1 1
F.W EAT - EPH 21.00 8 40. 3 1 I
RW ALW - FSC 2 1.0( " 940. 41 . 1.
1- 50 11.00 440, . 1420. 1. CI. O, 03 1. (Io. * , t1
FW IDA - Pi 2.0 0 1120. 51 1 1
RW L. X - PMr 24 , C 960. 52 1
RW ACV - C[C 24.0 P60. 5 I 1
RW 1PL - YUM 14i.00 56. 1
RW SCK -. F 12.00! 4FO 4 1
RW ALW - LWS 7.C0 2f0. 65 1 1
RW SCK, - S 1I.00 720. 6. 1 1
RW SF6 - STS 1A.0C0 720. 6 1 I
RW SMF - 5TS 12.00 48(I. 7 1 1
SW ALW - PULW 2. 1 40. 73 i 1
kW AS - PL X 12.0( 4.0. 74 ] 1
RW E PH - C 7.00 2G. 75
RW GCN - P,; 10.00, 40 7 I i
RW SFO - SMF 14.00 560. 1 1.
RW EA - SEA 21.L0 84(. 90 1 1
51- 100 34.57 I78. 4... 57 246.. be 10001. 1 i 1.21 27707.
RW St A - YK M 7.(0 Z(. 10 ? 1
RW L L - P]P 12.C0 4FC. IC' 1 1
RW CDC - F;A 10. 4 L(0. 1 Ce 1 1
RW LAX - PSP 2te.0 1.00. 110 ] I
RW AL.W - YKM 7.(0 2 0. 11? 1 1
fW GCG - IGM 1. C.4 4:0c. !1 1 1
RW CECC - (i 24L 00 960. 115 1 I
RW AST - S f. 12 .(00 4,0. 1.1 1
FW CUC - GcLN 2.00( 80. 3 I
FW EP - LWS 14.0. o3o i
101- 150 17.71 070. 4). 07 . 113 10001 1 10 1. 7
RW BLH - P X 12.(0 480. 157 1 1
PW PHX - YUM 14.0 . 560. 1.61 1
kW IGM - HX 10. (. 4.00. 168 I 3
PW jOTH - FLX 24.0 60. 171 1 1
RW GCN - PIX 2.00 80. 17 1 1
RW IPL - LAX 14.00 60. 181 1 1
FW £01 - PlH 2F..0 112C. 1 1
151- 200 14.86 54. 40. 10 417. 255. 174 100( 1 . 1 7 1 2. ' 0 23 7.
RW 0] - 4. C0 960. 2 I
RW CUC. - SLC 10.00 40 k. 222 1 1
201- 300 4.86 194. 40, 4 1249. 1034. 2.2 10001, 2 3.,4 ''4,
TOTALS b 3.0 3320. 40. 3 ?26. 300. 100 C 37 1.79 5o 3.
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TABLE B-7
SUMMARY OF ROUTE DATA BY MODEL NUMBER 1974
FUQL IP MiF ! f' T F:27
ELEMENT EQUPT RANGE SEATS/DAY 1PIPS/DAY SEAT-MIL ES T- i ILFS V TNE SFFVICE AI PO I
NC. FAcIN FFACTION FR ACTICTN FIACTIOtr. (CLASS CLASS PAFRS
82 F27 32. 440.0 11.0 14200. 55, 10001, 3
**** '*'* 11 .0C0CIIOGO0 ('.00000749c C 0022: 0
83 F27 66. 1382.9 34.6 9230. 23 08O 10001, 1 5
*****.. *.r*3.712 639 000 048727 f .000 1,,)
84 F27 113. 708.6 17.7 80731. . . 10
*** 4******17.71127917' 0.0(10042616 (G.0(01 4 71
85 F27 1174. 944.3 14. ,  107. 417. 25+5. 10001. 1 7
******* 14. .~571,424, A 0. 0!: &491 0 .(000 1 41
86 F27 212. 194.3 4,9 413.49, ; 1034 ,01 2
***.**** 4.c,714245 0.0002 -1 0000 07641
F QUIPMENT TCTAL. .30. 3. 332006. 683.




DETAIL OF MODEL DATA BY ELEMENT NUMBER 1974ID FANGE; PAX MXTRIP SFATS S: V NCP, P CLAS S MNTR IP
51 444. 684. 21. 16F3. 1 1039 o to 001. 21.52 547. 6 ,0. , 17. 1315. 1, 13 7 666 20001. 17,
53 627. 485. 12. ')24.  106494 20001. 12.54 772. 349. . 664. 1 8 692 20001. ,.
55 1 51. 170. 4. 324:. 1 470C1, 2000C1. L.
56 29. Ih. 164. 315'7. 2 2b890 10001 * 184
57 31. 76. 8. 2 14'56 1 127 I(o1I. 2.
5b 6t. 17(8. 1.76, 253. 51725 1 CCG1 176.59 74. 1136. 127. 21 . 2 39620 1.0001 127.
60 117. 7t0. 84. 14i 6. 2 3 62 5 2 10001. 84
61 122. 563. 58. 1072. 1 27Z-07 1 00C.
62 151 . 50 6* 95. 31C A0 10l. b
63 1 2. 9. 1. 17. 2 4 95 10001 1.
64 231. 1, 12. 210 8 10001 12
65 -1. 1015. 19. i932, 1 391 30 10001. 1.
66 77. 6t405. 12L. 120 C C 1 315829 10001• 124.
67 122. 7411. 142. 1:117. I 4790 "5 10001. I 2
68 1 7. 3724. 71, 703. 1 9i691 10001 . 71.69 2.9. 88 I 6. 1837. 1 F715t 10001, 169,
70 343, 399. 76,. 7.14 1. 49474,a 4 1001C 7t.
71 45f. 2 41. 47. L46 ,. I 36374 1 0001 . 47,72 543 1i400. 7. 6 66. 1 231 :5 20 001 . 27.
73 667. 1056. 20. 20 12. 1 273 0001. 20.
75 834. '. 5(7* . %. 1 59933 201o 5
7 40 C 2 Z. 1 006 e . 1001. 2?.,
77 76 . 1 146, 65 1 11200C C( 01. 1 4.
78 125 1 831. 74. 34 * I 93344 10001. 7,.
79 17 ,4. 752. 3. 3 . I 4 77 10001 33
80 2.40. 2 . 12 541. 35 16 00(.l. 12.
81 356. b* 1. :. 1 1019 10001, 4.
82 22. ; ;i. 11. 44. 1 54.:60 1()1. 11.
83 66, 72c. 35, 133. . 27702 1001. 5.
S 113. 37. 18. 70. 1 20r75 10001. I.85 174. 312 15. s * 1 23575 10001. '.
86 1. 02. ". 1 100 01. 5.
87 54. 4 11. 7 . 114 0( i , 11*88 58. 39,. 19. 74-. I 10 1() 0. 1 .89 78. 1002. 4t, 1 1 321 100 4 ,
90 138. 28;i5 J4. . 1 1 4114 C000,
91 173. 2'... 12. 7 -* 1 167, 1041. 12
92 4. . 1. 2  1 1u LCC 1.
93 7. 23 . 17. . 1 34 1 C0. 17.94 138. 2.19 1  7, I ' 24 100 1
9Y 44. 2. 1. 23'. 2 11 101. 13.
9 .7 6. 54. 7. 18. 81 7 1001 . 7.
9- 119. 454,. 2. 484,4. 2 1!55r 10001. 4*.
99 lo3, 1.43 15. 73. 2 55 10 1 .
100 234', 100, 11. 1' . 2 4 1 ('(0 1, 1 1
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B.4 OPERATIONAL SIMULATION INPUT AND OUTPUT STATISTICS
Some basic characteristics of conceptual aircraft are shown in
Tables B-9 and B-10. These characteristics are partially input and output
from the Design/Cost/DOC module of the Performance Evaluation Technique
used for operational simulation. In Table B-9, characteristics of seven
aircraft are listed. The ID numbers refer to the following tabulations:
ID Seats Field Length (Ft/M) Range (N.Mi/Km)
5311 50 4,500 (1372) 775 (1435)
5111 50 4,500 563 (1042)
5211 50 4,500 337 ( 624)
3011 30 4,500 566 (1048)
7011 70 4,500 562 (1041)
5411 50 3,500 (1066) 564 (1044)
5611 50 5,500 (1676) 565 (1046)
Weight and performance data generally are input with program and
operating costs as output.
Table B-10 presents the DOC functions of the same conceptual aircraft.
The cost data is presented at one-tenth increments of design range. The
Cost per Trip (actual) is the cost at each range increment computed by the
Dougals DOC cost formula discussed in Section 13.1. The Cost per Trip
(calculated) is the actual function fitted to a straight line representative
of the initial points. It is this line function which is presented in the
equation for $/Trip. A similar curve fit is made to represent the Block
Time function with the equations shown.
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Table B-11 lists input and output cost characteristics for five
aircraft used in the final network competitive evaluation. The ID
numbers are consistent with the seating capacities of 30 to 70. Data
blanks or zeros (0) represent computations in the Design segment of the
program module. For these aircraft, that segment was bypassed.
Table B-12 lists DOC data and functions derived and presented in
the same manner as in Table B-10.
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TABLE B-9
DATA INPUT AND PRELIMINARY COST CHARACTERISTICS FOR SEVERAL CONCEPTUAL AIRCRAFT
05/16/74 18,01.07
PRODUCT 10 5311 5111 5'li 3011 7011 5411 5611
INTRDDUCTION DATE 1980 1980 1980 1980 1980 1980 1980
CRUISE MACH NUMBER 0,700 0,685 0,685 0.650 0,700 0,650 0,710
DESIGN RANGE (N.MT) 775, 563. 337, 66, 56256 565,
DESIGN PAYLOAD (Nh, SEATS) 50, 50, 50, 30, 70, 50, 50,
INITIAL CRUISE ALTTrtnt (PT) 25000, 2500, a500s , Pa00o, ?4000, 22000. 24000,
TAKEPOFF FIEL.D LENGTH FT)
LANDING FIELD LENGTH (FT)
NO, OF ENGINES 2, 2, 2, 2 2, ?, 2,
ENGINE TYPE HIBYPASS HIYPASS HISYPASS HIRYPASS HIBYPASS HIBYPASS HIBYPASS
OPERATING PURPOSE DOMESTIC DOMESTIC nDMESTIC DOMESTIC DOMESTIC DUMESTIC DOMESTIC
NO. OF FLIGHT CRE 2, ,2,, 2. 2
BREAK*POINT CAPACITY (SEATS)
BREAKvPOINT RANGE (NMT)
RANGE AT ZERO PAYLOAD (,Mj!)
GROSS WEIGHT (LRs) 46600, 43920, 41340, 3 80, 56730, u8150, 42220,
LANDING WEIGHT (LBA) 40510, 39050, 37706, s8o11, 45024, 280, 37430,
ZERO FUEL WEIGHT (LPS) 37960, 37040, 36180. p6590, 48380, 40650, 35460,
OPERATOR WEIGHT EMPTY (LCS) 27960, 271040, 26180, 059n, 34380, 10650, 25460,
MANUFACTURER WEIGHT FMPTY(LBS) 26964, 26050, 25197, 19673, 33153, 29631, 24487,
AIRFRAME WEIGHT (LAS) 23706, 22980, P22309, 7471, 29187, 26937, 21421,
CAPACITY FUEL (CLS) 13270, 1242, tt1117, 8581, 17015, 21437, 8579,
WING AREA (cS,FT) 528, 497, 468,. 363, 64?, 746, 374,
TAKEPOFF THRUST PFR EN'jTNE(L) 8470, 7980, 7910, 5830, 10310, 8410, 7970,
FUEL CONSUMPTION (LAS/HP) 2698, 2849, 3395, 2152 3504, 2951, 2889,
PRODUCTION RATE PER MONTH 8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8,
BREAK EVEN UNIT 400, 400, 400, 06o, 4004 400, 400 1
NEW DEVELOPMENT FACTOR 1,00 1,00 1,00 ,0 1,00oo 100 1,00
PRICE TO COST RATIy 0,8500 0,8500 n,5so ,8500 0,8500 0*8500 0,8500
DEVELOPMENT COST ($ MILLION) 118,589 111.26 105,765 823756 139,808 114,104 112,89
UNIT PRICE (S MILLION) 3,P99 3.125 240 p469 3.847 3,256 3.105
ENGINES PRICE (S MTLLTOM) D0662 0,631 ,boj .493 0,780 0,658 0.630
OPERATIONAL LOAD FACOrT 0,s0 0,500 0.500 0,S50 0.500 0,500 0,500
ANNUAL UTILIZATION (HRS) 3682, 3453, 3113, 3494, 3439, 3495, 3429,
DOLLARS PER FLIGHT 898,52 692,10 461,88 428.83 770,93 748,58 670,87
DOLLARS PER NMILE 1,16 1,23 1t38 1,11 1,37 1,33 1,19
CENTS PER SEATwN,MTLr 2,319 2.49 ;)75-; 3.703 1,960 ?.655 2,375
BLOCK TIME (HRS) ?.?57 1,709 ,1071 1,798 1,678 1,800 1,658
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TABLE B-10DIRECT OPERATING COST AT DECIMAL VARIATIONS OF DESIGN RANGE - INITIAL CONCEP UAL AIRCRAFT
05/16/74 18.01,07
Page 1 of 4
AIRCRAFT 5311 DIRECT OPERATTNG COST
RANGE N. MILES) 77,50 155,00 232,50 310,00 387.50 465,00 542,50 520,00 697,50 775,00
*** ATA DTECT OPFRATING COST ***
$ / TRIP : ( 92.154 ) + ( 1,040 ) * RANGE
S / TRIP CACTUAL) 16708 251,99 335.28 417,37 498,56 579,06 659,04 738,61 817,86 891,72$ / TRIP (CALCULATED) 172,79 253,443 334,06 11,70 495,34 575,97 656,61 37,25 817,88 898,52
$ / HOUR (CALCULATED) 510.89 459,61 436,93 a424,1 415,92 410,20 4)5,99 02,76 400,21 398,13$ / N, MILE (CALCUL-UATED) 2,23 1,64 .1.i44 .34 1,28 1,24 1,21 1,19 1,17 1,16
CENT/SFAToN.MI, (CALCnIATED) 4,459 3,270 2.874 2.675 2.557 2,477 ,421 20378 2345 2.19
*** ATA DUC LESS DEPRICIATION ***
S / TRIP a ( 71S182 ) + ( 0,898 ) * RANGE
$ / TRIP (ACTUIAL) 140,02 210,38 280.52 50n,50 420,36 490,12 559,81 S29,45 699,04 761407
$ / TRIP (CALCULATED) 141,35 210,93 ?80,50 350,07 419,64 489,22 558,79 (28,36 697,93 767,50
S / HOUR (CALC.ILATED) 017,94 382,53 366,81 358,03 352,36 348,41 345,51 543,28 341,51 340,08
S / N, MILE (CALCLATED) 1,87 1,36 1,21 ,13 1,08 1,05 1,03 1,01 1,00 0,99
CFNT/SEAT*N,MI, (CALCULATEOD 3,648 2,722 2.413 2.259 2,166 2.104 2,060 2,027 2,001 1.981
*** BLUCK TIME ***
TB = 0,12504 ) + f 0,00275 ) * RANGE
BLOCK TIME CACTIJAL-HRS) 0,3455 0,76 0,q8 1,19 1,i41 1,6 1,62 83 2,05 25
SLOCK TIME ((CALCULATEDf)HRS 0,34 OiS5 0,76 ,98 1.19 1,0o 1,62 1,83 2,04 2,26
AIRCRAFT 5111 DIRFCT nPERATING COST
RANGE (N, MI ES) 56,30 112,60 168,90 ?225,0 281,50 337,80 39 ,10 50040 506,70 563,00
*** ATA DIHECT OPFRATTNG COST ***
s / TRIP ( 85,573 ) + (C .077 ) * RANGE$ / TRIP fACTUAL) 142,76 206.09 268,43 32f,98 390,90 451,31 511,31 ,70 97 630,35 689,50$ / TRIP (CALCLATED) 146,23 206,88 267.53 324,18 388,83 449,49 510,14 570,79 631,44 692,10$ / HOUR (CALCnLATED) 522,53 471,61 a47,76 43~,93 424,90 418,54 4.3,82 10,17 407,28 404,92
5 / N, MILE (CALrCLATED) 2,60 1,84 Iog s46 1,38 1,33 1,29 1,27 1,25 1,23
CENT/SFATwN,MI, (CALCIILATED) 5,194 3,675 3.168 9)15 2,763 2.661 2,589 2,535 2,492 2.459
*** ATA nUC. LESS DEPRICIATTON ***
$ / TRIP c ( 69,236 ) + ( 0.928 ) * RANGE
S / TRIP (ACTUAL) 121,03 173,66 226,15 77,54 330,84 38307 435,25 87,38 539.47 591,53$ / TRIP (CALC tATEO-) 121.50 173,77 226,03 278.30 330.56 382,83 435,09 87,36 539,62 591,89
s / HOUR (CALCULATED) 4,18 396,13 37830 367,97 361,Z2 356,47 352,94 50,22 348,05 316.29$ / N, MILE (CALCULATED) 2.16 1,54 .134 1 24 1,17 1,13 1.10 1,08 1,06 1.05
CENT/SEATeN.MI, (CALCULATED) 4,316 3,086 2,677 2!47? 2.349 2,267 2.208 2.164 2.130 .103
*** 8LUCK TIME ***
TB a ( n,12t02 ) + ( 0,00282 ) * RANGE
BLOCK TIME (ACTUAL.HRS) 0,28 044 0.60 m,76 0,92 1.07 1,23 1,39 1,55 1,71
BLOCK TIME ((CALCULATE-HRS) 0.28 0,44 0,60 o.76 0,9? 1.07 1,23 I,39 1,55 1,71
00O D ORIGI A PAGE IS
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05/16/74 18.01i07
Page 2 of 4
AIRCRAFT 5211 DIRECT t!PERATING CnST
RANGE (N MTILE.) 33,70 67,40 101,10 13 4,80 168,50 202,'0 235,90 P9,60 3n3,30 337,00
*** ATA DTHECT OPFRATTNG COST ***
$ / TRIP a ( 81,725 . + ( 1,134 ) * RANGE
$ / TRIP CA TIAt.I 118,I? 157,70 196,76 235,47 273,87 312,01 39,90 37,60 425,10 46245
$ / TRIP (CAi'!l ATED) 119,94 158,16 196,37 23U,59 272,80 311,02 349,23 3$7,45 a25,66 463,88
$ / HOUR (CALC!ULATED) 558,11 510,23 484,82 469,07 458,36 45059 444,71 440,09 436,38 433,33
$ / N, MILE (CALC Lt ATED~ 3,56 21E5 1,94 ,74 1,62 1,54 1,48 1,44 1,40 1.38
CENT/SEATN,MI, (CALCi A.. TED) 7,118 4,693 3,885 30481 3,238 3,076 2,961 2.874 ?.807 2,753
*** ATA OUC LESS DEPRICIATION ***
S / TRIP a ( 69,33 ) + ( 0,974 ) * RANGE$ / TRIP (AcrTIIAL) 101,94 134,95 167,90 200,81 233,67 66,49 99,1 0 364,79 397,50
5 / TRIP (CALCULATFn) 102,18 135,01 1967, 5  200,69 233,52 266,36 299,19 3is2,03 364,86 397,70
S / HOUR (CALC .iLATED) 475,46 435,57 A14,i0 401'.2 9 392,36 385,89 380,99 3.7,14 374,05 371,51
S/ No MILE (CALCILATED) 3,03 2,00 1,66 1,49 1,39 1,32 1,27 1,23 1,20 1,18
CENT/SEAT"N,YI, (CALC.iLATED) 6,064 4,006 3.320 2.978 2,772 2,635 2,537 ,43 2*406 2,360
*** BLUCK TIME ***
TB = ( 0,11984 b) f 0,00282 ) * RANGE
BLOCK TIME (ACTIJAL-HS) 0,21 0,31 0,41 ,50 0.(60 0,69 0,79 0,88 0,98 1,07
BLOCK TIME ((CALCULATFDwFHRS) 021 0,31 0,41 n,50 0,60 0,69 0,79 0,88 0,98 1,07
AIRCRAFT 3011 DIRECT DPERATI'Gt COST
RANGE (N. MILES) 56,60 113,? b69,80 226,40 283,00 33960 396,20 4 2,80 509,40 566,00
*** ATA DIRECT OPFRATING COST ***
$ / TRIP ( 71',233 ) + ( 0.985 ) * RANGE
$ / TRIP (ACTUAL) 124.1? 18.12 3q~,27 2q5,76 351,73 407,29 462,50 517,-45 572,17 626,71
$ / TRIP (CALCUL.ATED) 126,99 182.75 238,51 294.27 350,03 405,79 461,55 5L7r31 573,07 628,83
S / HOUR (CALCULATED) 447,47 404,26 384,49 3713,16 365,81 360,66 356,85 3,392 351,60 349,70
S / N, MILE (CALCULATED) 2,2a 1,61 1,40 ,30 1,24 1,19 1,16 1,14 1,12 1,11
CENT/SFATwN,MI. (CALC4LATED) 7,479 5B381 4,682 42333 4,123 3,983 3,883 3808 3,750 3.703
*** ATA OC LESS DFPRICTATION ***
$ / TRIP a ( 58,555 ) + ( 0,866 ) * RANGF
S / TRIP (ACTUAL) 107,1h 156,45 ?Os,64 254,73 303,75 352,71 401,63 4 0,51 499,36 548,19
3 / TRIP (CALCULATEDI 107,55 156,54 ?05,53 25513 303,52 352,51 401,50 450,50 499,49 548,48
S / HOUR (CALCUI ATED) 378,96 346,28 331,33 32,,76 317,20 313,31 310,43 u 8,21 306,45 305,02
S / N, MILE ( ALCULATED) 1, 0 0,38 1.21 1,12 1,07 1,04 1,01 0,99 0,98 0,97
CENT/SEAT*N,.I. (CALCILATED) 6,334 4,610 4.03s 5 747 3,57S 3,460 3,378 ,316 326 3.230
*** BLOCK TT E ***
TB P ( ,1554 + F 0,00?97 ) * RANGE
BLOCK TIME (ACTUALPMPS) 0,28 0,45 0,62 0,79 0,96 1,1 1,29 1,46 1.63 1,80
BLOCK TIME (tCALCUL.ATED.HRS 0,28 0,45 0,6 n0,79 0,96 1,13 1,29 1,46 t163 1,80
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AIRCRAFT 7011 DIRECT nPERATING COST
RANGE (CN MIL.ES) 56,20 112g040 168,60 ?24,8. 281,00 337,20 393,40 49,60 505,80 562,00
*** ATA DIRECT nPFRATING COST ***
$ / TRIP = 10'0,740 ) + ( 1,193 ) * RANGE
s / TRIP (ACTUAL) 163,b4 233,83 302,86 370,95 438,30 505,04 571,26 37,11 702,61 767,82S / TRIP (CALCULATED) 167,76 234078 301,80 368,81 435,81 502,85 569,87 36,89 703.91 770,93
S / HOUR .(CALCULATEP) 594,98 537,13 509,59 493,48 482,91 475,44 469,88 65,58 462,16 459,37S / N, MILE (CALCULATED) 2,99 2,09 1 79 1,64 1,55 ,149 1,45 1,42 1.39 1,37
CENT/$EATeN,MI, (CALCULATED) 4,264 2,984 2,557 2,344 2,216 2.130 2.069 2,024 1.988 1,960
*** ATA DOC' LLSS DFPRICJATION ***
S / TRIP = ( 80,376 ) + ( 1,012 ) * RANGE
5 / TRIP (ACTUAL) 136,71 194,04 251,?I 30.P6 365,20 422006 478,89 35.59 592,28 648,93
S / TRIP (CALCI.A.TED) 137,27 194,17 251,07 307,97 364,86 421,76 478.66 35,55 592,45 649,35
5 / HOUR (CALCUJLATED) 486,86 44423 423,93 u41,06 404,27 398,77 394,67 '91,50 388,98 386,93
S / N, MILE (CALtLATED) 2,44 1.73 1,9 .,37 1,30 1.25 1,22 1,19 1,17 1,Ib
CENT/SEATwN,MI. (CALCULATED) 3,489 2,468 2.127 1 957 1,855 1.787 1,738 1,702 1,673 1.651
*** BLUCK TIME ***
78 O ( o,.268h1 ) + 0f .00276 ) * RANGE
BLOCK TIME (ACTUAL-RS) 0,28 0,44 ,9 r 0,75 0,90 1,06 1,21 1,37 1,52 1,68
BLOCK TIME ((CALCULATEnDHRS) 0,28 0,44 0,59 n,75 0,90 1,06 1,21 1,37 1,52 1,68
AIRCRAFT 5411 DIRECT OPFRATING COST
RANGE C~. MILES) 56440 112,80 169,20 22 .60 ?82,00 338,40 394,80 151,00 507,60 564,00
*** ATA DIRECT OPERATING COST ***
$ / TRIP = ( 89,806 ) + ( 1,168 ) * RANGE
S / TRIP (ACTUAL) 151,86 220,71 288,44 355,30 421,46 487,06 552,21 17,01 681,50 745,75$ / TRIP (CALCULATED) 155,68 221,56 287,44 35.31 419,19 485,07 550,94 616,82 682,70 748,58
S / HOUR (CALCULATED) 535,69 483,45 459,19 445,19 436,07 429,65 4ap,90 21,24 418,32 415,96
$ / N, MILE (CALCULATED) 2,76 1,96 1,70 1,57 1,49 1,43 1,40 1,37 1,34 1,33
CENT/SEATwN,MI, (CALCIfLATED) 5,521 3,928 3,398 3.32 2,973 2,867 2,791 2,734 2,690 2,655
*** ATA DUC LESS DFPRICTATION ***
S / TRIP (C 72,178 ) + ( 1.007 ) * RANGE
S / TRIP (ACTUAL) 128,43 185,62 242,65 99q,56 356,37 413,11 469,79 ~6,42 583,01 639,57
s / TRIP (CALCULATE) 128.95 185,73 242,51 29p,29 356,06 412,84 469,62 26,40 583,17 639,95
S / HOUR (CALCULATED) 443,72 405j27 387,42 377,11 370,40 365.68 362.18 59,48 357134 355,60
5 / N, MILE (CALCULATED) 2,29 1,65 1,43 J, 3 3 1,46 1,22 1,19 1,17 1,15 1,13
CENT/8FAT*N,MI, (CALCULATED) 4,573 3,293 2.86f 2.6s3 2,525 2.440 ,379 2,333 2,298 2.26
* LUCK TlNe ***
TB m ( 0 12?95 ) + f 0,00297 ) * RANGE
BLOCK TIME (ACTUJAL-MRS) 0,29 0,46 0,63 0,79 0,96 1,13 1,30 1,46 1,63 1,80
BLOCK TIME C(CALCULATF?.HRS 0,29 0,46 0,63 ,79 0.96 1,13 1,30 1,46 1,63 1,80
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AIRCRAFT 9611 DIRET nPERATING COST
RANGE (N. MILFS) 56,50 113,00 169150 22A6n0 282,50 339,00 39,50 ~52 00 5080 565,00
*** ATA DIRECT OPPRATING COST ***
S / TRIP ( 84,536 ) + ( 1,.03 ) * RAN(;G
$ / TRIP (ACTUAL) 139,85 201.04 ?61, 9  320,79 379,69 43F.10 496,1 53,79 611,19 668,37
% / TRIP (CALCUILATED) 143,17 201,80 260,44 319,07 377,70 436,34 494,97 ;53,60 612.,24 670,7
3 / HOUR (CALCLATED) 5?2,t9 47174 447,T 43,.91 424,81 418,40 '13,63 09,9 4 a07,02 404,63
S / N, MILE (CALCULATE) 2,53 1,79 1,54 ,41 1,34 1,29 1,25 1,22 1,0 1,19
CENT/SEATeN.MI, (CALCULATED) 5,068 3.572 3,07. 2s4 2,674 2.72503 2,50 2408 2.375
*** ATA DUC LLES DEPRICIATION ***
S / TRIP z= 6'n,620 ) + ( o,894 ) * RANGE
S / TRIP (ACTUAL) 118,67 169,52 220,24 P7 ,86 321,40 371,87 422,29 472,66 522,99 573,29
$ / TRIP (CALCIILATED) 119,12 169,62 220,12 270,63 321,13 371,63 422*13 472,63 523,13 573,63
S / HOUR (CALC.LATED) 434,72 396,51 378 te 368,03 361.18 356.35 352,76 149o99 347o78 345.99
s / No MILE (CALCULATED) 2,11 1.50 1,30 1.20 1414 1.10 1,07 1,05 1,03 1.02
CENT/$EAT*N,MI. (CALC LATED) 4,217 3,002 2,597 2.395 2273 2,.192 2.135 2.091 2,058 2,031
*** BLUCK TYME *
TB = ( n.120e4 ) + ( 0,00272 ) * RANGE
BLOCK TIME (ACITIALs-HRS) 0,27 0,43 0,58 0,74 0,89 1.04 1,20 1,3 1,50 1bb66
BLOCK TIMF ((CALCUIATFrOHRA) 07 27 0,43 0.58 ,74 0,89 1.04 1,20 1,35 1,50 1,66
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TABLE B-11
FINAL DESIGN BASEPOINT AND DERIVATIVE AIRCRAFT CHARACTERISTICS
11/14/74 9,16,07
PRODUCT ID 321( 42t2 5212 6212 7212
INTRODUCTION DATE 1980 1980 1980 1980 1980
CRUISE MACH NUMBER 0,750 0,750 0.750 0,750 0.750
DESIGN RANGE (NM7) 850, B50, 850, 850, 850,
DESIGN PAYLOAD (No; SEATS) 30, 40, 50, 60, 70,
INITIAL CRUISE ALTITUDE (FT) ,O. 0, O ,o4 I0
TAKEPOFF FIELD LENGTH (FT) 0, 0, 0, 0,
LANDING FIELD LENGTH (FT) 0, 09 0, 0,
NO, OF ENGINES P, 2, 2 , 2,
.
ENGINE TYPE HIBYPASS HIBYPASS HIBYPASS HIRYPASS HIBYPASS
OPERATING PURPOSE DnMESTIC DOMESTIC DOMESTIC DOMESTIC DOMESTIC
NO, OF FLIGHT CREW 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
BREAKwPOINT CAPACITY (SEATS) 0 0O, 0, O0
BREAK"POINT RANGE (NOM) 0, 0, 0, 0,
RANGE AT ZERO PAYLOAD (N,MT) n, 0, t0 0,
GROSS WEIGHT (LS) 34370, 40597, 46850, 53560, 60306,
LANDING WEIGHT (LRS1 29003, 34533, 40090, 46b10, 52147
ZERO FUEL WEIGHT (Ls) 27125, 32429, 37760, 43508, 49283,
OPERATOR WEIGHT EMPTY (LRS) 21125, 24429 27760, 31508, 35283,
MANUFACTURER WEIGHT EMPTY(LRS) 20147, 23429, 26685, 30314, 33943,
AIRFRAME WEIGHT (L.S) 17687, 20514, 23315. O, 29589,
CAPACITY FUEL (LRS) 0, 06 0, 0,
WING AREA (SQ,FT) 339, 402, 641, 532, 600,
TAKE'OFF THRUST PER ENGINE(LR) b6402, 7586, 8770, 10050o 115310
FUEL CONSUMPTION (LRS/HR) 2333, 2633, 2932, 3229, 3529,
PRODUCTION RATE PER MONTH 0, 0, 8, 0, 0O
BREAK EVEN UNIT I, n, 400, 0. 0
NEW DEVELOPMENT FACTOR 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00
PRICE TO COST RATIO 0,0 0,0 1,0000 0,0 0,0
DEVELOPMENT COST (S MILLION) 80,873 94,786 122,042 122,614 136,527
UNIT PRICE (S MILLION) 2,372 2,726 3,077 30585 3,788
ENGINES PRICE ($ MILLIrN) 0,532 0,606 0,682 0,762 0,842
OPERATIONAL LOAD FACOIT 0,0 0,0 0,500 0,0 0,0
ANNUAL UTILIZATION (HRS) 2945, 2945, 2946, 29479 2948,
DOLLARS PER FLIGHT 834172 896o74 9S8e60 959q9 4  1086,01
DOLLARS PER NMILE 0.98 1,05 i1t3 1,13 1,28
CENTS PER SEATvN.MILF 3,273 29637 2,256 1,882 1o825
BLOCK TIME. (QRS) 2,3003 3 2306 2309 2,312
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TABLE B-12
DIRECT OPERATING COSTS OF BASEPOINT AND DERIVATIVE AIRCRAFT
1/14/74 9,16,07
Page 1 of 3
AIRCRAFT 3212 DIRECT nPFRATING COST
RANGE (N. MILES) 85,00 170,00 255,00 340,00 425,00 510,00 595,00 80,00 765,00 850,00
*** ATA DIRECT OPERATING COST ***
S / TRIP a ( 73,b90 ) * ( 0,895 ) * RANGES / TRIP (ACTUAL) 145,52 224,30 302,42- 379,92 456b,4 533.21 609,07 8 4,5 79,439 827,45
S / TRIP (CALCIuLATED) 149,79 225,90 302,00 378,10 454,20 530.31 606141 82es51 758,62 834,72$ / HOUR (CALC!LAfTED) 442,68 406,04 390,03 381,05 375,30 371,31 368,38 66,13 364,35 362,91$ / N, MILE (CALCULATED) 1,76 1,33 1,18 1,11 1,07 1,04 1,02 1,00 0,99 0,98
CENT/SEATmN,MI, (CALCULATED) 5,874 4,429 3,948 3.707 3,562 3,466 3397 3o346 3,306 3,273
*** ATA DOC LESS DEPRICTATION **
$ / TRIP a t 60,642 ) + ( 0,770 ) * RANGE
S / TRIP (ACTUAL) 12.77 190,81 256,75 322,62 388,40 454,11 5W9,74 85,32 60.,83 710,61
S / TRIP (CALCuLATEn) 1?26,0 191,46 256,87 322,28 387,69 453,10 518,51 83,92 649,33 74,74
S / HOUR (CALCUILATED) 372,52 34414 331,74 324,79 320,34 3$1725 314,98 13,R4 311,86 310,75
5 / N, MILE (CALCULATED) 1,48 1,13 1,01 0,95 0,91 0,89 0,87 0,86 0,85 O0,8
CENT/SEAT.N,MI, (CALCULATED) 4,943 3,754 3,358 33.160 3,041 2,961 ,905 2,86, 2.829 2,803
*** BLOCK TIME ***
TB : ( 0,1g2041 ) ( 0,00256 ) * RANGE
BLOCK TIME (ACTUALHRSI 0,34 0,55 0,77 0,99 1,a1 1,43 1,65 1,87 2,09 2,29
BLOCK TIME ((CALCULATFDHRS) 0.3 O,S6 0,77 0,99 1,21 1,43 1,65 1,86 2,08 2,30
AIRCRAFT 4212 DIRECT nPERATING CfST
RANGE (N. MILES) 85,00 170,00 255,00 34,200 200 51000 595,00 80,00 765,00 850,00
*** ATA DIRECT OPERATING COST ***
S / TRIP ; ( 81,140 ) ( 0,960 ) * RANGE
S / TRIP (ACTUAL) 157,86 242048 326,32 409,46 491,93 573,77 655:02 135,73 815,92 888,72
S / TRIP (CALCULATED) 162,70 244126 325,82 407,38 488,94 570,50 652O,0 733,62 815,18 896,74
5 / HOUR (CALCULATED) 476,76 436,78 419,23 409,36 403404 398,65 395,14 92, 9 4  390,98 589,39
S / N, MILE (CALCULATED) 1,91 1,44 1,28 1,20 1,15 1,i2 1,10 1,08 1,07 1,05
CENT/SEATN,.MI, (CALCULATED) 4,785 3,592 3,194 2,995 2,876 2,797 2740 2,697 2,664 2,637
** ATA DOC LESS DEPRICIATION ***
S / TRIP ( 65,942 + ( 0,815 ) * RANGE
S / TRIP (ACTUAL) 133,82 203,79 273,66 343,43 413,11 482,70 552,21 21,65 691,02 754,31
S / TRIP (CALCULATED) 135,2? 2 04,S 273,78 343,05 412,33 481,61 550,89 20,16 689,44 758,72
S / HOUR -(CALCULATED) 396o23 365,68 352,26 344,72 339,89 336,53 334,06 32,17 330,67 329,46
S / N,.MILE (CALCULATED) 1t59 1,20 1,07 1,01 0,97 0194 0,953 0,9 0990 0,89
CENT/SEAT.N,MI, (CALCULATED) 3,977 3,007 2.684 28522 2,42512.361 ,315 2,280 2,253 2,232
*** BLOCK TIME ***
TB C 0C12340 ) * ( 0,00296 ) * RANGE
BLOCK TIME (ACTIUALwHRS) 0,34 0,56 o,78 1,00 1,21 1,43 1,65 1,87 2,09 2,29
BLOCK TIME ((CALCULATFnDHRS) 0,34 0,56 0,78 1,00 1,21 143 1,65 187 2,08 2,30
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AIR22 DECT nPERATTNG COST
RANGE (N, MILES) 85,00 170000 255, 00 34o,00 425,0100 S100 595,00 80,00 765,00 850.00
*** ATA DIRECT OPERATING COST ***
S / TRIP a ( 88,660 ) * 1 .023 ) * RANGE
S / TRIP CACTUAL) 170.26 260,68 350,23 438,97 526,97 614*26 700,88 86,89 872,31 949,84
3 / TRIP (CALCULATED) 175.6 262,65 349.6q . 436,64 523,63 610e63 697,6 8b 87164 958.60
S / HOUR (CALCULATE) S10.43 467.27 448,23 437,50 430,62 425#83 422*31 19,61 4170T7 415,73
S / N, MILE (CALCULATED) 2007 1154 1,37 t:28 1,23 1,20 1,17 1,15 1,14 1,13
CENT/SEATeN,MeI (CALCLATED) 4,133 3, 090 2.742 2,568 2.464 2,395 2*345 1,308 2.279 2.256
*** ATA DOC LESS DEPRICIATION ***
S / TRIP 2 ( 71,279 ) , ( 0.860 ) * RANGE
S / TRIP (ACTUAL) 142,91 216,80 290,58 364,25 437,82 511,29 584 ,67 5796 731*18 797,98
5 / TRIP (CALCULATED) 144,42 217.56 290.70 363,83 46.97 Sto0il 583,25 56,39 729,53 802167
S / HOUR (CALCoLATEn) 419,66 387,05 372,66 36,55 359,36 355,74 353,07 51,03 349,42 348,11
5 / N, MILE (CALCULATED) 1.70 1I28 1,14 1,07 1,03 1,00 0,98 0,97 0,95 0,94
CENT/SEATN,MI. (CALCULATED) 3.398 2.559 2.280 2,140 2,056 2,000 1,961 1,931 12907 1,889
4*** "LUCK TIME ***
TH * ( 0.12616 C) * 0,00256 ) *.RANGE
BLOCK TIME (ACTUJALHRS) 0,34 0,56 0,78 1,00 1,22 144 1066 1,87 2,09 2,29
BLOCK TIME ((CALCULATED*HRS) 0,34 0,56 0,78 1,00 1,22 1t,3 1165 1,87 2,09 231
AIRCRAFT 6212 DIRE:CT PERATING COST
RANGE (N. MILES) 85.00 170,00 255900 34 ,00 425,00 510,00 595,00 80,00 765100 850,00
*** ATA DIRECT OPERATING COST ***
S / TRIP a ( 91,923 ) * ( 1.021 ) * RANGE$ / TRIP (ACTUAL) 172,63 263,34 353,05 441,83 529,72 616,80 705,11- 88,69 873,59 950,57S / TRIP (CALCULATED) 178,72 265,53 352,33 439,13 525,93 612#73 699,53 86,34 873,14 959,943 / HOUR (CALC LATED) 514,81 469,85 449.92 438,67 431,44 426,40 429,69 9,85 417W59 415,77S / N, MILE (CALCULATEDI 2,1o 1,56 1,38 1,29 1,24 1,20 1,18 1,16 1,14 1,13CENT/SEATN,MI, (CALCULATED) 3504 2,603 2.303 2,153 2,062 2,002 1,959 1,927 1,902 1,881
*** ATA DOC LESS DEPRICTATION ***
S / TRIP a ( 7t1,395 ) ( ,831 ) * RANGE$ TRP ACTUAL) 140.49 21197 283,31 354,53 425.62 49661 567419 38,27 708,96 773,44$ / TRIP (CALCLATED) 142.06 212,73 283,40 354,07 424,73 495,40 566,07 636,74 707,41 778,07S / HOUR (CALCULATED) 409,21 376.43 361,90 353,69 348.42 344,75 344,05 39,97 338*33 337,00$ / N, MILE (CALCULATED) 1,67 125 1,11 1,04 1,00 0,97 0,95 0,94 0,92 0,92CENT/SEAT.N,MI, (CALCuLATED) 2,786 2,086 1.852 1,736 1,666 1,619 18586 1,561 1.541 1,526
*** BLOCK TIME ***
TB = C 0,12920 ) * ( 0*00256 3 * RANGE
BLOCK TIME (ACTUALwWRS) 0,34 0,56 0,78 100 1,2 1,44 1,66 1,88 210 ,30
BLOCK TIME ((CALCULAT EDHRS) 0,35 0,57 0,78 1t00 1,R2 1,44 1,65 1,87 2,09 2,31
IoF'a0E0 amonum
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AIRCRAFT 7212 DIRECT MPERATING COST
RANGE (N MItES) s8500 170,00 255,00 340,00 425,00 510.00 595,00 80,00 765,00 850,00
*** ATA DIRECT OPERATING COST ***
$ / TRIP a ( 104o491 ) + ( 1,155 ) * RANGE
S / TRIP (ACTUAL) 196,13 298e44 399,69 499,96 599,30 697,77 795,43 92,33 988,51 1075,75
S / TRIP (CALCULATED) 202,64 300,79 398,95 , 497,0 595,25 693,40 791,56 89T71 987,86 1086,01S / HOUR (CALCuL.ATED) 578,69 529,44 507,50 495,09 487,10 481,53 477,43 74,~B 471,78 469,76
S / N, MILE (CALCULATED) 2,38 1,77 1,56 1,46 1,40 1,36 1,33 1,31 1,29 1,28
CENT/SEAT&N,MI, (CALCULATED) 3,~06 2,528 2,235 2.089 2,001 1,942 1,900 1,869 1,845 1,825
*** ATA DOC LESS DEPRICIATION ***
S / TRIP a ( 82,505 ) + ( 0,954 ) * RANGE
S / TRIP (ACTUAL.) 161,88 243,88 325,74' 407,46 489,06 570,54 691,9 0 33,18 814,35 888,40
S / TRIP (CALCU.LATED) 163,6 244,74 325,85 406,97 488,08 569,20 650,31 '31,43 812,54 893,66
S / HOUR (CALCULATEn) 467,25 430,77 414,51 405,32 399,40 395,28 .392,24 89,90 388,06 386,56
5 / No MILE (CALCULATED) 1.92 1,44 1,28 1,20 t,5 1,12 1,09 1,08 1,06 1,05
CENT/SEAT*N,MI, (CALCULATED) 2,750 2,057 1,825 1,710 1,641 1,594 1,561 1,537 1,517 1,502
*** BLOCK TIME ***
TB : ( ,13221 ) + ( 0,0056 ) * RANGE
BLOCK TIME (ACTUAL0HRS) 0,35 0,57 0,79 1,00 1,22 1,44 1,66 1,88 2,10 2,30
BLOCK TIME ((CALCULATEDWnMR) 0,35 ,(157 0,79 1,00 1,E2 1j44 1,66 1,88 2,09 2,31
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B.5 NONCOMPETITIVE OPERATIONAL SIMULATION WITH CONCEPTUAL AIRCRAFT
Table B -13 is a sample of printout from the computerized operational
simulation model. This model was used to evaluate performance of all of
the initial parametric and conceptual variations of the initial aircraft.
Shown in the table are the 1980 Annual Traffic Statistics divided into
the six regions. These are labeled in the first part of the table as
Service Class. The minimum trip per day is the 1972 schedule used as a
base in this part of the study. Other pertinent data are Passengers
(demand for seats per route), RPM, R-Bar (the average stage length in
each traffic region) and minimum trips.in millions, which is the annual
total in the mission model.
The 1980 fleet characteristics are shown in the next two lines
of data. These data are output from the simulation program. There is
some overlap in data which is of no consequence in the analysis, i.e.,
Number of Units, Revenue Passenger Miles, and Average Range.
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TABLE 8-13
MISSION MODEL DEMAND AND FLEET STATISTICS
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B.6 COMPETITIVE OPERATIONAL SIMULATION
The competitive evaluation of contemporary and medium density
derivative aircraft was conducted with a revised network and mission model.
Data representative of this analysis are shown in the following three tables
for 1980, 1985, and 1990. Table B-14 lists the 1980 traffic statistics from
the mission model and summaries of fleet statistics. The mission model has
two parts or service classes. Service Class 1 is that major portion of the
model which has growth rates associated with the RPM demanded. Service
Class 2 is the zero growth network equivalent to commuter or low density
traffic. The fleet composition which provides the requisite trips and RPM
is shown in the next two series of data. The aircraft ID identifies the
aircraft and the performance it generates. The aircraft are identified as
follows:
3212 30 seat Basepoint Derivative
4212 40 seat Basepoint Derivative
5212 50 seat Basepoint
6212 60 seat Basepoint Derivative
9016 B737/DC-9 type
Detailed and summary fleet statistics are listed for the fleet and
each aircraft.
Tables 8-15 and B-16 are the same as the table for 1980, but show
fleet data for 1985 and 1990 respectively.
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TABLE 8-14
1980 MISSION MODEL DEMAND AND FLEET STATISTICS
12/17/74 13,16,55
1980 ANNUAL TRAFFIC STATISTICS
SERVICE CLASS PASIEN GF SFATS TRIPS RPM SEAT*MILES TRIP.MILES PAX / SEAT/ R"SAR RwBAR LOAD MIN,
(MTLL.) (MLL) (MILL) (BIL) (BILL) (BILL) TRIP TRIP SEATS TRIPS FACTOR TRIPS
(STATJTE MILES) (MILL)
1 70,474 1.236 22,614 12.997 24,755 0,250 52,0 99,0 184 157, 52,50 1,594
2 3.39 .;,894 3.439 0.310 0.517 0,031 10,2 16.9 88. 89, 59,98 0,344
TOTAL
2 74,09 a1.13m 26,054 13.307 259272 0,281 47,4 90,1 180, 145 52165 1,938
1980
MAXIMUM PROFIT FLEET CHARACTERISTICS SUMMARY
ID TRIPS TRiTPMTLFS RFVENUE SLOCK NO.OF UTILIZATION FIJEL REVENUE SEAT"MILES LOAD AVE PRODUCTIVITY
(MIL) (MTIL) HnURS SPEED (MPH) UNITS (HRS/AC/YR) MILwTONS PAX"MILES (BILL) FACTOR RANGE RPM/AC MIL
3212 0,579 49,7 180221,5 275,9 91. 1978, 0210 0,544 1492 0,565 85, b,97
4212 0,030 2,5 9329.6 271.3 5. 1995, 0.012 0,049 0.101 0, 84 84,. 10,48
6212 0.233 2pi.7 898/.7 290,qo4 42. 200, 0137 0,738 11481 0. 98 106, 17.43
9016 1.310 25.26 797246.3 316,9 299, 2666 24 7 1 11,976 25,265 0, 74 200, 40,05
TOTAL 2.152 329,6 1071782,0 307,5 437, :2452, 2.831 13,307 28,339 0,70 180, 30,44
SUMMARY REPORT BASED ON MAXIMUM PROFIT
CANDIDATE TRANSPORT FLEF.T FLFpT PRTCE ANNUAL REVENUF ANNUAL PROFIT RETURN UN PASSENGER MILE PASSENGERS RANGE
TRANSPORT UNITS PrNT SMILPCNT SMILPPCNT SMILPCNT INVEST I$'L ,PCNT THNtnPCNT 
BAR
3212 9t1. 20 F. ?16.1a3 10,8 95,12 6.? P41,39 -36.2 "19.13 544t 4,1 6432t 8,7 8,
4212 4, 6  1,1 12,750 O,6 8,588 0.6 0940 .08 -7937 49, 0,4 582, 0 84,1
6212 42.33 9,7 151.755 7,6 113.487 7,n 40515 4 ,0 2,98 738. 5,5 6969, 94 106,
9016 29900 68.4 1614,600 80,9 1315,707 89,8 151,855 133,1 9,41 119769 90,0 60026, 81 200,
TOTAL 437.13 100.0 1995,824 100,0 1532,903 100,0 il@091 100.0 5,72 13307, 
100,0 74009, 100,0
5; aggagB / ;.o" 44 M8-84
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TABLE B-15
1985 MISSION MODEL DEMAND AND FLEET STATISTICS
12/17/74 13, 16.55
1985 ANNUAL TRAFFIC STATISTICS
SERVICE CLASS PASSFNGFR S ATS TRIPS RPM SEATeMILES TRIPMILES PAX / SEAT/ RwBA RBAR LOAD MIN,
(MILL) (MILL) (MILL) (BIL) (BILL) (BILL) TRIP TRIP SEAfS TRIPS FACTOR TRIPS
(STATJTE MILES) (MILL)
1 89,944 171.323 28,862 16.587 31,595 0,250 66,3 1?6,. 1841 157, 52,50 1,594
2 3.535 5.894 3, 39 0.310 0,517 0031 10.2 16,9 88, 89, 59,98 0,30
TOTAL
2 93,179 177.216 32.302 16,897 £2,112 0.281 60,2 114,4 181 145, 52,62 1,938
1985
MAXIMUM PROFIT FLEET CHARACTERISTICS SUMMARY
ID TRIPS TRIP*MILFS PFVENi E RLnCK NO,OF UTILIZATION FUEL REVENUE SEATwMILES LOAD AVE PRODUCTIVITY(MTL) (M'TL,) HNURS SPEE.D (MPH) UNITS HRHS/AC/YR) MILTONS PAX-MILES (BILL) FACTOR RANGE RPM/AC MIL
3212 0,463 01.9 1I8840,4 281.2 75. 1986, 00174 0,471 1,256 0,375 90, 6,284212 0,115 7.9 31800,1 24,84 16, ;1943, On42 0,138 0,316 0,436 69, 8,42
5212 0,030 5 9u4,5 268.8 5. 1996, O 014 0.063 0,127 0,494 84, 13,26
9016 1,779 33P.0 1059269.0 313.5 404. 1262?, 3.284 16,226 33,204 0,489 190, 40,16
TOTAL 2.388 384.3 124Q325.0 307,6 500. 2498, 3.513 16,897 34,902 0,484 181, 33,79
SUMMARY REPORT BASED ON MAXIMUM PROFIT
CANDIDATE TRANSPflRT FLEFT FLEET PRIC ANNUAL REVENUE ANNUAL PROFIT RETURN UN PASSENGFRpMILES PASSENGERS RANGE
TRANSPORT UNITS PrNIT SMIL,PCNT $MILPCNT SMILoPCNT INVEST MIL ,PCNT TMHNtPCNT BAR
3212 74,95 15.0 177,793 7,4 79,313 4, 1 33,365 -17.1 018o77 4711 2,8 5227, 5,6 90,
4212 16,37 3,.3 4,617 t,8 27,428 1.4 "4,436 ?2,3 9,94 13R8 0,8 2006, 2,1 69,
5212 4.72 0,9 ls,515 0,6 10,961 0,6 "0.308 -0,2 -2,12 630 0,4 742, 0,8 84,
9016 40",00 80,R 2181,600 90,2 1824,044 93,9 233,6449 119,5 1071 16226, 96,0 85503, 91,5 190,
TOTAL 500,04 n10o. 2v8,5?4 100,0 1941,746 100,0 195.540 100,0 8,09 16897, 100,0 .93478, 100,0
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TABLE B-16
1990 MISSION MODEL DEMAND AND FLEET STATISTICS
12/17/74 13,16,55
1990 ANNUAL TRAFFIC STATISTICS
SERVICE CLASS PASSENGFR, SEATS TRIPS RPM SEAT*MILES TRIP-MILES PAX / SEAT/ R-BAR RPBAR LOAD MIN,
(MILL) (MILL) (MILL) (BIL) (BILL) (BILL) TRIP TRIP SFATS TRIPS FACTOR TRIPS
(STATUTE MILES) (MILL)
1 112,618 214,510 36,138 20.768 39q,59 0,250 83,1 158.2 184, 157, 52,50 1,594
2 3,535 ~,a9q 3,439 0.310 0.517 0,031 10,2 16,9 880 89, 59,98 0,344
TOTAL
2 116,15 220.404 39,577 21.079 4 0,76 0,281 75.1 142.8 182, 145, 52,60 1,938
1990
MAXIMUM PROFIT FLEET CHARACTERISTICS SUMMARY
10 TRIPS TRITP.iLFS REVENUF BLOCK N(,OF UTILIZATION FUEL REVENUE SEATeMILES LO D AVE PRODUCTIVITY
(MIL) (MILL) HOURS SPEED (MPH) UNITS (HRS/AC/YP) MIL"TONS PAX"MILES (BILL) FACTOR RANGE RPM/AC MIL
3212 0,345 30.6 109618,9 279.3 55, 1985, 0.128 0,310 0,919 0, 38 88, 5,62
4212 0.150 12.2 5568,2 267,5 23, 1974, 0.O60 0,221 0,488 0, 53 80, 9,56
521? O,~rb 7.o 26312.3 265.1 13, 1959, 0 039 0,153 0,349 0, 38 81, 11,38
6212 0,031 2.6 9805,2 266.2 5. 1997, 0.016 0,078 0,157 0,500 84, 15,95
9016 2,147 Q06.9 1291472.0 315,1 521. 2479, 4.004 20,317 40,691 0,199 190, 39,00
TOTAL 2,798 4'.3 1n827'76, 0  30q.8 618. 24010 4.246 21,079 42,603 0,95 181, 34,13
SUMMARY REPORT BASE ON MAXIMUM PROFIT
CANDIDATE TRANSPOPT Ft.FF T  FLEET PRTCE ANNUAL REVENUF ANNUAL PRnOFIT RETURN ON PASSENGERPMILES PASSENGERS RANGE
TRANSPORT UNITS PCi T sMIL,PC NT $MILPCNT $MIL,PCNT INVEST MIL ,PCNT THNtrPCNT BAR
3212 55,22 P 130,987 4,3 53,063 2,- "26,938 *9,8 *20,57 310, 1,5 3535, 3,0 88,
4212 23.08 3,7 62,928 2,1 39,845 1,6 ,582 "2,0 *8,87 221v 1,0 2751, 264 80,
5212 13,43 2, 41,331 1,3 27,364 11 "2298 "o,8 p5,56 153. 0,7 1879, 16 81,
6212 4g91 oA 17,599 ),6 13,74 0,6 0,624 1,2 3,54 78, 0,4 929, 0,8 84,
9016 521,00 p4,4 2813,400 91,8 2283,858 94,5 310,041 12p,4 11,02 20317, 96,4 107057, 92,2 190,
TOTAL 617.65 100,0 3n66,244 100,0 2417,854 100,0 275,846 100.0 9,00 21079, 100,0 116151, 100,0
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B-7 REGIONAL AIRPORT SURVEY
The Reuben H. Donnelly Corporation provides Official Airlines Guide
(OAG) data on airline scheduled service. Table B-17 show a portion of data
sheets generated by a machine processing and sorting routine applied to an
August 1973 OAG data tape. The sheets included are sample sheets of a
total survey of world airlines and airports. Only those sheets are shown
which include regional carriers contained in the initial network used in
the parametric and conceptual aircraft analysis. These airlines are
identified as:
XK - Air California
AL - Allegheny Airlines
FL - Frontier Airlines
RW - Hughes Air West
NC - North Central Airlines
OZ - Ozark Airlines
PS - Pacific Southwest Airlines
PI - Piedmont Aviation
SO - Southern Airways
TT - Texas International Airlines
Table B-18'contains the regional airline airports for which detailed
statistical data were available for the year 1972. These data were from
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) sources.
Table B-19 presents data on runway lengths of length corrected for
altitude and hot days. The correction is based on a simple FAA correction
method which accounts for degradation in field length performance by an
8-87
average commercial jet aircraft. The correction accounts for altitude
above sea level and for the highest temperature above 590F expected
to occur with a prediction reliability of 85 percent.
Runway Length Correction
The corrected runway lengths were computed by dividing the actual length
by the product of the elevation correction factor, gradient correction
factor, and temperature correction factor.
a. Elevation Correction Factor
Fe = (0.07 x E + 1)
Where E = Airport elevation in thousands of feet
b. Temperature Correction Factor
Ft = 0.005 [T - (59 - 3.566E)] + 1
Where T = Normal maximum temperature in degrees Fahrenheit
c. Gradient Correction Factor
Fg = (0.1 x G + 1)
Where G = % Effective Gradient
Corrected Runway Length - Runway LengthFe x Ft x Fg
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TABLE B-17
AIRLINES SERVING IHE WUHLUS AIHPUHIS PGtu:
LISTED ALPHABETICALLY BY AIRLINE NAIE
OAG AUGUST 1913
28 IY AlI (CAL UJlNIE
1 f I- Ifo Im rq l4 CAI I-I)('\IA
29 XK AIH CALFUHNIA-INIHA-SIAIL
S I)1K 01((l( I[I, AI (:I l', W A1A141 0 I)N,'A
3 P P PALI 'PhiNllibb, LALIF., USA l iIF W ~AL,hIfI lI1 U, LALII., U A
5 tAN "SAN 0I60, CALIF.,, UA ,  A
J ';h Im W, iii, C l 1ll:. A R8 !,NI\ iAN (l NA, C:o IF. ,A
30 HC AIR CAMIBUJDGE
1 BKK BAM;K)K, FHAILANII 2 lAJ B[TTAIMIANG, KHI,.R RFP.
3 HKU HUVlb KUOIl, UH LHUlil LULUNIY 4 Wbu- KUI1PULib 'O'1, KHiEh hLe.
5 WDT DD0000R ItEANCHEY, KHMER REP. 6 PAl PAILIN, KHELH RLP.
7 PNH PHNO1l PENH, KHIIER REEPFIILIC 8 S (;N S " GUN, S V I El N l'
IV bJiN b)i\bfUht, bI4lNbAUhL
31 AC AIH CAN)A *
I NiU ili It l , h:bl' iUlh 2 bub bahbA0l 0 , Jb1 l 1 JItUlt
3 UDA BERMUUA, AILAN[IC OCEAN '4 BUS BOlOUN, InASS., USA
5 BRU BRUSSELS, BELGIUMI 6 YYC CALGARY. ALTA., CANADA.
i UhU LUHIL AOU, ILL-uHMHhIt Hh.: I UJAI. 8 CLL LL.VLLAIMIU, ULtJIU, UA
9 CPH COPENHAGEN, DENMARK 10 YXR EARLTON, ONT.
Co II YEG EIITNONITON, ALTA-INT APT, CANADA 12 FRA FRANKFURT, GERIMANY
j I Yt-L h LtutI1 LI UIV, IV.B. 1t I-7U thLE ui , B1 IHAIIIHIS
15 YOX GANDER, NFLD., CANADA 1.6 PIK GLASGOW, SCOT-PiESTWICK ARPI.
I 17 YH7 HAL IFAX, NOVA S COFIA 18 KIN K IN I l)N, J. 61llAI C
i ~ Lin LONJUIN, LIVLLIII-11itLiii h 1 U YAU. L Uiv UIJ , UII.
21 LAX LUS ANGELES, CALIF., USA. 22 llA I'llAll, FLA., USA.
?. Y0I I I I ON, N. 11. ?'1 Il.l NONI l BAY, A IA I CA
> '" UL IuJIhI lL, UI., lU  Aw I 6 b V= ' HUI7l , UI L-bHVht - 4lY V 1ii
2 ( NAi NAbbAU, BAIIA S 2K JI-K Nl)l YUHK, NY-KE NN LDY INI AHiP I, Uba
29 YYB N(li IH BAY, (!U . 30 VY) Ill AI11, i] I\N1 H I U, CANAIIA
.I ihY IHhi ', hI,LL-OhLY Aih I jZ IU UIi U" biY- li-il, h i; l U
33 PliG PRAGUE, CLCHOSLOVAKIA 3'f YU IJlUlEC, UULE.
35 YOlI fGINA, hK. 36 YIIY llIYN - NI HI ANIII , (J F.
at Y J Jnl hI .Jum N, . 7i A L Joh1%ltIi )u1IJ, :,A Ih,
39 YAI SAULI S IL IAIHIl, INT., 10 YLV !;EVEN ISLANIIS, il)E.
1.1 1,\1 'IIS hIJION, ilI F Nil W YYi I . .l111IN , N- 1 ).
;, I YjI b, i.liii JVILLL., JI LU. 't I ' I1s (U hlY, 0il.
1s YVIY SYIINI:Y, N. S. '16 IPA I A I'A, t-LA., I SA.
' YOif -HIUNI) H BAY, (JNI. i1s V I lil'lllIlNS, ONI.
t9 YVL Id0iUINIU, UNI l . , MAltl7 ll SO YVJ0 VA-L U71i, hOP.
5] YVR VANCOUVER, B. C., CANAUIA 52 YYJ VICTOHIA, B.C.
53 V I I V I I: NIA, AU If l I A 5 L Y(U IN SU , O 1 . , (.AICAN IUA
55 YtwN WJn iI-IL b, it-IN., LIIVA/UA 56 YuL Y AllirO UII , w. 5 . "
57 ZHH ZURICH, IWIITZEHLAND
.j uJ AUn Lt.vI
I CFE LLERPIiONT-FERRAIN, FHAInUE 2 LPY LE PUY, hANULE
AIHLINEb SEHVING [HE WOHLIJb AIHPUHTI PAbLt 21
LISTED ALPHABETICALLY BY AIRLINE NAME
OAG AUGUST 1913
85 NH ALL NIPPON
21 OIT QIA. JAPAN ?2 )KJ OKAYAMA. JAPAN
, 23 UKA UKIIVNAWA, HYUKYU IS., JAPAN 21 UlIJ UI'IUHA, JAPAN
25 OSA OSAKA, JAPAN 26 01lq OSHIIMA IS., JAPAN
27 C15 SAPPOHO, JAPAN-CHITOSE ARPT. 28 SIl SEI\IIJAI .JAPAN
29 (AK IAKAMI'IAIU, JAPAN 30 HNJU IdKYU, JAPAN-HANEL DA lhPUhI
31 TTJ TOTTORI, JAPAN 32 TUY TOYAMA, JAPAN
33 UB. UBE, JAPAN 31 GAJ YAMA(;ATA, HONSHU, JAPAN
35 YIJ YONAbU, JAPAN
86 AL ALI.EI. ;HfJY Al RLI NES
1 LAK AKhUI/LANI UN, UIJU, US 2 L AL4 -LINHIVY, N.Y., USA
3 ABE ALLENTOWN, PA., USA AUU AI_[UUNA, PA., USA
5 AIY ATLANTIC CITY, N.J., USA 6 BAL BA3LTII'IORE. 1ID., t!ISA
I/ Il b IVN lIIAI'I UN, IV. Y. , U3 0 bilb bLUtII I bU IUi, i NJ. , USA
9 BOS BOSTON, MASS., USA 10 BFD BRAUFOHO, PA., USA
II BOR BRII)I;EPOIiT. CONN., (15A * 12 BUF IUFFALO, N. YV., 1iSA
IJ IfV bUlLINLIIUI', VI., USA 1 I. CJIJ IFV I'IY, NI J., UbA
15 CHW CHARLESTON, 14. VA., USA 16 NUld CHICAIGO, ILL-IOIDdAY ARPT, USA.
17 ORD CHICAbO, ILL-OHARE AHPT, USA. 18 CVG CINCINNAI , OHIO. USA
11 Ltk b LL4AhK bUhb, 1i. VA., UBA e LLL LLLVLL V U, UHI U, U SA
co 21 C1IH COLUMBUS,. OHIO, USA 22 DiVV DANVILLE, ILL., USA
1 23 DAY DAYTUN, OHIO, USA. ' 11TId 1 LI R I 1t, PNICH-IHEROPOL ITAN APT, USA
C Z5 UUJ UU biJb, fA., USA Z L LL IlW', W. 'Vp-.4, U 1
27 ELI ELMIIRA, N.Y., USA 28 ERI ERIE, PA., USA
29 EVV EVANSVILLE, IND., USA 30 FKL FRANKLIN, PA., USA
31 I-L bLENJ V-ALLS, 1N.Y., USA 32 Ui HRiAiU hA lrIu, ilCH., u71
33 HGR HAGERSTOWN, (1O., USA 31 IlDT HAHRISBURG, PA-INTERNATIONAL ARPT.
35 BOL HARTFORD, CONN., USA 36 HZ.L HAZLETON, PA., USA
J3 i H UIv 4INMUN 7 . v ., UbA J INU IIU 1 IV-ULi, I iU., UbA
39 ISP ISLIP, N.Y., USA 10 ITH ITHACA, N.Y., USA
Y1 JHld JAI'IESTOWN, N.Y., USA '42 JST JOHNSTOWIN, PA., USA
Itj LEN rEENI, 4.H., USA - 4 LArI- LA - i Lt, 14lu. , USA
'5 LNS LANCASTER, PA., USA '46 LEX LEXINGTON, KY., USA
17 LIA LIMIA, OHIO, USA '18 SDF LOUISVILLE, K.Y., USA
f . itI- U "IHIb- I tLU, UHIU, USA B5 u b ihbLiH , N.Y. , U -i
51 PEM 'I MEMPHIS, TENN., USA 52 PISP l'IINNEAPOLIS/ST PAUL, JMINN, USA
53 YVUL PIONTREAL, OUE., CANADA 54 'I IORGANTOWN, Wi. VA., USA
S 4lt L iIUNL l t, 14 U., USA 5 U B iV N. 451HVi LLL, I Li. , Us) R
57 HVN NEW HAVEN, CONN., USA. 58 GON NEW LONDO\N, CONN., USA
59 JFK NEW YORK, NY-KENNEDY INT ARPT, USA 60 LGA NEWl YOHK, NY-LA GUARUIlA AHPT..,USA
b I EHI IvEI, YU rm, IUY-NlIUtIJiH AhPI, USAH 62 PH INJl'tlwUhi Il S, VA., U ' "
63 OHF NORFOLK, VA., USA "61 0S OGDENSBUHU, N.Y., USA
65 PKB PARKERSIBURiJ , I. VA., USA 66 PHL PHIL AIELPHIA, PA., tISA
btI hivL Pl ILULL4IIA, IPA-Nt AhlI, UBA b, 1" ILiH I U h,, i1., UUSIv
69 PIT PI1ISBURSGH, PA., USA- 10 PLB PLATISOUHR;H, N.Y., USA
11 PVU PHUVI) ENCE, H. I., U!SA /2 HIll;i HE INI, PA.. USA
tj HUL HuUtHLIL. , N.Y., USA. Ir hUUI 'uILI-4vU, Vi., USj
15 SBY SALISBURY, I10., USA . 16 SLK bAHANAC LAKE, JN.Y., UJA
AIHLINES SERVING THE WOURLUS A1HPOHI., PAiE 2
LISTED ALPHABETICALLY BY AIRLINE NAME
OAG AUGUST 1973
86 AL ALLEGHENY AIRLINES
77 iWN S Hi  FNI , I l(). iJ5A 7iR STL ST. I.OUl;, MD.. ISA
/9. SYH YhACUSL, N.Y., USA 60 HUF itihH t HAUL, I)VU., USA
81 iTOL TOLEDO, OHIO, USA 82 YYZ TORONTO, ONT., CANADA
83 . TFN TRFN T NI N. J.., USA 81' ICA !ITICA, N.Y., USA.
b ' ULA WASHINblIIUNi, UL-NAI I UNAL AHPi., USA 86 MHI iAIlEHIUIIWNI, IN.Y., USA
87 HPN WHITE PLAINS, N.Y., USA 88 AVP WILKES-BARRE/SCRANTON, PA., USA
89 IPT idI . I AMP(I.RT,i P A. USA 90 ILG dIL ,i INGF N, liE. l. USA
'1 UHlH IWUHuLbtl .H, iMHbb., U A YZ YIV6 YLUN.b31.lU lI, UHIU, UjA
97 VJ A LFEN AVIATION. INC.
I li I KAINDU S LIIY, I'IU., USRA L I-J L IIhItLUL, KiAN., U 4
3 IIHK MANHATTAN, KAN., USA 4 TOP TOPEKA, KAN., USA
u 3 ALUIIII i IhL IJ Il;
I 170 HIL.U, H IJAlII; HAWA II, USA 2. HNL HONOLUL.LU, [AHU; HAbJA I, USA
3 ).; KAIuII III, Ill (I : IIII I lh l I I l (f N I KK KAIN , AKA i l1 1 IKAI: I W , I ', i
S UN AUNI4, IIHNH4ci I; iMIH4WAIJ , USA b LII LHUE, rilUAt; -l-'All , UStA
89 AK ALTAIH Alhi.INI:5 IIVIN-AIH-'IAXI
I h., ltihl"NY, N Y., U7 17 Ih i. l-LilF iillV, Fn., U'an
3 . AL UALIllIUIE, MU'., USA 'I) Hii IHillU liLUjil, CUNN., USA
14 il)T HA i i iUli t(, Ph-INi EIV NA IONAL AHPT . 11liit. 1111(I. I1I)ii, ;OiNN. . is;(I
S Ir 1 SLIP, I4. Y., U SA PL L rPHJLAULL)-H H, -h'., UHf
9 RIC RICHMOND, VA., USA 10 DCA WASHINGTON, DC-NATIONAL ARPT., USA
11 HPN WHITE PLAINS, N.Y., USA 12 AVP IILKE S-bARiE/SCHAi;TON, PA., USA
1 II lJLLiHiLjiurlI , FA., Ui-bH Il ILt, WILir- i nij, UtL., Uih
90 DY ALYELIITA. DEOPIOCATIC YEI'EN AIHLINES
I i iLit f-L-"UJ, U li. Iht-.. UI Yti' it Aily (IL 1ihTViikU , Ut0i. mL)i. UT- tLityiv
3 AXK ATA( , DEl. HEP. OF YEMEN q BH-IN ltEIHlAN, UtIl. RI.P, OF YEilIE
5 BEY 0+b I hUT, I L!IANUN 6 B(0i HURA , SUMAL I iHP
I " lCHil L JiiU, h.ilU I1Lht U El Y I 0 Ji i UJI bUUlj1 I, 1 I l l iIi b , l 5bb
9 GXF GIHUHAF, DUtl. HEP. OF YEMEN 10 HGA HAHGEISA, 50PIALI REP
II KiJI KUi(l I 1, KUWAIT I2 I'l-K I'IAll-I A, 1I.I . HEP, OF YEIII-N
J13 iU hi J L IUi LIIHU, "bUIILi IiLP. i W' J 0' 7 il, . i 7 1 -t
15 RIY RIYAN, DEl. REP. OF YEMIEN 16 1Al TAIZ, YEI'EN ARAlB HEPIJLIC
I A A ACAPULCO, 'F.XICIU 2 ALB AI.I ANIY, N.Y., USA.
3 AlwA AhtBA. NEI1H. ANi ILLES 'I iK L AUICKL-/\NI), NEW /i-.ALANI)
S5 61i L IAl.i 'i iithL, ' i'i., IJ I '" 0H i, I i, iI j ., iO n
/I UF BUI-FALU, N.Y., USA 8 CHid CHARILESlIOUN, Id. VA., USA
9 'HOl CIHICA1'O, ILL-I'IllilAY ARPT, USA. 10 IHDU HICAG , ILi-iHAF AR PI I. US .
ii LVI L IJiUNL vini J, uI-jU, Ujl i' ULL '.LLV-LLIiU, Ul , Us
13 CMIH COLUMBUS, OHIO, USA 14 CUR CU ACAU, NEtlH. AIV-I LLES
15 DAL DALLAS/FT. IORTH, TEXAS, USA 16 DAY DAYTON, OHIO, USA.
i Tii4 IW UIM Uti, i LH-r Iihu-uLI I 41Ii , DUN U 4b ALP I' L L r-iSiU, ItLAI;b, UOU
19 BUL HARTFOHO, COI\N., USA 20 HNiL HONOLULU, UAHU; HAIJAI I, UJA
AIHLNI-5 'SL:VINti; IHL I AUULUS IHPUHIS PAL \b
LISTED ALPHABETICALLY BY AIRLINE NAME
OAG AUGUST 19(3
193 FI FLUGFELA ;- CELANDA lH
.9 H/K HII';AyV , I1K I AN TO l-J [ W, AF.J1 1ilH ! . I :El ANDI
II LIHI LiJIIUUII, LLiLAIIU-Hi-I HhUW AHHlI 12 UAK IAb, HS3SUIU, , LhtNLAIVUND
13 . NR NUHUD'JORDUH, ICELAND 1' OSL OSLO, NORIwAY
15 PV.1 PA1HI-K - 1fIH IRIR, HC:Fl AND Il RFi N HIIF RHHO- TN, ICH- AhN
1. Kt REYKJAVIK, ILL. nIE LAVIK AHPI . I8 hLK hLYt J.Vl , ILtL-\ NU
19 SAK SAUDAhKHUKUH, ICELAND 20 THO IHUHSHOFN, ICELAND
21 VA VAhAI 1!, FAfHOF I5, MI-N ARK 22 VEY V ! ) INfN AkY. 1[H I .-A1,1
199 FL FRONTIEH AIRLINES
I AL. Al.AIIIi)RI)O, N. M., USA 2 AI.S ALAIIOSA. COIO., IS;A
J It10l U fLISUUULt JUUE, IVN.PI., USA. 'I li11 IILL I ( NLE, I tH. , USA
5 AIA AIIHARILLO, TEXAS, USA 6 BVO BARTLESVILLE, OKLA., USA
7 BIL B;LLIN.S, IUNT., UISA 8 B.S l ISINARCK, N.O. , USA
V L IV bU :l'l1VAN, I'l .I , UH ' U Lih LIASth, WVU0., U A
11 COR CHAURON, NEBR., USA * 12 CYS CHEYENNE, WYO., USA
13 COUD CODY, IYO., USA lI COS COLORADO SPR1ING S, COLO., USA
I UL U LUUIIOUb, INtbh., USA ib LLL LLIILL, LULLU., usA
17 DAL DALLAS/FT. WOHTH, TEXAS, USA 18 DEN DENVER, COLO., USA
19 DRO UURANGO. COLO.. USA 20 ELP EL PASU, IEXAS, USA
Z 14u tEIJ IU, UiiLfi.,, USH Z I-rIIV F N h IIINLI i N, IV. I,., USA
23 FYV FAYETIEVILLE, ARK., USA 211 FLG FLAGSIAFF, AHIZ., USA
25 TON FT. LEONAD 14000, IO., USA 26 -SP1 FI. S'II IH, AHK.. USA
2 LUP t. rLLU;, . IA., USI 2d Ut uihil.JL LI I I, Kll. , USA
29 GGI GLAS;U, NIlNT., USA 30 GOV GLENUIVE, MONT., USA
31 GI Oth)IIDL N-i, KAN., USA 32 liHI GIANI I M.ANU. NI-.M . , USA
J3 GJI I lhdO JU L1 (UJ, L LO. , UJ i I t UiILl F-ILLS, U i-. , UH
35 GU C GUINISiON, COL., USA 36 MHOI) HARHISON, AHK., USA
37 HS I HA!b INI S, NI-,H., USA 3W HVH IlAVI . II1 N 0.ll , US\
J3 -IYS hIA , v N., USi, \ I HUI HOul i br lib ll., USaNi
41 JAC JACKSON, IJYO., USA '12 JLN JUPLIN, '10., USA. -
'13 PICI KANSAS CITY, 10., USA . i EAR KEARNEY, NEBR., USA
o L'IA -LA H , L , U L L-LU.,- LjA 0- h i M L-1h HItII LE,. YU . , 0U5A
'47 LAS LAS VEGAS, NEV., USA. -8 LAWi LAIWTON, OKLA., USA
49 LIWT LEWISTOlWN, I'OT., USA 50 LBL LIBERAL, KAN., USA
5 1 Lis L' iLQUtUI-l i ILBh., U 5H 5Z L1 I Li iILLi hUlC , Allh., USA
53 VIHK MANHATTAN, KAN., USA 51' PICK PIC COOK, NEBR., USA
55 MIEIN IIEIMPHIS, iENN., USA 56 ILS MILES LITY, MONT.. USA
S5/ i ll I1v'l, IVN.U., U b50 - Ui 1IbS UULA, 1ri1014., USA
59 IMTJ ONTHOUSE, COLO., USA 60 IIKO MUSKOGEE, OKLA., USA
61 LBF N!HTH PLATTE, NEBR., USA 62 OKC OKI. AHOIA tCI Y, K LA.I USA.
bJ ' IA UJI-Il41-1tll, IL L . , U bA t PI i P11h I bi, 'I tA I ', U il
65 PPF PAHRSONS, KAN., USA 66 PHX PHOENIX, AHIL,, USA
61 PNC PONCA CITY, OKLA. , UBA 68 MOI POUI:LO, CLO. , USA
L .1 ilF i i lll Lb ilY , V 5, U., U rIU 1 T m VE. I u , wiYt., U A
11 HKS RHiCK SPHINGS, WYO., USA 12 SLN SALINA, KAN., USA
13 SIC I 1. AK I IIY, UT 1 A O, I-. I- SCO:l l 111 T (1- 1- NI Ii., 0 A(1
'15 " JY' " IUIVLY, i'i1till,, U. i n I)' lY , 1L1 4l-Y , iVL (I ., il ..
Ii SVC 1bLVEH UIIY, N. P., USA It' S1L SI. LOUIb, I.., USA
AIRLINES SERVING THE WOHLOS AIRPURIS VAGE 4V
LISTED ALPHABETICALLY BY AIRLINE NAME
OAG AUGUST 1973
191 FL FHONTIE- AIRLINES
19 Hiltil S FI0IIUAT fP RiN C (L ,. U;A 80 1,l( 10 It. IIATER, UKLA .. tlA
81 i01 i Ptlk, KAN., U 'A U IUS IU U',,,N, A -l.., USA
83 IUL IULSA, OKLA., USA 8lI VEL VEHNAL, UIAH, USA
Ar lIYe; ,IF T YFI I rWa T' 1\F N NIT , 1 ) I RRA lI T IICH II A KAN, !1SA
67' 1 1,N 1ILLi ilN, IV.U,, U, A U 14 LA b I l IbLulb I hIL., tJb:n
U9 OLF WOLF PiJINT, IONT., USA 90 bllL lWOR LANl, NY. ,, US A
I v~, A b iUUH lU I J VI. IN A IliWAYb
1 AIU AI'iLUN, PNULUCCA IS., INULNESIA 2 AIll AP-LINAN, LLItJUK IS., Il'JUibNSIA
3 AIi AMil, RlA NEf HIH A NI) AiH i HI I;, .E F
5 U I N Utl i ld P , N, U N ILU, INUUINI. A Ib • J IINUIW I)I, LL , ,U l'll ih , i JIJuU.
I BKK BANIKOK, TIHAILANU 08 IUJ BAN IJAiHMIASIN, BUhINEO, INiOU.
9 AKS N-.iGKll L, SMIII lHA, IN 0IUII-SIA 1( ]K III K, l I NII , I I0JIIIINE .1A
I hUN U UlSI y Iil Ji I L'I L.ILUIIBI , llt . UI- )hl L l-hIKA
13 UPS UOfEPASA, AIILI, INOUNESIA. 14 FRA FHANKFUHF, EHI'IANY
I I HKG Hi!N; KAll, IU CHiIl CI I 1 A A KT .JIKAHI A, .)JAVA, II\II)FNF IA
I./' UJ J aIIlUl, l1IvUUV,- ill 10 JU JU, tI\  I I -I, JIAV , I le I Ai
19 KHI KAHRCHI, PAKISIAN 20 KUI KENDARI, CELEBES, INOONESIA
S21 K L KLIIA NPU , II AYS I A 22 K (0E KUP ANG, tlli)m H , i VIiNi F; IN A
J ItihE lILU i, JUtnlIi hA, INUUli:.b"A .'$ lIU . l ' UILN U-IU , I lv i U hlCin i-
25 P U Ph it\NGUA,SUtA I A, I 0NESIA 26 PK U PAKANIBAIhU, SUIIATRA, I NI)UNeS I A
21 PLIII PAIl I IIIANII ll, S i li , I N ON IA 21 PH K PAN P I'INANG , I IlV INI-I A "
m l r o , it'll , ! I o lvN GL" LI " M lh I 'hill'I iO I gs I I'Olvai I jilH i\ , ' 'll'l' o., I l il l t I 'i
31 FCOU R l'lE, II ALY-LLONAHUU UA VINCI AHP1I 3 2 HL; !l'lllA ANI 1, JAVA, I NUUNESIA33 . S IN S; IN;NAPlORF, S INIAPO IRE 39 Sill SliRO YA. JlAVA. lill-; A
J> .YU S UwLY, 7 ii = I JL I Jb I JO IiINJUNG rfl4',IUlN, IrJUUIvL.LJ A
37 TNJ TANJUNG PINANG, 8INTAN, .INDO. 38 TKG TELUKBETUNG, SUIiATRA, INDO.
.39 UPG UJUIG PANI ANG, CLI EBES, IND0.
196 GO GCS AIRLINES
S CL.E CLEVELAND, OHIO, USA 2 000. GALION, OH110, (lUSA
J i1i0 lI) I l- IjLLU, UtIdlI , UJSA
197 - YY GENERAL AIR
I bJ i- t I Li'llJ, bEhlllIIAUNY " LuV LULuLbVt, L II ANY
3 FRA Fl-IAKFURT, GERMIIANY . HA' HAIIIllBUHG, GERMANY
S HGL HEI. l.iULAN , -.HI'AIY 6 !lVO JUIST, GLERMANY
lt li )bbLL, ' 1ii 7ll b' LU LIULiLl , b Lit llii Y
9 IIUC I'IUNIC, LH GEFIIANY 10 11 U NOHIJEHNLY, LtEHI'IANY
I I AGE I AN F , F ANY, 12 ll AN , . ll IIijY
19V8 1GO GYSEHLANU AIiIAYS L UD.
I IIKL AIUJLK ANII, N-hl Z/L AI.A I) 2 (AIS il IlHII. N9-I iAI. Av
J ' lJ I' llilU tIr, ',l L I.ILI1IJ " I IIt n t:ilM ,0 J-, L L _I-tlI.JUI
5 111IA I'l/il (IIAl A, NI'1 LZEALANU 6 HOl hIl) OliU , NEW Z ALAND.II)
.1 ABJ A11 UJAN, IVUHY CUAS I 2 ALCC ACCHA, IAl NAl
P0 C;AIRLINES SERVING THE WORLDS AIRFPUHTS PAE 5Z
LISTED ALPHABETICALLY BY AIRLINE NAME
OAG AUGUST 1913
21 L HY HOUSION'NPETRO AIRLINES
I BPT IBFALIOT/IPT. ARTHUR, TEX.. USA 2 CLC CLEAR LAKE CITY, TEXAS, USA
3 bL5 ALVESIUI, TEXAS, USA iAH HOUIUN, IEXAS, USA5 LJN LAKE JACKSON, TEXAS, USA 6 VCT VICTORIA, TEXAS, USA
215 Xt HUU' AlhLllJE!S-AIH-I AXI
I BTL BATTLE CREEK, MIICH., USA 2 CGX CHICAGO, ILL-PEIGS FIELD, USA.SORnf ICAO ILL-OHAIF ARPT USA. 4 OFT OETRO IT MICH-CITY ARPT UA
S U0W Utl ulI, HI'ILH- 1 RU UPLIIAi API, USA b FtA eI. J*IAL, IVu., 051-I
216 Rid HI(;IU ES A1HIELSf
I lieV I-IL, VALL.LY, L I-LIi- , USA / il5 AS h-IIu1, U Lt., U5i-
3 BFL BAKERSFIELD, CALIF., USA q 8LH BLYTHE, CALIF., USA5 0()1 O)ISE, IlIJIHO. lISA 6 BUI IMIIIIHNK CAI 1 ., USA/ YYL LLILO Y, AILl A., LMIVAUA U L Iul CuIil I'H Y, U IH, USA9 CIC CHICO, CALIF., USA 10 CLC CHESCENT CITY, CALIF., USA11 IPL EL CENITH O, CALIF., USA 12 EPH EPHHATA, lAS H. USA1J tub U L lu , b t, l 51U iII HCV Etlh IA/ mL1 na , LIILL., UsA
15 FAT FRESNO, CALIF., USA 16 GCN GRAND CANYON, ARIZ., USA17 IGTF RHEAT FALLS, UONT., USA 18 (jDL GUADALAJARA. mHEX ]CO1 Hurl HUwUili, WAr SH., U U I 0A IU LLS, oAlU, UAcc 21 IYK INYOKERN, CALIF.., USA 22 FCA KALISPELL, MONT., USA1> 23 IGI1 K INGMAN, ARIZ., USA 29 LI'IT KLAMATH FALLS, ORE., USA
, LAP LA -IL, HIAXIL l LHU LAi. HAVA U LIiY, HMIL., 0UbA27 TVL LAKE TAHOE, CALIF., USA 28 LAS LAS VEGAS, NEV., USA.
29 LWS LEWISTON, IDAHO. USA 30 LAX LOS ANGELES, CALIF. USA
a I'II I N L AN, - I'L LU Jz i'l- IIUt-UhU, Uh L, , !', USA
33 IlNY IIONTEREY, CALIF., USA 39 OTH NORTH BEND, ORE., USA35 OAK OAKLAND, CALIF., USA 36 OL11 OLYMPIA, WASH., USA
31 uni UWd l IU, LALI-., UtSA 
- J IiA UXi~ O, LALIF., US)39 PGA PAGE, AHIZ., USA 90 PSP PALM 5PRIjNGS, CALIF., USAL1 P1D10 PALN)ALE, CALIF., USA . 92 P.C PAsCO, WASH. USA
'tJ F IU ItjA ] IILLL , L lI- . , U A I IX PI ill A, hI i L., UIa95 PIH POCAIELLO, IDAHO, USA 9I6 POX PDHILAND, ORE., USA.
'( PVR PUIHI- [0 VALI.IhHIA. IELX I: 'we 1111 PLI I-, , hlASH. US, A
' M tW tl I H JU , OLl i-., UL' 5U hUt i hLUOit U, UIL. , USA5 1 RNO HLRU, NEV., USA 52 51F SACHRllEN10, CALIF., USA53 SL C SALT I. AKE CITY, UTAH, lISA 5'1 SAN S IN Illh 1.I, (:l I-.. 11,(1. 5 L) V O U 1QN 1IJU I I LU0, UL IF . , U: IAb y -SJ ' II i J L CL 'L II- . , U5b SNA SAN A AINA, LALIF., USA 58 SBA SANI t BAHUAMA, CALI. , USA59 S IX SANIA nR I A. CAL I F. , liSA 60 STS S ANTA nO A, CALIF. , US(bI SLIA LIl I LL, W1,1' . , Ulil. I ILO 5I- I\'lI:, 1,01511. I 0 -j'
63 U5CK SIUCKTON, CALIF., USA 6'1 TU5 IUCSON, ARIZ., USA
65 1 ldF TWIN FALLS, Il)AHO, USA 66 Al.hl AIJI A WA1 LA. IASH., USAI, I l I OILL, AM 1 ., U3 b . 1I'1 YH I-I 11, Iq 7 , 769 YU' YUvIA, ARIZ., USA
Iil I A I i tL i
1 ALC ALII:ANE, SPAIN 2 LUT ALtEHJA, SPl'AIN
AIHLINES SEHVi~Lb ItHE WUHLUS AIHHI, -ALt t 
LISIEL ALPHABETICALLY BY AIRLINE NAIE
OAG-AUGUST 1973
2L6 NP NUR-CAL'AVIATION, INC.
'5 It- !AliAi EN1f CAL I[F, US A
2.87 NK NORCANAIR
I YVC I Afi I A RIONGE, SASK. ? YPA PR I\ICF 41 RIERT SASK.
3 YUh htljINA, Ab K. 'I YXL- "S, KA LJUN, Sh K.
5 YSF STONEY RAPIDS, SASK. 6 YBE URANJIU CI1Y, SASK.
I ZWL !I;OLLASTON LAKE, SASK
288 NO NORDAIR
I YIIT CHIBOU ,AIIAU . IUEBEC 2 YG-Y DECEPTION BAY, OUE.
3 YKU I-O hlI btLulfliL, .UtLL '- V li H U ibHtl BHYv N .. 1I.
5 YVP FT. CHINO, QUE. 6 YGW GREAT WHALE, 00UE.
7 YIIX HALL IEACH. N.WI.T. 8 YHN I HAl N il. i ON, T.
i blWS LA bUl NUL, U LJLL, LIU U- 10 I IU I JIll rlil, IlUIto , LIIVIIUI
11 VUL 'IONIREAL, OUE., CANADA , 12 YOWJ OTTAIWA, UNTARIU, CANADA
13 PI ITPI SBUrHI , PA. US A 14 YHl HEI)LUIE IAY, N.h.1.
15 YVU VAL U'Oih, ult. 16 Ytub 1IJIvUSUh, LUII., LAII UA
2,9 NR NORONTAJR
I Yxh til HLIU I, il.i I'111 .I tI LI b L Ioll i F, O li.
3 YSB SUDBURY, UNT. I YIS TIMI'I NS, UNT.
/90 JV liu I H C iY -ihwihISY
I BON AGUADILLA, P.H. 2 CPX CULEBIRA, PUERTO RICO
3 PIAZ MIAYAGUEL, PUERLO0 HICO PfE FPOCE, PL HI 10 RI CU
bib blli JUliN, ' .h.- SL ill 11VUL API 6 bJU J Aj JUUIll, I-'ULMt U h l Iu
7 51X ST. CHUIX, VIHGIN lb. 8 5IT 51. IH(UI'IAS, VI GIN 1S.
9 VOS VIEIJUES, PII:HTIIO HICO
291 NC NORTH CENTRAL AIHLINES
1 ABH AMlFULEN, 5.D., ISA 2 APN ALPI NA, P1H.. USA
. JVL OULLi J llVi: / -v  VILLE, 1i ., 0U7 ,f OJ E Iti 0jj.) , I'IliVIV. , 0U -
5 BEH BElNIUN HAiIIU , MICH1(., USA 6 11 I3 AlIiCK, N. I., USA
7 RHO BRAINERI, 'IINN., USA 18 KX Ri)K IN h. S.1.. USA'
" I'iiJ UIII ILu, I LL- llIUNIY iliI, I I  UIl UiUl l i Liit , LL--iiinIlyL Mhiii , u i.
I CVG IIVCINNATI, OHIO, USA 12 CLE CLEVELAND, UHI0, USA
13 CU H COLUPIIU1S, 0UH1(1, USIA I 1 UAY I]AYTON. OHI(). USA.
15 UtN UtNVth , UULU., UST I Li U UtIhUII, ii Lr -Ii il hUf-UL i lk, A I , uj R
II OVL DEVILS LAKE, N.U., USA 18 ULH I)1. U H, -INN., USA
19 EAU IAU CLAI IiE, WI S. , USA 0 " ESI:ANMA . I.
e I Fh'l tihiilT.14I 'l  W4. ,i rN U! A I i ll Iilltl U. U. LJ. ., U
23 FNT FLINT, MICH., USA 29 GI -K GHANI 1-ORKS, N.D., USA
25 ;Hf GRAN I APISll, I I:H., USA 2 i 1 HI. N I AY, hil ., ISA
S LI 'lA if1hL t, i I I., U A B H I b biOniv , II il., "U A .
29 HON HURUN, S.U., USA 30 INL INI' L FALLS, I'1INN., USA
31 IlIT IrH N IiIJNlAIN, I' CH., USA 32 110 ]ON1000l . Il CH., USA
JiJ JAiJ Jfihuil , Ill H., U5A J i Kt IL riu-l/. , rII LH., U,,I
35 M1CI KANSAS CITY, l'I., USA 36 L.SE LA IIHUl SE, WI S., USA
AIRLINES SEHVING THE WOHLUS AIRPUHIS PRb- II
LISTED ALPHABETICALLY BY AIRLINE NAME
OAG AUGUST 1973
291 NC NDHTH CENTRAL AIRLINES
37 LAN I SIN R. MICH. , U A 31 1,N MAIl50N hiTS. .. USA
39 1'IBL I'ANI lSTEE, MICH., USA qo0 hiid IW IAI II WU C, ,II ., USA
li PIKT MANK.ATO, MINN., USA 12 PlOT MARQUETTE, MICH., USA43 M' MF r AINFEE. N CH.; US A R '4 IK F I lIIA!IKEEl, IS. . USAIV 1 I5 Sbb tI hN LAHULIS/bI P AUL, IIIINN, USA 6 I'U I I' IIVUI, N.. U., U A '.917 iNHE IIIICHELL, S.D., USA 18 PIK G IIUSKEGON, II CH., USA
S I 1hA Il 1 Y K, I\Y-I A ;J1 i ARIJIA PI. IISA O 0 1-K 1\1N hH-, K, I R, , 1iA
"') I U 'lA UHl N M., NiLbb o , U.A 1) U H U HKU H, il. UBA
53 PLN PELLSION, MICH., USA 51 PIR PIEHHE, S.D., UISA
9 RHAP RAPI CITY, .D. . USA i6 R RH I R INFIi . ANIlFR. II15. , US A
5/' H I Ut Ihb - , MI NN., U A 5B IlUb b lbilA , 01ILH., UlA5 SSM SAULT STE FIARIE, MILCH., USA 60 SUX SIOUX CITY, IOWA, USA61 FUSA 62 SUN SOUl H BEND. INI). USA63 IVF IHit- hlVtiH FILL , II N., USA bI VUI -HUNUEH B Y, UNII.
65 YYZ TORONTO, ONT., CANADA , 66 TVC THAVERSE CITY, IIICH., USA67 ATY IIAIERTOIN. S. . , USA 68 ChlA IWAUSAU, WI SC-CENTRAL IJIS ARPT. USA61 Ulu. WU l, I INN., USA 0 YII YIIi UN, . U., U -HI
292 NS NORTHEAST AIRLINES LIMITED
1 HN' Hl Ib L tUIIU , N I- HL \lU b bULLI-jISI N. 1 RLL- IANU
3 BIO BILBAO, SPAIN '4 BOO BORDEAUX, FRANCE5 DUB DUBLIN, IRELAND 6 (;CI GUERNSEY, CHANNEL IS., U.K.
0 JLh JLmh EY, LHAlVtLL I!., U.K. - KLU iti blihi, Ubln I U K
9 LBA LEEDS/BRADFORD, ENGLAND 10 LHR LONDON, ENGLAND-HEATHROWd ARPT11 LUX LUXEMBOURG, LUXEMIBOURG 12 NCL NEIWCASTLE, ENGLAND
293 W45 NORTHERN WINGS LTD.
I YBX BLANC SABLON, DUE. 2 ZGS GETHSE.NIANI, QIIEBECJ Yh H hhllvuluI hHIldUBUn, UUt. ' YGV "llIlT7 Sj.. r LIthI, U U."
5 ZKG KEGASKA, QUEBEC 6 ZLI LA TABATIERE, UUEBECI YLP 1lINGAN, UUE. 8 YNA NAI ASHOUAN, D1UE.
V L- L ULU Uli.1I BAYJUL, UEBE I( YIi l SVJtlML R(U i, IVINhiL E, OUL.II YZV SEVEN ISLANDS, UUE. 12 Y I ST. AUGUSIIN, QUE13 ZSP ST. PAUL, O!UBEC 14 YlH WHALEHEAU, IUEBEC
299 HR NORTHWARD AIRLINES LTD.
1 . AK AKI.AVIK, N.W.T. 2 YJI AR TIC REI) RIVI-R, N Id.T.J YUm uAni 'tIv l I Y, Y. I. 1 y IJ -uhl ii-ihN~LIN, 'N.hl .
5 YGH FT. G000 HOPE, N.W.T. 6 ZFI'I FT. IICPHEHSUN, N.LJ.T.7 ZFN FT. NORPIMAN, N.IW.T. b YEV INUVIK, NIdi9 Yvi A i'-IYU, Y . IJ YVu hIUHI'IHN .JLL , Jl I11 YUB TUKIUYAKTUK, N.W.T. 12 YXY IWHITEHORSE, Y.T.
l IvlJ NU i h I b Q t, I Lh i A IhL NLTE
1 ANC ANCHORAGE, ALASKA, USA. 2 ATL ATLANTA, GA., USA
3 BIL BILL INGS, IIONT., USA 'I BI. 3BISIIA CK, N.I)., SA
S ub UBiL' UIV , ''Abb., USA 6b BLIV UULEIIANI, UI.UIVI . USA7 BTM BUTTE, PIONT., USA 8H lu CHICAGO, ILL-nUIAY AHPT, USA.
AIRLINES SERVING THE WOHLOS AIRPORTS PAGE /3
LISTED ALPHABETICALLY BY AIRLINE NAmE
DAG AUGUST 1973
296 OA OLYPIC AIRWAYS
53 ZHH 70HII CU , jW l fH LANnI
297 OB OPAL AIR SERVICES
1 ADL AIEILAJDE 5S. AUSTRALIA 2 ADO ANDAI'0KA S. AUST.
3 AYl AYEiS HULCK, NI, AUSIHALIA 9 LHU LUUith EUY, &. AUSIHALIA
298 OL OSrFRIF.SISCHE LIIFTIRANSPORT GIBH_
1 Wiw B3UHKUI', GLHI'IHAIY 2 UUS UUSbbLUUHF, bthlMINY
3 WTX EIDEN, GERIIANY. f IHB HAGE, ;ERPmANY
5 HAJ HANIOVER, GERIANY 6 HGL HELGOLAND, G'ERMI,'1r'JY
( WVU JUlji, LUtnlAIY 5b WVYI- LANUEUUb, bUEhlIlANY
9 WTU NOROERNEY, GERFIANY 10 AGE WANGEROOGE, GEHrlANY
z9- J- UU I ISLI'AU lhWAYS
2 ASO ANUHOS TOWN, BAHAMAS 2 UBL CHUB CAY, BAHAvIAS
3 CR I CROOKFD ISLAND, BAHAMAS 9 1 I DEAOIIANS CAY. 1 . I AH
1b - LU Lt-II uM , I I tIAHM I bb15 l .Ulbt lOiLUiJn, bmairI'l
7 GHB GOVERNORS HARHOUR, BAH. 8 GHC GREAT HARBOUR CAY, BAH.
9 11;A -INAGI A,. IIAHAl'IAS 0 jaY IiN( UH1VF CAY . I A iAm
11 lliH IMI I iii -i  bUUH , U HM1Ai l 1 i2 1Yb .1 vli m YlUIAi No, .UHM-ilii AS
13 1IA MIAIlI, FLA,, USA. .19 NAS NASSAU, BAHAMAS
1'5 EL.H NL U H EL UT H RA, /IHA AS I 51i 14AN 14N115, ANIIIOUS 1" . BiAH.
It Zi I - L SH VViIUUH, U HI b I L .uU H I-I ui"S), b3AHA M AS
19 SIltL. SIELLA OIARIS, LONG IS. BAH, 20 UIC [IE BIGHI, BAIHMAI'IA
21 TCB TREASURE CAY, BAHAIIAS
300 OZ OZARK AIRHLINES
1 B1II 3BLOOMINGTON, ILL., USA 2 BRL BURLINGTON, iJWAl, USA
3 Lubi LAE  i- h Ui U tOLU, Ilu., USA 9 lU JU LLGHtI hWH IUiH / IUWii 4 LilY, IR., u1H5
5 Cml CHAMPAIGN, ILL., USA 6 Uld CHICAGO, ILL-lIIUWAY ARPT, USA.
7 ORD CHICAGO, ILL-OHARE ARPT, USA. U CKV CLAHKSVILLE, TENN., USA
9- LW LLINIUaI , IUIW, USH l LUU LULUni>lH, PIU., U'kH. .
11 DAL OALLAS/FT. WORTH, TEXAS, USA 12 - DEC DECATUR, ILL., USA
13 DEN DENVER, COLO., USA lI U511 DES IOINES, 10WA, USA
I) . Di ' UUtDUIJUt, 100dA, UbS 16 -UtU I. UUULt, UQIAH, U13 f
17 TBN FT. LEONARD WOOD, MO., USA Id GBG GALESBUHG, ILL., USA
19 1NO INuIAPOLIS, INO,, USA 20 JL.N JOPLIN, I10U., USA
? i ' ,.j hAiVSMlA LI lY, ilU.; U II IiK I\ IlI\bViLLL, I'lU., U'.IG
23 AIZ LAKE OF IHE OZARKS, '10., USA 29 SOF LOUISVILLE, KY., USA
25 I'SN I' if I I ON, llS., liSA 26 I11A IAH ION, J L. , U IA
29 IKE NILWAUKEE, WS1., USA 30 lISP IINNEPOLIS/s5 PAUL, PIINN, USA
31 1.1 I111. INE, I.L., SA 32 'IVN I II I Vt ONIi ( I.1.. S, A
js blhi4' NAI IIVILLL, I LiiJ., S H -Jit L A EW nu', IJY-LH bUIihIui4 hir .,U jM
35 OA OIAHA, NEHR. , USA 36 01T1 OIlUIIA, IOlWA, USA
3/ illB 0I h-Nbtl0RO, KY.. lISA '4 PAH P IIIIC/IlH, KY., 11 A0
.j k ill I L.UI t 1 , ILL., USH. '(i UlI IV l u IrY , IL. L., U.1
41 HI051 HULfHEST L , I'IINI ., USA - 2 HiU HUCKlLK IHIJ, I LL.. , USA
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300 OZ OZARK AIRLINES
11 gU)X , !jx f: l Y , 1i1lA. ug '1! F ;If s Il X F (11 , l. 11.,, : A
95 01PI Phliv VUbFILU, ILL., USA 6 u-F OPH Ivbl LI), NiO-. , USA
4'7 SIL ST. LOUIS, 110., USA R8 501 STERLING/ROCK FALLS, ILL., USAq9 1i nil ',A. rlKIA. . 11 50 IAll fIJHINGT N IC-i ll F-S liPT .,
5I ALU tW EHLU.O, IiiJA, UA "
301 PS PAf:IFIC ,(I il- t-'l AI N -i - INi A-5 l Ti-
I 0011 U lt IS NK, -IAI F. , I A 
-I l t-iL NI), LLI-., U,1 I-
3- L1;l LU(lI HIEALH, CALIF., USA ' LAX LUS ANb i LLES, CALIF., IlSA
S i OlK N11l NliJl ), lh I I-. I, A 6 (INI OiN iI l OU, I I-., U : \
9 SFi A -'i yHANLC:ISCO, CALIF., USA 10 SJC SAN JOLU , C-LIF., USA11 CI:K .IICKI ION, C f. IF., USA
302 PW PACIFIC IWESTERN AIRLINES
I VI, l I A I A H 1. (I, t. c., CAIl(Nl FJA " 2 JIl( II I I ( ( lll.A I . I . .
.4 YYL U lL.hllY, II ., L1\iiIJt\ 
- '1 VCIl Ll'1iih U7ll i 5y, vhli
5 YBL CAlPllI LL lilVEtR, U. C. YCIi C II (I Al, 0. C
7 YO) :(ifI X, I. C. 8 Y'X C l I, It. C.,
S Y UU L UIl)loiv Li'tEr, b.L. LU V AU 'Li'III v i, I L I . , liiuA
1.0 l YEG EUUlIFION, AL.IA-INT APT, CAN\ADA 12 YPY Ft. CHIPEWIYAJN, ALBERiTAOD 13 YIII' I-[F . ICIIUHR Y,. ALIA. II.f YFR F 1- . h bIL) UI IIJV, N.W. I.
I YIv3 i. i IjO , Il I I y I 1.- I illi , I . J. I. '17 UGF GRAND FORKS, B.C. 18 YHY HAY RIVER, NWT
19 YOJ HIGH LEVEL, ALBERTA 20 YEV INUVIK, WIT
eI YK H X.I'lLUW-S , B. . 2 ?- YLW KELuNNA, b. L.
23 WVW NA'IU, B.C., CANADA 2' YVQ NORH'IAN WELLS, NWT
25 ZOF OCEAN FALLS. B. C. 26 YPE PEACE RIVER, ALIA.
zI YY t- I iv I iL I .-, 6. .LU 'YLi IU iI HtRuLY, b.L.
29 YPIJ POWELL HIVER, B.C. 30 YXS PRINCE GEURGE, B.C.
31 WPF PRINCE HUPELk , B.C.-DIG BY ISLAND 32 YOZ BIUEIIEL, .C
0JJ TU n iiiiqbuld LAi\li:, MLII . j1i Y Ei h ULULUIL obi , Vl .Y .
35 YZP SAtVluPITf, U.C. 36 SEA SEAlILE, WSH H,, USA.37 YYn SIII (HEH , A. C. 38 / 15 I A11IS , I. C.
JV A I i' lAUii:, .13. I 0 Y lt Il I Ii, bII Il t Ltl' I'II l 7
'II YIE IIIANI Ill ClI Y, SAK. '?. YVH VANCOUVI I, U. C,, CANAI.I
'13 Y YJ VICII) A, 1.:. 'l' YVII H I 1 1. I A I., i C:.
5'i Yi, Mhi .L Y, t ' , YLI YL t. LIllIt-o, . .
:103 PK P hK I' I IN I I I- I ll f i N111
I 1,J1 (-- LU LIIlIS1, II OU . iL 'i- iiv 2 AIj. notI v, I -ik l. I., l \LI. .i
3 All'S AI'IS I llR I'I , NI:.I II LAN S H I l-.l , G I: CE) 100.1- IAl ll l , (MItI, 111"1 1- l i:. N I", , ( t ilhll hll -I br i K IivHl\L N, l U il-L T OLY' ilt I LL 6NOW9 CA] CAIRO, AHAB REP OF EGYPI 10 CJL CHI IRAL, PAKISIA
I I C18 C0LO B3O. HFP. OF SHI LANKA 12 l)A'l 1111.I i . ANR B -A P IF S.'kIA
IJ U ill U11 1 L . , IlL AN 1(I t1 J ILO II I I-t 1 L 0 I 1. 'I I13 UHA UHHHRAN, SAUUI AHABIA 16 IJ1(H UOA, , UAiAN, IRAbiA
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308 EB PENNSYLVANIA COIIIIUTER-AIR TAXI
1 l'i l H -l ' I llR i Ph- IlF I-h I ONA|L hHPT i I.i5. I ,H l f ; Il Ph i"A
5 SLE biAIL CULLL E, PA.., UA 6 ULA WIJiHIlIUlUl, UL-rI4HJUIVnIL AhPI., UMA
3 9 PH PHIl. IPPINI: AIll INI-',
I IIl I: 13'l: I E II I I .' I I WL I I I r IIL lVIJ ?P. MI, I IH ll llh I l I, I
3 BCD BAC(LO UII, L PHIIIPPINE I , li 1 , PHI. IPPI E IS.
1 IMK , - Kl KI ll I IAI I 6 W l :iP I' ll I I PII IF 15.I.
I 1I11 tI L, IIII L JI I J L j3 If UJ 6 X U Im III J, I' I1-I. II' 1 IvL I .
9 CliY CAI\YAN UE 0 U, PHIILIPPINE I5 10 CYP• UCAL iUGEI, PHILIPPINE IS.
1 I C 1II CM\ IhlI IN. PII lt IPPINI- . 12 Y7 CI:)  1 1 P lll PPI lr 'I
IJ LLb LLIU, PHJL I II 1 . J't CLU L l l H UtI , 'HIL-"I I JAL
15 IVO DAVAO, PHILIPPINIV. IS 16 UtiT DUPIA(UE1E, PHILIPPINE IS.
11 I HA Fl f H -iK UH1, .i-.HI(ANY IH I-S I HI- i\iA-hL hNm lIH, PHIl IPPIil: IS.
I1 HI , HUIUIl KUI J, bhLi LUtIVU LUJLUIVY 20 HIuL HUiJUIULULU, UI-IHU; Ilil-I , U j
21 IGN ILIGAN, PHILIPPINE 15. * 22 ILO ILOILO, PHILIPPINE IS
23 KHI KAHACHI,. PA KISTAN 2 LGP LEtiASPI t  PHILIPPINE Ib
25 I'IL IHI'IL, PrHILI'PPI NIt. bISb P'ILL I'LLBOJhl lV , ViG., ,Ub ,IhALIA
27 WJNP NALA, PHIL. *PINE IS. 28 OZC OZAIIIS CITY, PHILIPPINE 1S
29 PPS PUERIO PHINCESA. PHILIPPINE IS 30 FCO RONI'E, ITALY-LEONARDO DA VINCI ARPT
u31 -Jl Ld I'lI r Sth NLibULLU, L 7Li., USA- JZ bJI biAN JObL, PH ILi I-rItL lb
I 33 SIN SINGAPORE, SINGAPORE 34 SUG SURIGAU, PHILIPPINE IS.
S35 SYD SYONEY, NStI AUSTRALIA 36 TAC TACLOBAI , PHILIPPINE 15
3j I11'L IHIILI, hlt . Ul- L INH ( IA II W i ) d HIL) I J VU, JAPFIAN-HI- vALU A Il ;kUhl
39 TUG TUGUEGARAO, PHILIPPINE IS '0 VRC VIRAC, PHILIPPINE IS
I1 ZAPI ZA('lB IJANGA, PHILIPPINE IS
310 PP PHILLIPS AIRLINES
I (J1Ii) LII (: i 10 , I LL-L0iHARE A P T US A. 2 Ill;C II C 1 -11HIIN L I I Y , I Nll., I A
J VI'-. V L I- k I kI J , I 'I ., UbI
311 FR PHILLIPS FLI.YINHi JlVHVICI- INC.
I 'IVIJ" l' lil\ l1 .. il Ui , l LII., U5 1 'tN iPLl.L UN, iIlI ., U AI0
312 PI P.IEIPI(NI AVI lA ON
1 /VL AII LVILLE, I. i L., U A e iIL IIL I1vI I., 1.4, U Mi
3 AGS AUGUSIA, GA., USA 11 BAL BALIIMOHE, I10;, USA
5 BKIJ BECKLEIY, IJ. VA., USA 6 B.F BLUI-IEL D, I. VA. USA
S Lil LIHi LLtEb I uN, b. L., U, 1,A LhW LHI L i l , U, . V ., UbH
9 CLT CHARLOTTE, N.C., USA 10 CHO CHARLUTTESV-ILLE, VA., USA
11 11NOW1 CHICAGO, ILL-I'IUAY ARPT, USA. 12 CVG CI NCINNIhlTI , OHIO, 1USAF
153 LA LULUH IA, -b. , UbA 11 LiiH L UUI'ILUS, UrlIU, U bH
15 DAN DANVILLE, VA., USA 16 FAY FAYETTEVILCE, N.C., USA
17' FLO FLORENCE, S. C., USA 181 SB tS OI.IISB[RI) , N. C. USA
IV LWO II h tbiLL nihrl, WI. VA. , UbLA 2 0 :,U bhL, Ni b dI hU, I. L , UL)s
21 GSP GREENVILLE/SPAHIANBUIRi, SC, USA 22 HKY HICK0HY, N. C., USA
21 Ht P Hill L , , , VI.l, USA 2I LIX LU I I IlINA 1, . VII.. I .
, > J 4j J L bu ,0 V L , . , tJ 5 A T1 .i 4t , iIll u i, C ., 7 .tn
21 TYS KNOXVILLE, IENr,., USA t. l LEX LEXIN'I6IUN, NY., UiA
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312 P1 PIE Ul,'IUll AVIATION
29 RI I ,1 4YIY)N, KY . Y A 30 Y L l.nI ',VI ..F, KY , . !,A
31 LYH LYNCi.HBUHU, VA., USA 32 l'Ll' I'III'H IN iVN., USA
33 ChE iYRILE BEACH, S.C., USA 39 BNA NASHVILLE, IENN., USA
35 ElIN , II :FR N. N.C . U LSA 36 I.; A NEl4 YOHK, NY-LA .!IAR IA R PT .U A
3/ 0lh IlVtd YUHiK, I Y-I-,JWAHK AHPI, USA 3i  r H i- NEIIt lUH I IlLId, VIA. , US
39 ORF NORFOLK, VA., USA 90 PKB PAHRKERSBURG, W. VA., USA91 RD! RAI. F GH/OURHAM, N.C.. USA 92 RIC RI CHIonf\ . VIA., LSA
NJ hUA HUANUKE, VA., U AI 9-Iq hW1 HULK Y t'IIUI I/WILLUN, IN.L., U
95 SHU STAUNTON, VA., USA 16 TRI TRI-CITY AIRPORT, TENN., USA97 IAD JASHINGTON, DC-DULLES ARPT.. USA 98 DCA WASHINGTONIV DC-NATIONAL iPAHPT. USA
"I' IL' i, ILIIN1bOilU , N.L., USA U0 I I WIII 1UIN SR Ltl'Il, IN. ., US-
313 P M PILGR I-AIR-TAX
1 HLb ALbH1NY, I. Y. , U S 2 BUS lU U I NI, 114 S, , USM
3 BOR BRIUGEPORT, CONN., USA 9 BUL HARTFORD, CONN., USA
5 HVN NEdW HAVFN, CONN.. USA. 6 GON NEIW LONDON, CONI., USA
/ JTI NlW YUhK, NY-tLINNVUY INIll API, USA
319 NN PINEHUFI ST 1 Rll IINf-' INC.
1 LLI Lllit, l.u I I., i . U. /. b P I I :hU IV, ., U 1US
m 3 ROU HALEI H/UUHHAI, N.C., USA
O ;J PU PLufl- --- j-t
0 I All Ali G 5, tIYUIJUUAY 2 ASU , IUN l) , PlliHL;AY
3 IMlV 1 Lt A UNION, IlliYll- AY 'I I Il -. It AI F . Yi-AYiY -A l - tilth
b iiv 'I i' i. VI ULtV l, IUIM 7 6 1 ilt) \ l I JU, tliU Mii IYI PUP PUNIA UEL LSIL, URUGUAY U lVY HI VLlA, URUl;'lY Y
9 S;TY S .1I(,. 11YlliUAY 10 V(:H VIt:HA EHRfl, UIUGII; AY
316 LO POLISH AIHLINES
1 rMS AYSfE)I RAP,, NE1-HEhLANOS 2 ArH AIHI-NS, (iHEI-IC
3 bbl uI uHU"U, I Iiu '1 ULY bL It i , LLlD4HINUNI!
5 BEG BELURADE, YUGOSLAVIA 6 SXF- BERLIN, GER. UEI'I. REP.
S B 1U BRUSSELS, BELGIUM 1q U01P BUCHYYIES1 , HU-i0TOPtNJI ARPT
" b UU DUUALH , hiUniIHHY i0 BLL) BYU6U L.,L, PULANUU
11 CAI CAIRO, ARAB REP OF EGYPT 12 CNO CUNSTANI A, ROUI'IAI A
13 CPH CUPENHAGEN, DENIARK 19 00DA DAMASCUS, ARAB REP OF SYR IA
S1 UJ UUibuiu ViIi , ,'Ulub LMVi 1b0 th I 1- 1 1llr Uh I , L h It-I Y
17 GUN GDANSK, POLAND 1i GVA GENEVA, I511 ZliHLAND
19 HA0l HAI'IBURG, GERI'IANY 20. HEL HELSINK I, F INLAND
21 1, 5 I imiNUL, I Ulli;-LY /Z I W h/I 1-i T Uid IL.I,PuLIAuJ
23 IEV KIEV, USSRH 2'1 OS KOSZALIN, PUOLAND
2'5 KhK K HIAKOYlW, PIll ) A2N I -. IhllKIAJ, YSS
£2 Lih LUiRUUNi, LiuLtMlL iNU- t ILit tilil M h I Zb r-i II 1UnU I , i- Ini
29 LIN PIILAN, ITALY-FUHLANINI-LINATE 30 SVO I'O0SCOW, USSRH-SHEEI,IETYEVU ARPI
31 JFK NEl YORK, NY-KENNIVJYUY IN ARP1, USA 32 NIC N1t:fI SIA, Y;\,P II
JJ LUb Phhi b , F-h nJuL-LL IJ.UUhbUI:l 1 bi rI tI UiL I L I' IINI, iiLnlilU
3b PHG PH A.;UE, CZ CHO, I I)V .K IA 36 hjK I IJ lkA, YUht L. AVII A
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359 SA SOUIH n-HII;AN AlhUIIAYS
2 1 1' I ' h 1 1',1( 1 2 1 lM I 1 I li 1 10,_, N IIl \I i: A-\N
Z9 Ji-K IUt.hl YUHK, IY-KENNE.UY II Al hPi,. USA JU UUl UUUI bHUUHtNi, HI.EP UtI I Al-tiUIA
31 OHY PI\hl5, FRAN CE-HLY AHPT 32 PER PEH1H, 14 AUSIRALIA
' 3 P PI FT F R-G. RFP OF S AFRI[A 3 ' PI 7 PORT F.17ARF1H. 1h P 0P S AFRFIHA
b ib Ml UliI L l. VLJhLuI , hlt- AL th 1AlH I Jb 1- (LU ht)HiL, I Il lY-LLION! liU tN4 V INVL i hiPI
37 SID50 L 1SLAiNU, CAPE VEHRDE IS 3t SAY SALIBUHRY, HHUOElIA
39 5! ) ,'I)NiY, V iNI A!I"'. H Ii A 10 (Vf 7iNtFv,'1tvi( IVi t,iw HFEP-JVA cIj APT.
'1 U IV L IvIJfIl , Ilt.- Ut- htt-hiLA -Z Vilt VILiVIVA, ,lU3llillt
'3 WDH WINDHOEK, S. ii. AFRICA "14 ZHH ZURICH, SWIJTZEHLAND
3bb bL hULIUIltL iA1 A LiIvE b, IIC.-41 tAXI
I EYN KEY WEST, FLA., USA 2 ITIIH 'IARA1HON, FLA., USA
3 llIA I Al l, FLA., USA.
361 YC SOUTHEAST COFUTER AIRLINES
I B1HI BIHi'JI;H'AI, ALA., lISA 2 IlOB M'IOBILE, ALA., USA
j Vlb IHUIVI h I'Ith Y, ALA.. , U H
362 50 SOIUTHEHIV A lfihAYS
I AbY -ALiIiVY, bH., uS ~A jiVU ihiut-h UN, S. L.., USA
ca3 ANB ANNISION, ALA., USA '4 AHN AIHENS, GA., USA
5 AlL ATLANTA. (A.. lUSA 6 I [li BAi IN H uHJIF I..A., S'A
10 Bi-l'Ii BihliiIN HAi, ALA., USA 6 UiS L HA LE IUII, L. , UI :H
9 CLT CHAHLOTTE, N.C., USA 10 CHA CHA 1 ANOOGA, TENN., USA
11 PIl1W CHICA0 , ILL-PIIUl hAY AHPT, USA. 12 CA E C Lu.rBIA. S. C., ulSA
14 Lzu LULUmlU ,,' hbA., U A • 11 Iih .ULt'IUS, i' i3., U /i4
15 CSV CHO VJILLE, TENN., USA 16 O[HN UOTHAIV, ALA., USA
I/ VPS ElL 1 A.F. BASL, FLA., USA 18 Il) AIl),UEN, AlA. , UISA
Ij ) ' ,H ULiL-IVV i LL./bit i -IVL6Uhb, L, UhA 0 Lil IhLiE3VVILL L, -i b . , L,
21 GbI0 GHELNIWOUO, NISS., USA 22 HOD iliEENWIJUU, S. C., USA
23 l ;!P vPUI.FP R HT /tiI f X ( , tS111 ., USA 2' 11 HAIl I l tIIiHi, IISS., , SA
2 ' ti R N I ) Hf V Il L/LLL/ 1i U ,I. Olt , ALA, U, SA. 4i Jilt I JIl.I-ail)/Vi ,l JLBii , 1 1:l ,b., USi
27 PIKL JACKSON, TENN., USA 281 JRX J.ACKSONVILLE, FtA., USA
29 I'Y KNO XVI ILI, I I: NI., USA 30 till I (iiIH:L , 15. I . i
1 I i L hi e -I Hij , I Il' Ii., U7,A JZ i'IL I1 'iti i Ul, i-ii S. , uiH-
33 mI A IJAMI, FLA., USA. 34 UB MOBIIILE, ALA., USA
35 I LU FIiONROF, LA., USA 36 1 lNUN IO1*ERY. ALA., USA
JI l bV h HOUULihIEL/IIHUi'iAbV'ILLE, bA., USA JU t i'sL I'ubLLt SiiLU ALS, iALi. , USA
39 BNA NASHVILLE, TENN., USA 40 HEZ NA CHEZ, HISS., USA
41 I 'IY NElW ORLEANS, LA., USA. '12 I.LL NEIl YUHK, 1NY-LA GUAOl IA AHPI. JUSA
j, L) h I El YUtII'r, iUt-lw it, US 't i. u . IlJU, I-LA,, U
'5 PFN PANAAIII CIlY, FLA., USA '46 5YI SHELBYVILLE, IENrI., USA
,t STL 5T. LI.UIS, 0tO., USA 1't TLH I AI..LAHASSEE, FLA., USA
4t9 tihi hi-LilL I tI-h PuHi, UI I I )., USA U IUUI IU- i:LU, I )b., UBi-
l1 TCL TUSCALOOSA, ALA., USA 52 UOX UiII VERS ITY, II5SS., USA
*,3 VLI) Vtl.iJS l A. I A., 10 A q tI ll h HASt- illl, -l l [I i''lhl .i l',0
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381 1I TEXAS INIEHRNAIIIONAL AIHLINES, INC( t ., ( I11- N1 , (I X 1', 4, ?  1 I I IMi ) piI IIp N .ri. I A.
L - ALtX(ANU-II, LA., U A ' I IIlillILLU, IL U5 AUS AUn IN, IEXAS, USA b BIR BATON ROUGE, LA. USA1 lP .-T WH091/PF. AR, ;1 , TEX. sA I H B .P.51tH FXA;,' U ! A
LM Lt l UU II0i . , I EX9 H, J 00jl I LI PI Ii fILUh/IU, IV. I. . U01A
I CVN CLOVIS, N.MI., USA 12 UHP LCOPUS CHRISTI TEXAS, USA13 nO L I ,/FTF'XTAS 1S A 1I )1- N I1)-lvVli , Col . , r .
lb (- LU tL ULWUI/I4UIMULI, hiH1., U -U 4 Ib LLP EL Pllb O, I £LAW - U , 1,17 HRL HAHLIGEN, TEXAS, USA 18 HOU HOBBS, N.IM., USA
19 HUT HlI SPHINII, fI HK., USA 20 IAH HOIII WTON, TEXA , t,ni1I JHAN JALI UIN/VI K L BU b, U l ., USA Z JNl JU'lt0 UiUh , H14K., UI23 LFT LAFAYEITE, LA., USA 2 LCH LAKE CHAiLES, LA., USA25 LOI LARED , TEXAS, USA. 26 LIT LITLE ROCK. AK., USA
zL bbb LUIVbV]JIU, iL A-IS, UHZ 9b LAYX 'LOS AI I, , AL . U A29 LbB LUULICK, TEXAS, USA 30 LI-K LIKIN, I XAS, lXUSA11 I-F I 1 1 il N, I XA", II;A 3 I Nil , I-NN .,
JJ 'LA I'llAILt ( il Y, TI'AI L AU J ' 'KK II AULK l, T A I, LIN35 ILU lNHO-, LA., USA 36 I Y I NI: t Y, lx Icol )3 I ',Y N OHI-AN , IA.L, A, :38 P P IN-E II(,.lF, AHK., I SA
JV hnll 1u4U,1 LL I,  N II U A ' L I L l -ILI I L i , LI ill, -" 14C i1 SJT SAN ALNI-,14 [lEXAS, USA 12 AN ANTONIO, LA13 SHV . HREVEPOR!, LA. lISA 4I' IPL IEMPLE. 1EX IS I A
I> A ItAi ta-hnW, Hn(., Ujl A 177 -T77LE7, 7t;L , u (Af7 ACT WACO, TEXAS, USA l8 SPS 11ICHITA.FALLS, TEXAS, USA
J6u IT iH Ai AihWAYS LCuinilNY
1 BAO BAN MAK KHAENG, THAILAND 2 BKK BANGKOK, THAILAND
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USER MAX RUNWAY GRADIENT
CITY CODE NAME STATE AIRLINES ELEVATION(FT) TEMP(oF) LENGTH(FT.)(SLOPES)
ABERDEEN ABR ABERDEEN MUNI. S.D. NC 1,301 86 6,900 .05
ABILENE ABI ABILENE MUNI. TEXAS TT 1,789 94 7,199 .39
AKRON/CANTON CAK AKRON-CANTON OHIO AL 1,228 83 6,398 .23
ALAMOGORDO ALM ALAMOGORDO MUNI N.M. FL 4,197 94 7,005 .80
ALAMOSA ALS ALAMOSA MUNI. COLO. FL 7,535 82 7,872 .05
ALBANY ABY ALBANY-DOUGHERTY CO. GA. SO 196 94 6,601 .10
ALBANY ALB ALBANY CO. N.Y. AL 288 84 6,000 .21
ALBUQUERQUE ABQ ALBUQUERQUE.SUNPORT N.M. FL,TT 5,352 93 13,373 .16
ALEXANDRIA ESF ESLER FIELD LA. TT 108 95 5,999 .07
ALLENTOWN ABE ALLENTOWN-BETHLEHEM-EASTON PA. AL 388 85 6,185 .18
ALLIANCE AIA ALLIANCE MUNI NEBR FL 3,930 89 9,201 .05
ALPENA APN PHELPS COLLINS MICH. NC 689 70 9,000 .04
ALTOONA/MARTINSBURG AOO BLAIR CO. PA. AL 1,504 81 5,465 .67
AMARILLO AMA AMARILLO AIR TERMINAL TEXAS FL,TT 3,605 93 13,500 .03
ANDERSON AND ANDERSON CO. S.C. SO 782 92 5,001 .10
ANNISTON ANB ANNISTON-CALHOUN COUNTY ALA. SO 611 92 5,009 .34
APPLE VALLEY APV APPLE VALLEY/NEW CALIF. RW 3,059 99 6,498 1.5
ASHEVILLE AVL ASHEVILLE MUNI. N.C. PI 2,162 85 6,500 .78
ATHENS AHN ATHENS MUNI. GA. SO 807 91 4,992 .96
ATLANTA ATL W.B. HARTSFIELD ATLANTA INT. G.A PI,SO 1,026 90 10,000 .55
ATLANTIC CITY AIY ATLANTIC CITY MUNI. N.J. AL 11 82 2,950 .04
ASTORIA AST CLATSOP ORE. RW 11 69 5,796 .05
AUGUSTA AGS BUSH FIELD GA. PI 145 93 8,000 .15
AUSTIN AUS ROBERT MUELLER MUNI. TEXAS TT 632 96 7,270 .77
BAKERSFIELD BFL MEADOWS FIELD CALIF. RW 491 102 6,708 .28
BALTIMORE BAL BALTIMORE-WASH. INTL. MD. PI,AL 146 85 9,500 .12
BARTLESVILLE BVO FRANK PHILLIPS OKLA. FL 715 95 6,200 .56
BATON ROUGE BTR RYAN LA TT,SO 70 92 6,000 .08
BEAUMONT/PORT ARTHUR BPT JEFFERSON CO. TEXAS TT 16 93 6,751 .12
BECKLEY BKW RALEIGH CO. MEM'L W.VA. PI 2,504 87 5,000 .44
BEMIDJI BJI BEMIDJI MUNI MINN. NC 1,389 79 5,700 .14
BENTON HARBOR BEH ROSS FIELD MICH. NC 643 82 5,107 .29





USER MAX RUNWAY GRADIENT
CITY CODE NAME STATE AIRLINES ELEVATION(FT)TEMP(OF)LENGTH(FT)(SLOPE)
BILLINGS BIL LOGAN FIELD MONT FL 3,606 87 8,600 .93
BINGHAMTON BGM BROOME CO. N.Y. AL 1,629 80 6,299 1.0
BIRMINGHAM BHM BIRMINGHAM MUNI. ALA. SO 643 91 10,000 .26
BISMARK BIS BISMARK MUNI. N.D. NC,FR 1.677 85 6,921 .18
BLOOMINGTON BMI BLOOMINGTON-NORMAL ILL. Oz 875 88 6,500 .09
BLOOMINGTON BMG MONROE CO. IND. AL 847 88 5,202 .12
BLYTHE BLH BLYTHE CALIF. RW 397 109 6,479 .03
BOISE BOI BOISE AIR TERMINAL IDAHO RW 2,858 90 8,993 .37
BOSTON BOS GEN'L E.L. LOGAN INT'L MASS. AL 19 82 10,080 .04
BOZEMAN BZN GALLATIN FIELD MONT. FL 4,458 76 9,000 .43
BRADFORD BFD BRADFORD REGIONAL PA. AL 2,143 83 6,499 .29
BRAINERD BRD BRAINERD-CROWN WING CO. MINN. NC 1,226 81 5,000 .03
BRIDGEPORT BDR IGOR SIKORSKI MEMORIAL CONN. AL 9 83 4,761 .04
BRISTOL TRI TRI CITY TENN. PI,SO 1,519 85 6,600 .44
BROOKINGS BKX BROOKINGS MUNI. S.D. NC 1,637 85 5,431 .41
BROWNWOOD BWD BROWNWOOD MUNI. TEXAS TT 1,386 98 5,598 .33
BUFFALO BUF GREATER BUFFALO INT'L N.Y. AL 723 70 8,100 .61
BURBANK BUR HOLLYWOOD-BURBANK CALIF. RW,PSA 775 88 6,955 1.24
BURLINGTON BRL BURLINGTON MUNI. IOWA Oz 697 87 6,702 .28
. BURLINGTON BTV BURLINGTON INT'L VT. AL 335 82 7,807 .33
CAPE GIRARDEAU CGI CAPE GIRARDEAU MUNI. MO. Oz 342 91 6,499 .07
WILDWOOD WWD CAPE MAY CO. N.J. AL 22 81 5,000 .05
CARLSBAD CNM CAVERN CITY AIR TRML N.M. TT 3,276 96 6,670 .54
CASPER CPR NATRONA CO. INT'L. WYO FL 5,348 90 9,061 .30
CEDAR CITY CDC CEDAR CITY MUNI. UTAH RW 5,622 90 6,100 .19
CEDAR RAPIDS CID CEDAR RAPIDS MUNI. IOWA O0 863 87 7,000 .14
CHADRON CDR CHADRON MUNI. NEBR. FL 3,295 89 6,000 .49
CHAMPAIGN CMI U. OF ILL.-WILLARD ILL. Oz 754 86 6,500 .14
CHARLESTON CRW KANAWHA W.VA. PI,AL 982 87 6,303 .92
CHARLESTON CHS CHARLESTON AFB MUNI. S. CAR. PI,SO 45 89 9,000 .11
CHARLOTTE CLT DOUGLAS MUNI. N.C. PI,SO 748 88 7,845 .32
CHARLOTTESVILLE CHO CHARLOTTESVILLE-ALBERMARL VA. PI 640 76 6,000 .32





USER MAX RUNWAY GRADIENT
CITY CODE NAME STATE AIRLINES ELEVATION(FT)TEMP(OF)LENGTH(FT)(SLOPE)
CHEYENNE CYS CHEYENNE MUNI. WYO. FL 6,156 82 9,201 .59
CHICAGO MDW CHICAGO-MIDWAY ILL. OZ,NC,PI,SO,AL 619 84 6,519 .09
CHICAGO ORD CHICAGO 0 HARE INT'L ILL. O0 NC, AL 667 84 11,600 .14
CHICO CIC CHICO MUNI. CALIF. RW 238 98 6,722 .48
CINCINNATI CVG COVINGTON-CINCINNATI OHIO NC,PI,AL .890 85 9,501 .37
CLARKSBURG CKB BENEDUM W.VA. AL 1,203 86 5,200 .38
CLARKSVILLE CKV OUTLAW FIELD TENN. Oz 550 92 5,000 .50
CLEVELAND CLE CLEVELAND-HOPKINS INT'l OHIO NC,AL 792 83 9,000- .25
CLINTON CWI CLINTON MUNI IOWA. OZ 707 87 5,204 .28
CLOVIS CVN CLOVIS MUNI. N. MEX. TT 4,214 91 5,690 .45
CODY COD CODY MUNI. WYO. FL 5,089 86 7,107 .31
COLLEGE STA. CLL EASTERWOOD FIELD TEXAS TT 319 97 5,161 .15
COLORADO SPRINGS COS PETERSON FIELD COLO. FL 6,172 84 11,013 1.19
COLUMBIA COU COLUMBIA REGIONAL MO. OZ 889 89 6,499 .11
COLUMBIA CAE COLUMBIA METRO. S.C. PI,SO 236 92 7,551 .27
COLUMBUS CSG COLUMBUS METRO. GA. SO 397 92 7,000 .14
COLUMBUS GTR GOLDEN TRIANGLE REGIONAL MISS. SO 263 93 6,497 .15
7 COLUMBUS OLU COLUMBUS MUNI. NEBR. FL 1,443 90 5,002 .07
COLUMBUS CMH PORT COLUMBUS INT'L OHIO NC,PI,AL 816 86 10,700 .10
CORPUS CHRISTI CRP CORPUS CHRISTI INT'L TEXAS TT 43 94 7,500 .05
CORTEZ CEZ CORTEZ-MONTEZUMA CO. COLO. FL 5,914 89 7,205 .13
CORVALLIS CVD CORVALLIS MUNI. ORE. RW 246 81 5,067 .12
CRESCENT CITY CEC JACK McNAMARA FIELD CALIF. RW 57 67 5,000 .14
DALLAS DAL DALLAS LOVE FIELD TEXAS OZ,FL,TT 487 95 8,800 .03
DANVILLE DNV VERMILION CO. ILL. AL 695 87 5,400 .82
DANVILLE DAN DANVILLE MUNI. VA. PI 582 87 5,000 .40
DAYTON DAY J.M. COX DAYTON MUNI. OHIO NC,AL 1,008 88 9,500 .02
DECATUR DEC DEC;TUR ILL. OZ 679 89 6,500 .07
DENVER DEN STAPLETON INT'L COLO. NC,FL,TT,OZ 5,331 87 11,500 .42
DES MOINES DSM DES MOINES MUNI. IOWA O0 957 86 9,000 .51
DETROIT DTW DETROIT METRO. WAYNE CO. MICH. NC,AL 639 84 10,500 .02
DEVILS LAKE DVL DEVILS LAKE MUNI. N.D. NC 1,454 81 5509 .22
DOTHAN DHN DOTHAN ALA. SO 401 92 8,500 .64
DU BOIS DUJ DU BOIS-JEFFERSON CO. PA. AL 1,817 86 5,505 .45
DUBUOUE DBQ DUBUQUE MUNI. IOWA Oz 1,076 84 6,500 .24





USER MAX RUNWAY GRADIENT
CITY CODE NAME STATE AIRLINES ELEVATION (FT)TEMP (oF)LENGTH(FT)( SLOPE)
EAU CLAIRE EAU EAU CLAIRE MUNI. WISC. NC 906 82 7,299 .30
EL CENTRO IPL IMPERIAL COUNTY CALIF. RW -56 107 5,305 .05
ELDORADO/CAfDEN ELD GOODWIN FIELD ARK. TT 277 94 5,099 .24
EL PASO ELP EL PASO INT'L TEXAS FL,TT 3,956 95 12,103 .22
EGLIN VPS EGLIN AFB FLA. SO 85 89 12,000 .28
ELKINS EKN ELKINS-RANDOLPH CO. W.VA AL 1,987 78 4,542 1.04
ELMIRA ELM CHEMUNG CO. N.Y. AL 951 83 5,604 .22
ENID WDG ENID WOODRING MUNI. OKLA. FL 1,167 95 6,503 .35
EPHRATA EPH EPHRATA MUNI WASH. RW 1,272 90 7,300 .16
ERIE ERI ERIE INT'L PA. AL 732 80 6,000 .04
ESCANABA ESC DELTA CO. MICH. NC 609 75 6,498 .25
EUGENE EUG MAHLON SWEET FIELD ORE. RW 365 82 6,200 .09
EUREKA/ARCATA ACV ARCATA/EUREKA CALIF. RW 218 61 5,999 .66
EVANSVILLE EVV EVANSVILLE DRESS REG. IND. AL 418 92 8,021 .44
FAIRMONT FRM FAIRMONT MUNI. MINN. NC 1,161 84 5,002 .09
FARGO FAR HECTOR FIELD N.D. NC 900 84 9,151 .02
FARMINGTON FMN FARMINGTON MUNI. N.M. FL 5,503 92 6,700 .42
FAYETTEVILLE FYV DRAKE FIELD ARK. FL 1,251 90 6,006 .26
FLAGSTAFF FLG PULLIAM ARIZ FL 7,012 81 7,000 .26
FLINT FNT BISHOP MICH. NC 781 82 7,199 .02
FLORENCE FLO FLORENCE MUNI. S.C. PI 147 90 6,500 .38
FORT DODGE FOD FORT DODGE MUNI. IOWA Oz 1,162 87 4,400 .46
FORT LEONARD WOOD TBN FORNEY AAF MO. OZ,FL 11,57 88 5,037 .18
FORT SMITH FSM FORT SMITH MUNI.' ARK. FL 468 95 8,000 .34
FRANKLIN FKL CHESS-LAMBERTON PA. AL 1,540 83 5,200 .25
FRESNO FAT FRESNO AIR TERMINAL CALIF. RW 332 99 9,218 .04
GADSDEN GAD GADSEN ALA. SO 564 92 4,815 .31
GALESBURG GBG GALESBURG MUNI. ILL. OZ 764 86 5,794 .18
GALLUP GUP SENATOR CLARKE FIELD N.M. FL 6,468 88 6,300 .17
GALVESTON GLS SCHOLES FIELD TEXAS TT 7 89 6,000 .03
GARDEN CITY GCK GARDEN CITY MUNI. KAN FL 2,895 94 6,000 .17
GLASGOW GGW GLASGOW INT'L MONT. FL 2,293 87 6,007 .15
GLENDIVE GDV DAWSON COMMUNITY MONT. FL 2,457 89 5,700 .10
GOLDSBORO GSB GOLDSBORO-WAYNE MUNI N.C. PI 133 92 3,698 0





USER MAX RUNWAY GRADIENT
CITY CODE NAME STATE AIRLINES ELEVATION (FT')TEP )(oF')LEflr.jQl(EfL)(_SLO0l)
GRAND CANYON GCN GRAND CANYON NAT'L PARK AIRZ. RW 6,605 86 9,000 .81
GRAND FORKS GFK GRAND FORKS INT'L N.D. NC .843 83 7,350 .05
GRAND ISLAND GRI GRAND ISLAND AIR PARK NEBR. FL 1,846 91 7,189 .10
GRAND JUNCTION GJT WALKER FIELD COLO. FL 4,857 93 10,500 .34
GRAND RAPIDS GRR KENT CO. MICH. NC,AL 793 83 6,600 .06
GREAT FALLS GTF GREAT FALLS INT'L MONT. FL,RW 3,674 83 10,500 .18
GREEN BAY GRB AUSTIN-STRAUBEL FIELD WISC. NC 694 80 7,700 .17
GREENBRIER/LEWISBRG LWD GREENBRIER VALLEY W.VA. PI .2,301 85 6,000 .35
GREENSBORO GSO GREENSBORO-HIGH POINT N.C. PI 926 87 8,201 .18
GREENVILLE GLH GREENVILLE MUNI. MISS. SO 131 93 7,018 .04
GREENVILLE/SPARTANBR GSP GREENVILLE/SPARTANBURG S.C. PI 972 90 7,600 .20
GREENWOOD GWO GREENWOOD-LEFLORE MISS. SO 155 93 4,996 .10
GREENWOOD GRD GREENWOOD CO. S.C. SO 631 92 5,212 .27
GUADALAJARA GDL DON MIGUEL HIDALGO MEXICO RW 5,007 83 13,120
GULFPORT/BILOXI GPT GULFPORT MUNI. MISS. SO 28 91 9,000 .10
GUNNISON GUC GUNNISON COUNTY COLO. FL 7,660 83 7,200. .29
HAGERSTOWN HGR HAGERSTOWN REGIONAL MD. AL 704 87 5,449 .77
HANCOCK CMX HOUGHTON CO MEM'L MICH NC 1,091 75 6,500 .55
HARLINGTON HRL HARLINGTON INDUST. AIRPT.TEXAS TT 35 98 6,349 .03
HARRISBURG MDT HARRISBURG INT'L-OLMSTED PA. AL 308 36 8,010 .09
HARRISON HRO BOONE COUNTY ARK. FL 1,374 92 5,659 .27
HARTFORD BDL BRADLEY INT'L CONN. AL 173 83 9,501 .13
HASTINGS HSI HASTINGS MUNI. NEBR. FL 1954 91 5,600 .29
HAVRE HVR HAVRE CITY-CO. MONT. FL 2,584 85 5,200 .11
HATTIESBURG HBG HATTIESBURG MUNI. MISS. SO 151 93 6,219 .14
HAYS HYS HAYS MUNI. KAN. FL 1,998 93 5,700 .20
HAZLETON HZL HAZLETON MUNI. PA. AL 1604 80 4,900 .10
HIBBING HIE CHI SHOLM-HIBBING MINN. NC 1,352 79 6,660 .22
HICKORY HKY HICKORY MUNI. N.C. PI 1,189 89 6,402 
.83
HOBBS HOB LEA CO./HOBBS N.M. TT 3,659 95 7,399 .12
HOQUIAM HQM BOWERMAN WASH. RW 14 69 5,000 
.04
HOT SPRINGS HOT MEMORIAL FIELD ARK. FL,TT 535 95 6,096 
.57
HOUSTON IAH HOUSTON INT'L TEXAS TT 98 92 9,401 .04
HUNTINGTON HTS TRISTATE/WALKER-LONGFD. W.VA. PI,AL 828 88 5,281 0
HUNTSVILLE/DECATUR HSV HIUNTSVILLE-MADISON JETPT. ALA. SO 629 92 8,000 .14






USERS MAX RUNWAY GRADIENT
CITY CODE NAME STATE AIRLINES ELEVATION(FT)TEMP(oF)LENGTH(FT)(SLOPE)
IDAHO FALLS IDA FANNING FIELD IDAHO RW 4,740 87 9,027 .21
INDIANOPOLIS IND INDIANOPOLIS MUNI. IND. AL,OZ 797 86 10,004 .32
INTERNATIONAL FALLS INL FALLS INTERNATIONAL MINN. NC 1,180 79 5,008 .31
INYOKERN IYK INYOKERN-KERN CO. CALIF. RW 2,457 103 7,315 .38
IRON MOUNTAIN IMT FORD MICH. NC 1,174 79 6,502 .70
IRONWOOD IWD GOGEBIC CO. MICH. NC 1,246 79 5,400 .08
ISLIP ISP ISLIP-MACARTHUR N.Y. AL 99 81 6,000 .17
ITHACA ITH TOMPKINS CO. N.Y. AL 1,099 84 5,801 .32
JACKSON JXN REYNOLDS MUNI. MICH. NC 1,000 84 5,278 .17
JACKSON/VICKSBURG JAN ALLEN C. THOMPSON FIELD MISS. SO,TT 345 93 8,500 .48
JACKSON MKL MCKELLAR FIELD TENN. SO 433 93 6,005 .42
JACKSON JAC JACKSONS HOLE WYO FL 6,444 82 6,305 .62
JACKSONVILLE JAX JACKSONVILLE INT'L FLA SO 29 92 8,000 .04
JACKSONVILLE OAJ ALBERT J. ELLIS N.C. PI 94 90 5,200 .05
a JANESVILLE JVL ROCK CO. WISC. NC 808 85 6,701 .04
JOHNSTOWN JST JOHNSTOWN-CAMBRIA CO. PA. AL 2,284 82 5,488 .24
o' JONESBORO JBR JONESBORO MUNI. ARK. TT 261 93 5,599 .04
JOPLIN JLN JOPLIN MUNI MO. OZ,FL 980 91 6,505 .37
KALAMAZOO AZO KALAMAZOO MUNI. MICH. NC 874 85 5,300 .15
KALISPELL FCA GLACIER PARK INT'L MONT. RW 2,972 82 8,000 .18
KANSAS CITY MCI KANSAS CITY INT'L MO. OZ,NC,FL 1,025 91 10,801 .30
KEARNEY EAR KEARNEY MUNI. NEBR. FL 2,130 90 7,225 .04
KINSTON ISO STALLINGS FIELD N.C. PI 94 91 6,001 .14
KIRKSVILLE IRK CLARENCE CANNON MEM'L MO. O0 966 87 6,004 .03
KLAMATH FALLS LMT KINGSLEY FIELD ORE. RW 4,092 85 10,300 .68
KNOXVILLE TYS MCGHEE TYSON TENN. PI,SO 981 90 9,000 .64
LA CROSSE LSE LA CROSSE MUNI WISC. NC 653 84 8,536 .09
LA PAZ LAP GEN. MANUEL MARQUEZ D.LE MEXICO RW 46 95 8,200 -
LAFAYETTE LAF PURDUE U. IND. AL 605 87 6,600 .09
LAFAYETTE LFT LAFAYETTE REGIONAL LA. TT 42 93 5,400 .10
LAKE CHARLES LCH LAKE CHARLES MUNI. LA. TT 16 92 6,500 .02
LAKE TAHOE TVL LAKE TAHOE CALIF. RW 6,264 75 8,544 .17





USER MAX RUNWAY GRADIENT
CITY CODE NAME STATE AIRLINED ELEVATI N(FITEMP(oF)LENGTH(FT)(SL.;.PF_
LANCASTER LNS LANCASTER PA AL 403 87 5,398 .50
LANSING LAN CAPITAL REGION MICH. NC 859 81 6,500 .17
LARAMIE LAR GENERAL BREES FIELD WYO. FL 7,276 79 7,700 .12
LAS VEGAS LAS MC CARRAN INT'L NEV. FL,RW 2,171 104 12,545 1.03
LAUREL LUL LAUREL MUNI. MISS. SO 238 93 5,012 .10
LAWTON LAW LAWTON MUNI. OKLA. FL 1,109 98 6,000 .34
LEWISTON LWS LEWISTON-NEZ PERCE CO. IDAHO RW 1,438 93 6,512 .20
LEWISTON LWT LEWISTON MUNI. MONT. FL 4,165 82 5,630 .8
LEXINGTON LEX BLUE GRASS KY. PI,AL 979 86 6,500 .51
LIBERAL LBL LIBERAL MUNI. KAN. FL 2,887 95 7,100 .04
LIMA LIA LIMA OHIO AL 827 87 3,500 .08
LINCOLN LNK LINCOLN MUNI. NEBR FL 1,198 92 12,900 .29
LITTLE ROCK LIT ADAMS FIELD ARK. FL,TT 257 93 7,000 .06
LONDON LOZ CORBIN-LONDON WAR MEM'L KY. PI 1,212 86 6,002 .50.
LONGVIEW GGG GREGG COUNTY TEXAS TT 365 97 10,000 .15
LAREDO LOI LAREDO IINT'L TEXAS TT 539 99 7,700 .77
LOS ANGELES LAX LOS ANGELES INT'L CALIF. TT,RW,PSA 126 76 12,090 .28
LOUISVILLE SDF STANDIFORD FIELD KY. OZ,PI,AL 497 89 7,800 .38
LUBBOCK LBB LUBBOCK REGIONAL TEXAS TT 3,269 92 8,500 -
D LUFKIN LFK ANGELINA CO. TEXAS TT 290 95 4,805 .30
LYNCHBURG LYH LYNCHBURG MUNI-RGLEN FLD VA. PI 942 86 5,800 .64
MADISON MSN TRUAX FIELD WISC. OZ,NC 859 85 7,621 .04
MANHATTAN MHK MANHATTAN MUNI. KAN FL 1,056 93 5,500 .13
MANISTEE MBL MANISTEE-BLACKER MICH. NC 620 80 5,502 .10
MANITOWOC MTW MANITOWOC MUNI. WISC. NC 651 79 5,000 .07
MANKATO MKT MANKATO MUNI. MINN. NC 1,020 83 5,400 .04
MANSFIELD MFD MANSFIELD LAHM MUNI. OHIO AL 1,297 87 9,000 .25
MARION MWA WILLIAMSON CO. ILL 0O 471 90 6,502 .23
MARQUETTE MQT MARQUETTE CO. FMICH. NC 1,419 70 6,500 .23
MASON CITY MCW MASON CITY MUNI. IOWA OZ 1,213 83 6,504 .35
IASSENA MSS RICHARDS FIELD N.Y. AL 214 81 5,000 .23
MATTOON MTO COLES CO. IfMEORIAL ILL OZ,AL 721 88 5,8090 .18





USER MAX RUNWAY GRADIENT
CITY CODE NAME STATE AIRLINES ELEVATION(FT) TEMP(°F)LENGTH(FT) (SLOPE)
MCALLEN MFE MILLER INT'L TEXAS TT 107 90 6,204 .18
McCOOK MCK McCOOK MUNI. NEBR. FL 2,579 92 6,000 .55
MEDFORD MFR MEDFORD-JACKSON CO. ORE. RW 1,330 89 6,700 .54
MEMPHIS MEM MEMPHIS INT'L TENN. AL,FL,TT,SO,PI 331 91 9,320 .45
MENOMINEE MNM MENOMINEE CO. MICH. NC 621 75 5,110 .32
MERIDIAN MEI KEY FIELD MISS. SO 297 93 8,004 .08
MIAMI MIA MIAMI INT'L FLA. SO 9 90 10,500 0
MIDLAND MAF MIDLAND-ODESSA REGIONAL TEXAS TT 3,870 94 8,307 .17
MILES CITY MLS MILES CITY MONT. FL 2,628 90 6,313 .07
MILWAUKEE MKE GEN. MITCHEL FIELD WISC. NC,OZ 722 79 9,916 .41
MINNEAPOLIS/ST.PAUL MSP MINNEAPOLIS-ST PAUL INT'L MINN. OZ,NC,AL 840 84 10,000 .28
MINOT MOT MINOT INT'L N.D. NC,FL 1,715 81 6,276 .48
MISSOULA MSO JOHNSON-BELL FIELD MONT. FL 1,302 90 6,700 .11
MITCHELL MHE MITCHELL MUNI. S.D. NC 1,302 90 6,700 .11
MOBILE MOB BATES FIELD ALA. SO 218 91 6,800 .09
MOLINE MLI QUAD-CITY ILL. 07 589 88 6,505 .12
MONROE MLU MONROE MUNI. LA. SO,TT 79 94 6,000 .05
MONTEREY MRY MONTEREY PENINSULA CALIF. RW 244 75 6,600 1.39
MONTERREY MTY MONTERREY INT'L MEXICO TT 1,474 - 6,596
MONTGOMERY MGM DANNELLY FIELD ALA. SO 221 92 9,000 .3
MONTROSE MTJ MONTROSE COUNTY COLO. FL 5,759 91 6,999 .76
MORGANTOWN MGW MORGANTOWN MUNI-W.L.B HT W.VA. AL 1,248 86 5,200 .15
MOULTRIE/THOMASVLE MGR MOULTRIE-THOMASVILLE GA. SO 294 93 5,127 .49
MOUNT VERNON MVN MT VERNON-OUTLAND ILL. 0O 480 89 5,835 .05
MUNCIE MIE DELAWARE CO.-JOHNSON FLD IND. AL 937 87 5,156 .09
MUSCLE SHOALS MSL MUSCLE SHOALS ALA. SO 550 91 5,996 .18
MUSKEGON MKG MUSKEGON CO. MICH. NC 628 80 6,501 .08
MUSKOGEE MKO DAVIS FIELD OKLA. FL 610 95 7,200 .36
MYRTLE BEACH CRE MYRTLE BEACH S.C. PI 33 88 5,996 .04
NASHVILLE BNA NASHVILLE METRO. TENN. OZ,PI,AL,SO 597 91 8,000 .29
NATCHEZ HEZ HARDY-ANDERS FIELD MISS. SO 272 93 5,000 .20
NEWARK EWR NEWARK INT'L N.J. PI,AL,SO 18 84 9,800 .01
NEW BERN EWN SIMMONS NOTT N.C. PI 19 90 4,807 .06
NEW ORLEANS MSY NEW ORLEANS INT'L LA. TT,SO 4 91 9,227 .01
NEW YORK JFK J.F. KENNEDY INT'L N..Y. AL 12 85 14,572 0





USER MAX RUNWAY GRADIENT
CITY CODE NAME STATE AIRLINES ELEVATIONtFT)TEMP(OF)LENGTH(FT)(SLOPE)
NEWPORT NEWS PHF PATRICK HENRY VA. PI,AL 41 86 8,003 .07
NORFOLK OFK KARL STEFAN MEM'L NEBR. NC 1,571 89 5,800 .36
NORFOLK ORF NORFOLK REGIONAL VA. RW 27 86 6,000 .12
NORTH BEND OTH NORTH BEND MUNI. ORE. RE 14 67 5,045 .09
NORTH PLATTE LBF LEE BIRD FIELD NEBR. FL 2,779 88 6,600 .09
OAKLAND OAK METROPOLITAN OAKLAD INTL CALIF. RW,PSA,XK 6 74 10,000 .01
OGDENSBURG OGS OGDENSBURG INT'L N.Y. AL 297 81 5,200 .21
OKLAHOMA CITY OKC WILL ROGERS WORLD OKLA. FL 1,294 94 9,802 .13
OLYMPIA OLM OLYMPIA WASH. RW 205 80 5,974 .24
OMAHA OMA EPPLEY AIRFIELD NEBR. NC,OZ,FL 983 90 8,501 .07
ONTARIO ONT ONTARIO INT'L CALIF. RW 952 91 9,982 .16
ONTARIO ONO ONTARIO MUNI ORE. RW 2,189 96 4,531 .09
ORLANDO MCO MCCOY AFB FLA. SO 96 92 12,000 .01
OSHKOSH OSH WITTMAN FIELD WISC. NC 795 84 6,700 .23
OTTUMWA OTM OTTUMWA INDUSTRIAL IOWA OZ 845 86 6,500 .16
OWENSBORO OWB OWENSBORO-DAVIESS CO. KY. OZ 407 90 6,498 .12
, OXNARD OXR VENTURA CO. CALIF. RW 43 75 5,950 .19
PADUCAH PAH BARKLEY KY. OZ 410 92 6,504 .46
PAGE PGA PAGE ARIZ RW 4,310 97 5,499 1.22
PALM SPRINGS PSP PALMS SPRINGS MUNI. CALIF RW,XK 448 109 7,004 .76
PALMDALE PMD PALMDALE CALIF. RW 2,542 100 12,002 .28
PANAMA CITY PFN PANAMA CITY-BAY CO. FLA. SO 20 88 6,004 .18
PARIS PRX COX FIELD TEXAS FL 547 95 4,624 .17
PARKERSBURG PKB WOOD CO.AIRPORTG.R.WLS FDW.VA. PI,AL 858 86 5,100 .73
PARSONS PPF TRI CITY KAN. FL 899 93 5,687 .60
PASCAGAGOULA MOB MOBILE ALABANA SO
PASCO PSC TRI-CITY WASH. RW 406 92 5,804 .12
PASO ROBLES PRB PASO ROBLES MUNI CALIF RW 836 95 6,009 .18
PELLSTON PLN EMMET CO. MICH. NC 720 79 6,513 .13
PEORIA PIA GREATER PEORIA ILL. OZ 660 86 7,000 .37
PHILADELPHIA PHL PHILADELPHIA INT'L PA. AL 23 88 10,500 .12
PHILADELPHIA PNE NORTH PHILADELPHIA PA AL 120 85 7,000 .10





USERS MAX RUNWAY GRADIENT
CITY CODE NAME STATE AIRLINFr ELEVATIO (RT) TEMP(OF)LENGTH(FT)(SLOPE)
PHOENIX PHX PHOENIX SKY HARBOR INT'L ARIZ FL,RW 1,128 106 10,300 .15
PIERRE PIR PIERRE MUNI. S.D. NC 1,742 89 6,894 .13
PINE BLUFF PBF GRIDER FIELD ARK. TT 206 94 5,100 .1
PITTSBURGH PIT GREATER PITTSBURGH INT'L PA. AL 1,203 83 10,500 .38
PLATTSBURGH PLB CLINTON CO. N.Y. AL 371 82 5,000 .40
POCATELLO PIH POCATELLO MUNI IDAHO RE 4,448 89 8,347 .1
PONCA CITY PNC PONCA CITY MUNI OKLA. FL 1,007 95 4,800 .13
PORTLAND PDX PORTLAND INT'L ORE. RE 26 79 8,800 .02
PROVIDENCE PVD THEODORE F. GREE STATE R.I. AL 56 82 6,465 .12
PUERTO VALLARTA PVR LIC. GUSTAVO DIAZ ORDAZ HEX. RW 10 79 9,020
PUEBLO PUB PUEBLO MEMORIAL COLO. FL 4,726 92 10,497 .23
PULLMAN PUW PULLMAN/MOSCOW REGIONAL WASH. RW 2,551 83 6,731 .40
QUINCY UIN QUINCY MUNI-BALDWIN FLD. ILL. O0 769 86 7,098 .08
RALEIGH/DURHAM RDU RALEIGH-DURHAM N.C. PI 436 90 7,500 .48
RAPID CITY RAP RAPID CITY REGIONAL S.D. NC,FL 3,182 88 7,422 .56
READING RDG READING MUNI. PA. AL 343 85 6,350 .19
REDDING RDD REDDING MUNI CALIF. RW 500 85 6,996 .36
REDMOND RDM ROBERTS FIELD ORE. RW 3,077 85 6,996 .36
RENO RNO RENO INT'L NEV. RW 4,411 92 9,000 .13
RHINELANDER RHI RHINELANDER-ONEIDA CO. WISC. NC 1,608 80 5,600 .16
RICHMOND RIC RICHMOND EVELYN BYRD INT VA. PI 168 87 9,000 .09
RIVERTON RIW RIVERTON MUNI. WYO. FL 5,509 89 7,621 1.0
ROANOKE ROA ROANOKE MUNI. VA. PI 1,175 86 5,900 .31
ROCHESTER RST ROCHESTER MUNI. MINN. OZ,NC 1,316 84 7,534 .40
ROCHESTER ROC ROCHESTER-MONROE CO. N.Y. AL 560 83 8,000 .41
ROCK SPRING RKS ROCK SPRINGS-SWEETWATER WYO. FL 6,747 83 6,688 .28
ROCKFORD RFD GREATER ROCKFORD ILL. O0 736 85 8,198 .33
ROCKY MOUNT/WILSON RWI ROCKY MOUNT-WILSON N.C. PI 158 91 5,999 .16
ROSWELL ROW ROSWELL INDUSTRIAL AIR C N.M. TT 3,669 93 13,00 .30
RUTLAND RUT RUTLAND STATE VT. AL 787 80 5,000 .24
SCRAMENTO SMF SCRAMENTO METRO. CALIF RW,PSA,XK 23 92 8,600 .03
SAGINAW MBS TRI CITY MICH. NC 667 83 6,501 .20
ST. LOUIS STL LAMBERT-ST LOUIS INT'L MO. OZ,AL,FL,SO 589 90 10,018 .41
SALINA SLN SALINA MUNI KAN. FL 1,272 94 13,331 .19
SALISBURY SBY SALISBURY-WICOMICO CO. MD. AL 51 77 5,500 .14





USER MAX RUNWAY GRADIENT
CITY CODE NAME STATE AIRLINES ELEVATION FT) TEMP (F)LENGTH(FT)(SLOPE)
SAN ANGELO SJT MATHIS FIELD TEXAS TT 1,915 98 6,920 .32
SAN ANTONIO SAT SAN ANTONIO INT'L TEXAS TT 809 94 8,500 .35
SAN FRANCISCO SFO SAN FRANCISCO INT'L CALIF. RW,PSA,XK 10 74 10,600 .06
SAN JOSE SJC SAN JOSE MUNI CALIF. RW,PSA,XK 56 81 8,900 .29
SANTA ANA SNA ORANGE CO. CALIF. RW,XK 54 86 5,700 .28
SANTA BARBARA SBA SANTA BARBARA MUNI CALIF. RW 10 74 6,048 .02
SANTA FE SAF SANTA FE CO. MUNI. N.M. FL 6,344 85 8,322 .81
SANTA ROSA STS SONOMA CO. CALIF. RW 125 81 5,003 .16
SARINAC LAKE SLK ADIRONDACK N.Y. AL 1,659 77 5,000 .33
SAULT ST. MARIE SSM SAULT STE MARIE MUNI. MICH. NC 720 75 5,000 .41
SCOTTSBLUFF BFF SCOTTSBLUFF CO. NEBR. FL 3,965 90 8,280 .22
SEATTLE SEA SEATTLE-TACOMA INT'L WASH. RN 428 76 11,900 .72-
SHELBYVILLE SYI SHELBYVILLE MUNI-BO MAR TENN. SO 800 89 5,003 .15
SHREVEPORT SHV SHREVEPORT REGIONAL LA. TT 257 94 7,300 .55
SIDNEY SDY SIDNEY-RICHLAND MUNI. MONT. FL 1,983 84 5,705 .11
SILVER CITY SVC SILVER CITY & GRANT CO. N.M. FL 5,443 89 6,408 .19
c SIOUX CITY SUX SIOUX CITY MUNI. IOWA NC, O~ 1,097 87 9,000 .09
SOUTH BEND SBN ST. JOSEPT CO. IND. NC,AL 785 84 6,000 .23
SPOKANE GEG SPOKANE INT'L WASH. RW 2,372 82 9,000 .61
SPRINGFIELD SPI CAPITAL ILL. OZ 597 84 7,999 .13
SPRINGFIELD SGF SPRINGFIELD MUNI. MO. Oz 1,267 88 6,500 .10
PHILIPSBURG PSB MID-STATE PA. AL 1,948 79 5,711 .66
STAUNTON SHD SHENANDOAH VALLEY VA. PI 1,201: 74 6,002 .42
STERLING SQI WHITESIDE CO. ILL. Oz 647 88 6,501 .09
STILLWATER SWO SEARCY FIELD OKLA. FL 984 95 5,000 .3
STOCKTON SCK STOCKTON METRO. CALIF. RW,PSA 29 93 8,650 .05
SYRACUSE SYR SYRACUSE HANCOCK INT'L N.Y. AL 421 83 9,005 .22
TALLAHASSEE TLH TALLAHASSEE MUNI. FLA. SO 81 91 6,071 .39
TEMPLE TPL DRAUGHON-MILLER MUNI TEXAS TT 682 97 6,300 .22
TERRE HAUTE HUF HULMAN FIELD IND. AL 585 88 9,025 .12
TEXARKANA TXK TEXARKANA MUNI. ARK. TT 389 95 6,601 .72
THIEF RIVER FALLS TVF THIEF RIVER FALLS [UNI. MINN NC 1,116 80 5,100 .03
THUNDER BAY YQT ONT. NC 653 6,200
TOLEDO TOL TOLEDO EXPRESS OHIO AL 684 84 8,700 
.11
TOPEKA TOP PHILIP SILLARD MUNI. KA: ... FL . 880 90 5,100 .10





USER MAX RUNWAY GRADIENT
CITY CODE NAME STATE AIRLINES ELEVATION(FT) TEMP(Fo)LENGTH(FT)(SLOPE)
TRAVERSE CITY TVC CHERRY CAPITAL MICH. NC 624 80 6,500 .28
TRENTON TTN MERCER CO. N.J. AL 213 84 5,999 .49
TUCSON TUS TUCSON INT'L ARIZ FL,RW 2,630 99 12,000 .63
TULSA TUL TULSA INT'L OKLA. OZ,FR 676 93 10,000 .23
TUPELO TUP C.D. LEMONS NUNI. MISS. SO 361 92 42,00 .17
TUSCALOOSA TCL TUSCALOOSA MUNI. ALA. SO 169 93 6,499 .17
TWINS FALLS TWF TWIN FALLS CITY-CO IDAHO RW 4,150 89 7,149 .17
TYLER TYR POUNDS FIELD TEXAS TT 544 96 5,200 .56
OXFORD UOX UNIVERSITY-OXFORD MISS. SO 451 92 4,700 .81
UTICA UCA ONEIDA CO. N.Y. AL 742 85 6,000 .56
VALDOSTA VLD VALDOSTA MUNI. GA. SO 204 92 5,600 .13
VERNAL VEL VERNAL UTAH FL 5,281 89 6,605 .20
VICTORIA VCT VICTORIA CO-FOSTER TEXAS TT 115 93 10,331 .12
WACO ACT WACO MUNI. TEXAS TT 516 97 6,597 .15
WALLA WALLA ALW WALLA WALLA CITY CO. WASH. RW 1,205 91 7,188 .64
WENATCHEE EAT PANGBORN FIELD WASH. RW 1,245 88 5,500 .30
ca WASHINGTON DCA WASHINGTON NATIONAL D.C. PI,AL 15 87 6,870 .03
WASHINGTON IAD DULLES INT'L DC. OZ,pI,SO 313 87 11,500 .16
: WATERLOO ALO WATERLOO MUNI. IOWA OZ 873 85 8,400 .08
WATERTOWN ART WATERTOWN N.Y. INT'L N.Y. AL 325 80 5,000 .26
WATERTOWN ATY WATERTOWN MUNI. - S.D. NC 1,748 83 6,899 .19
WAUSAU/MOSINEE CWA CENTRAL WISCONSIN WISC. NC 1,274 80 6,699 .24
WHITE PLAINS HPN WESTCHESTER CO. N.Y. AL 439 85 6,550 .06
WICHITA ICT WICHITA MUNI. KAN. FL 1,332 93 7,300 .01
WILKES-BARRE AVP WILKES-BARRE-SCRANTON PA. AL 956 83 6,450 .70
WILLIAMSPORT IPT WILLIAMSPORT-LYCOMING CO.PA AL. 529 85 6,449 .19
WILLISTON ISN SLOULIN FIELD INT'L N.D. FL 1,957 86 6,041 1.25
WILMINGTON ILG GREATER WILMINGTON DE. AL 79 86 7,200 .14
WILMINGTON ILM NEW HANOVER CO. IN.C. PI 31 89 8,000 .11
WINSLOW INW WINSLOW MUNI. ARIZ. FL 4,938 97 7,500 .80
WINSTON SALEM INT SMITH REYNOLDS N.C. PI 940 6,654 1.0
WOLF POINT OLF WOLF POINT INT'L MONT. FL 1,985 88 5,100 .04
WORCHESTER ORH WORCHESTER MUNI. MASS. AL 1,009 80 7,005 .36





USER IMAX RUNWAY GRADIENT
CITY CODE NAME STATE AIRLINES ELEVATION(FT) TEMP(oF)LENGTH(FT)(SLOPE)
WORTHINGTON OTG WORTHINGTON MUNI. MINN. NC 1,574 83 5,000 .14
YAKIMA YKM YAKIMA AIR TERMINAL WASH. RW 1,089 87 6,607 .68
YANKTON YKN CHAN GURNEY M"UNI. S.D. NC 1,303 88 5,400 .62
YOUNGSTOWN YNG YOUNGSTOWN MUNI. OHIO AL '1,196 83 7,493 .88
YUMA YUM YUMA MCAS/YUMA INT'L ARIZ. RW 213 107 13,300 .07
BLUEFIELD BLF MERCER CO. W.VA. PI 2,857 87 4,743 .30
CALGARY YYC CALGARY INT'L ALTA. RW 3,557 66 12,700 .11
CROSSVILLE CSV CROSSVILLE MEMORIAL TENN. SO 1,881 85 5,419 .28
GLENS FALLS GFL WARREN CO. N.Y. AL 328 88 5,007 .10
JAMES TOWN JHW CHAUTAUQUA CO. N.Y. AL 1,723 83 5,300 .25
KEENE EEN DILLANT-HOPKINS N.H. AL 487 82 6,502 .27
KINGMAN IGM KINGMAN MUNI ARIZ. RU 3,446 98 6,830 .25
LAKE HAVASU CITY LHU LAKE HAVASU CITY ARIZ. RU 482 108 6,434 .05
LAKE OF THE OZARKS AIZ KAISER/LAKE OZARK MO. OZ 869 91 6,500 .09
MEXICO CITY MEX LIC. BENITO JUAREZ MEXICO TT 7,340 73 10,824
S MONTREAL YUL MONTREAL INT'L QUE AL 117 73 11,000 .09
- NEW HAVEN HVN TWEED-NEW HAVEN CONN. AL 13 81 5,600 .16
NEW LONDON GON TRUMBULL CONN. AL 10 81 5,000 .04
SAN DIEGO SAN SAN DIEGO INT'L CALIF. RW,PSA,XK 15 77 9,400 
.02
HAYDEN HDN YAMPA VALLEY COLO FL 6,595 86 7,000 .02





USER EXISTING RUNWAY CORRECTED LENGTH
CITY CODE NAME STATE AIRLINES LENGTH (FT) (85% RELIABILITY)(FT)
ALAMOSA ALS ALAMOSA, MUNI COLO FL 7,872 4,349
ALTOONA/MARTINSBURG AOO BLAIR CO. PA AL 5,465 4,225
ANDERSON AND ANDERSON CO. S.C. SO 5,001 4,122
ANNISTON ANB ANNISTON-CALHOUN CO. ALA SO 5,009 4,126
APPLE VALLEY APV APPLE VALLEY NEW CAL RW 6,498 3,929
ATHENS AHN ATHENS MUNI GA SO 4,992 3,817
BECKLEY BKW RALEIGH CO. MEM'L W. VA. PI 5,000 3,607
BENTON HARBOR .BEH ROSS FIELD MICH NC 5,107 4,412
BIG SPRING HCA HOWARD CO. TEX TT 5,494 3,731
BLOOMINGTON BMG MONROE CO. IND AL 5,202 4,361
BRAINERD BRD BRAINERD-CROW WING CO. MINN NC 5,000 4,283
BRIDGEPORT BDR IGOR SIKORSKI MEM'L CONN AL 4,761 4,423
BROOKINGS BKX BROOKINGS MUNI S.D. NC 5,431 4,258
BROWNWOOD BWD BROWNWOOD MUNI TEXAS TT 5,598 4,223
CEDAR CITY CDC CEDAR CITY MUNI UTAH RW 6,100 3,506
CHADRON CDR CHADRON MUNI NEB FL 6,000 4,063
CLARKSBURG CKB BENEDUM W. VA. AL 5,200 4,460
CLARKSVILLE CKV OUTLAW FIELD TENN OZ 5,000 4,058
CODY COD CODY MUNI WYO FL 7,107 4,360
COLLEGE STATION CLL EASTWOOD FIELD TEX TT 5,161 4,341
COLUMBUS OLU COLUMBUS MUNI NEB FL 5,002 4,025
CORTEZ CEZ CORTEZ-MONTEZUMA CO. COLO FL 7,205 4,279
DANVILLE DNV VERMILLION CO. ILL AL 5,400 4,278
DANVILLE DAN DANVILLE MUNI VA - PL 5,000 4,123
DUBOIS DUJ DUBOIS-JEFFERSON CO. PA AL 5,505 4,419
DURANGO DRO DURANGO-LA PLATA CO. COLO FL 8,000 4,244
ELDORADO/CAMDEN ELD GOODWIN FIELD ARK TT 5,099 4,304
ELKINS EKN ELKINS-RANDOLPH CO. W. VA. AL 4,542 3,282
FAIRMONT FRM FAIRMONT MUNI MINN NC 5,002 4,146
FLAGSTAFF FLG - PULLIAM ARIZ FL 7,000 3,895




USER EXISTING RUNWAY CORRECTED LENGTH
CITY CODE NAME STATE AIRLINES LENGTH (FT) (85% RELIABILITY) (FT)
FORT LEONARDWOOD TBN FORNEY AAF MO OZ,FL 5,037 4,085
FRANKLIN FKL CHESS-LAMBERTON PA AL 5,200 4,154
GADSDEN GAD GADSDEN ALA SO 4,815 3,993
GARDEN CITY GCK GARDEN CITY MUNI KAN FL 6,000 4,241
GLENDIVE GDV DAWSON COMMUNITY MONT FL 5,700 4,266
GOLDSBORO GSB GOLDBORO-WANE MUNI NC PI 3,698 3,310
GOODLAND GLD RENNERFIELD/GOODLAND MUNI KAN FL 5,500 3,683
GREENBRIER/LEWISBURG LWD GREENBRIER VALLEY W. VA. PL 6,000 4,395
GREENWOOD GWO GREENWOOD-LE FLORE MISS SO 4,996 4,301
GREENWOOD GRD GREENWOOD CO. SC SO 5,212 4,296
GUNNISON GUC GUNNISON CO. COLO FL 7,200 3,869
HASTINGS HSI HASTINGS MUNI NEBR FL 5,600 4,200
HAVRE HVR HAVRE CITY CO. MONT FL 5,200 3,920
HAYS HYS HAYS MUNI KAN FL 5,700 4,298
HAZLETON HZL HAZLETON MUNI PA AL 4,900 4,398
HOT SPRINGS HSP INGALLS FIELD VA PI 5,602 3,706
HUNTINGTON HTS TRI-STATE/WALKER-LONG FIELD W. VA PI,AL 5,281 4,498
HURON HON W.W. HOWES MUNI S.D. NC 5,100 4,227
INTERNATIONAL FALLS INL FALLS INTERNATIONAL M'INN NC 5,008 4,289
JACKSON JXN REYNOLDS MUNI MICH NC 5,278 4,459
JACKSON JAC JACKSONS HOLE WYO FL 6,305 3,589
JOHNSTOWN JST JOHNSTOWN-CAMBRIA CO. PA AL 5,488 4,123
KALAMAZOO AZO KALAMAZOO MUNI MICH NC 5,300 4,491
LAMAR LAA LAMAR MUNI COLO FL 6,300 4,071
LARAMIE LAR GENERAL BREES FIELD WYO FL 7,700. 4,328
LAUREL LUL LAUREL MUNI MISS SO 5,012 4,303
LEWISTON LWT LEWISTON MUNI MONT FL 5,630 3,558
LIMA LIA LIMA OHiO AL 3,500 3,025
LUFKIN LFK ANGELINA CO. TEXAS TT 4,805 3,940
MANHATTAN MHK MANHATTAN MUNI KAN FL 5,500 4,459
MANITOWOC MTW MANITOWOC MUNI WISC NC 5,000 4,432
MC COOK MCK MC COOK MUNI NEBR FL 6,000 4,222
MENOMINEE MNM MENOMINEE .CO. MICH NC 5,110 4,472




USER EXISTING RUNWAY CORRECTED LENGTH
CITY CODE NAME STATE AIRLINES LENGTH (FT) (85% RELIABILITY)(FT)
MORGANTOWN MGW MORGANTOWN MUNI-W.L.S. HART W. VA AL 5,200 4,275
MOULTRIE/THOMASVILLE MGR MOULTRIE-THOMASVILLE GA SO 5,127 4,237
MUNCIE MIE DELAWARE CO.-JOHNSON FLD. IND AL 5,156 4,333
NATCHEZ HEZ HARDY-ANDERS FLD. MISS SO 5,000 4,220
NEWBERN EWN SIMMONS NOTT N.C. PI 4,807 4,279
ONTARIO ONO ONTARIO MUNI ORE RW 4,531 3,450
PAGE PGA PAGE ARIZ RW 5,499 3,341
PARIS PRX COX FIELD TEXAS FL 4,624 3,810
PARKERSBURG PKB WOOD CO.-G.R. WILSON FIELD W. VA. PI,AL 5,100 4,180
PARSONS PPF TRI CITY KAN. FL 5,687 4,483
PHILIPSBURG PSB MID-STATE PA AL 5,711 4,268
PINE BLUFF PBF GRIDER FIELD ARK TT 5,100 4,430
PLATTSBURGH PLB CLINTON CO. N.Y. AL 5,000 4,414
PONCA CITY PNC PONCA CITY MUNI OKLA FL 4,800 3,839
RIVERTON RIW RIVERTON MUNI WYO FL 7,621 4,317
ROCK SPRINGS RKS ROCK SPRINGS-SWEETWATER CO. WYO FL 6,688 3,824
,' RUTLAND RUT RUTLAND STATE VT AL 5,000 4,329
Z SANTA ROSA STS SONOMA CO. CALIF RW .5,003 4,170
c SARINAC LAKE SLK ADIRONDAK NY AL 5,000 4,036
SAULT ST. MARIE SSM SAULT ST. MARIE MUNI MICH NC 5,000 4,406
SHELBYVILLE SYI SHELBYVILLE MUNI TENN SO 5,003 4,115
SIDNEY SDY SIDNEY-RICHLAND MUNI MONT FL 5,705 4,422
SIDNEY SNY SIDNEY MUNI NEBR FL 6,600 4,210
STILLWATER SWO SEARCY FIELD OKLA FL 5,000 3,941
THIEF RIVER FALLS TVF THIEF RIVER FALLS MUNI MINN NC 5,100 4,471
TOPEKA TOP PHILIP BILLARD MUNI KAN FL 5,100 4,207
TUPELO TUP C.D. LEMONS MUNI MISS SO 4,200 3,530
TYLER TYR POUNDS FIELD TEXAS TT 5,200 4,144
OXFORD UOX UNIVERSITY-OXFORD MISS SO 4,700 3,687
VERNAL VEL VERNAL UTAH FL 6,605 4,027
WENATCHEE EAT PANGBORN FIELD WASH RW 5,500 4,456
WATERTOWN ART WATERTOWN N.Y. NY AL 5,000 4,290
WILLISTON ISN SLOULIN FIELD INT'L ND FL 6,041 4,394
WINSLOW INW WINSLOW MUNI ARIZ FL 7,500 4,344




USER EXISTING RUNWAY CORRECTED LENGTH
CITY CODE NAME STATE AIRLINES LENGTH (FT) (85% RELIABILITY)(FT)
WORLAND WRL WORLAND MUNI WYO FL 7,004 4,293
YANKTON YKN CHAN GURNEY MUNI SD NC 5,400 4,282
BLUEFIELD BLF MERCER CO. W. VA. PI 4,743 3,363
CROSSVILLE CSV CROSSVILLE MEM'L TENN SO 5,419 4,128
JAMESTOWN JHW CHAUTAUQUA CO. NY AL 5,300 4,192
HAYDEN HDN YAMPA VALLEY COLO FL 7,000 4,000
APPENDIX C - ECONOMICS
C.1 COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT COST ESTIMATES
Table C-1, "Basepoint Design Aircraft Cost Estimates", lists the
essential input factors to the CAPDEC on the first page. Also shown are
estimates of components of the development cost and the total amount in
millions of dollars. The data shown are for the 50 passenger, 850 nautical
mile range basepoint aircraft created in the design study phase. The
second page presents unit, cumulative and average costs as a function of
numbers of aircraft produced. The 400th pricing unit is underlined.
C-1
TABLE C-1i
JR JET - SEPTEMBER 12 BASEPOINT DESIGN AIRCRAFT COST ESTIMATES
RUN 4
USER INITI4LIZED INPUT DATA
USER PARAMETRIC INPUT DATA
26 MFG WT EMPTY - 1000 LB = 26.685 27 ROLLING ASSEMBLY WT - 1000 LB (4) = 0.765
29 WEIGHT PER ENGINE = 1.685 32 AVIONICS FLAG (3) 0.0
33 AVIONICS WEIGHT - 1000 LB (11) = 0.436 34 AVIONICS COST - SM (11,14) = 0.125
37 HIGH SPEED CRUISE (MACH NO) = 0.680 18 HOURLY COST ESCAL. PERCENT/YR (9,13) = 6.000
19 MATERIAL CDST ESCAL. - PERCT/YR (9,13) = 5.000 24 AIRLINE PRE-PAYMENT - YES=0, NO=1 = 1.000
40 TECHNICAL FACTOR - ENGINEERING (1) = 0.605 41 TECHNICAL FACTOR - TOOLING (1) = 0.745
42 TECHNICAL FACTCR - FLIGHT TEST (1) = 0.636 43 TECHNICAL FACTOR - DEV. SUPPORT (1) = C.536
46 TECHNICAL FACTOR - PERM. MFG LABOR (1) = 0.836 47 TECHNICAL FACTOR - MATERIALS (1) 0.814
8 PROFIT - PERCENT OF TCTAL CC]ST = 10.000 14 PRICING UNIT (INCLUDES PROFIT) (8) = 40C.000
31 ENGI;NE COST - $t1 (12,14) = 0.341 23 CONSTANT COLLAR YEAR (NO = 0) (18) = 1974.500
THIS IS A SINGLE NEW AIRCRAFT PROGRAM
AIRFRAME DEVELOPMENT CCSTS *
(MILLIONS OF DCLLARS)
INITIAL INITIAL DEVELOPMENT TEST PROGPAM EXTRODINAR Y TOTAL
ENGINEERING TOOLING SUPPORT FLIGHT LAB DEVELOPMENT
30.34 31.95 13.83 26.52 6.07 0.0 108.70
* EXCLUDING THPUPUTS, INVESTMENT AND WORKING CAPITAL CCSTS, AND'PRCFITS
COST ESCALATICI PRORATED PROPOKTIUNATELY AMONG. THE CCST ELEMENTS
C-2
JR JET - SEPTEMBER 12
RUN 4
AIRCRAFT COSTS AND PROFITS
*#t**** ***** ** +***z:
(YILLICNS OF DOLLARS)
PPODUCTION ......... CUM COSTS .............. UNIT CUM AV REVENUE ........ PROF IT
QUANTITY RATE PROU DEVEL INTEREST TOTAL COSTS COSTS TOTAL UNIT CUM AV TOTAL
1 1.0 7. 109. 14. 129. 0.0 128.79 3. 0.0 -12 .60 -126.
3 1.0. 25. 109. 15. 148. 9.70 49.39 10. -6.51 -4( .21 -139.
5 1.0 38. 109. 16. 162. 7.13 32.49 16. -3.95 -2 .31 -147.
10 i.G 05. 109. 13. 191. 5.70 19.09 32. -2.51 -1! .91 -159.
20 3.6 106. 109. 27. 242. 5.06 12.08 64. -1.88 -f.89 -178.
30 4.8 142. 109. 27. 277. 3.55 9.24 95. -0.37 -4.05 -182.
40 5.7 174. 109. 32. 315. 3.76 7.87 127. -0.57 - .68 -187.
50 6.j 204. 109. 37. 350. 3.58 7.01 159. -0.39 - .83 -191.
60 8.0 233. 109. 37. 379. 2.87 6.32 191. 0.32 - .13 -188.
70 8.0 260. 109. 43. 412. 3.30 5.89 223. -0.12 - .70 -189.
80 8.0 287. 109. 43. 439. 2.66 5.48 255. 0.53 -2.30 -184.
90 8.0 313. 109. 43. 464. 2.58 5.16 286. 0.60 -1.98 -178.
100 8.0 338. 109. 48. 495. 3.03 4.95 318. 0.15 - .76 -176.
120 8.0 387. 109. 53. 548. 2.68 4.57 382. 0.51 - .39 -166.
140 8.0 434. 109. 53. 595. 2.35 4.25 446. 0.84 -1.07 -150.
160 8.0 479. 109. 57. 645. 2.50 4.03 509. 0.68 -1.85 -136.
180 8.0 523. 109. 61. 694. 2.42 3.85 573. 0.76 - .67 -121.
200 8.0 507. 109. 65. 741. 2.35 3.70 637. 0.83 -(.52 -104.
220 J.0 609. 109. 68. 786. 2.28 3.57 700. 0.90 - .39 -86.
250 8.0 672. 109. 71. 851. 2.17 3.41 796. 1.01 - .22 -56.
300 8.0 774. 109. 74. 957. 2.11 3.19 955. 1.08 - .01 -2.
350 4.0 873. 109. 75. 1057. 2.01 3.02 1114. 1.17 . .16 57.
--- 0 4.0 971. 109. 78. 1158. 2.02 2.90 1273. 1.16 (.29 115.
450 4.0 1068. 109. 81. 1258. 1.99 2.79 1432. 1.19 .39 175.
500 4.0 1164. 109. 84. 1356. 1.97 2.71 1591. 1.22 .47 235.
550 4.0 1258. 109. 87. 1454. 1.95 2.64 1751. 1.23 (.54 297.
600 4.0 1353. 109. 89. 1551. 1.95 2.59 1910. 1.23 9.60 358.
050 4.0 1448. . 109. 93. 1649. 1.96 2.54 2069. 1.22 0.65 420.
700 4.0 1542. 109. 96. 1747. 1.94 2.50 2228. 1.24 0.69 481.
750 4.u' 1637. 109. 98. 1844. 1.94 2.46 2387. 1.24 0.72 543.
800 4.0 1731. 109. 101. 1941. 1.94 2.43 2546. 1.24 (.76 606.
850 4.0 1825. 109. 104. 2038. 1.94 2.40 2705. 1.24 (.79 668.
900 4.0 1919. 109. 107. 2134. 1.94 2.37 2865. 1.25 (.81 730.
950 4.0 2013. 109. 110. 2232. 1.95 2.35 3024. 1.23 (.83 792.
AIRCRAFT DELIVERY - PRICE SCHEDULE
1977 - 94. A/C AT $ 3.18M 1973 - 96. A/C AT $ 3.18M 1979 - 96. A/C AT $ 3.18M 1980 - 76. A/C AT $ 3.18M
CUM - 94. A/C AT $ 3.18M CUM - 190. A/C AT $ 3.18M CUM - 286. A/C AT $ 3.18M CUM - 362. A/C AT $ 3.18M
1981 - 48. A/C AT $ 3.18M 1982 - 48. A/C AT $ 3.18M 1983 - 48. A/C AT $ 3.18M 1984 - 48. AiC AT $ 3.18M
CUM - 410. A/C AT $ 3.18M CJ,M - 458. A/C AT $ 3.181 CUM - 506. A/C AT $ 3.18M CUM - 554. A/C AT $ 3.18M
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C.2 RETURN ON INVESTMENT ANALYSIS
Table C-2 presents the results of an illustrative analysis of ROI
with a machine program. The assumptions and input data are listed on the
first page. Revenue and cost input data in dollars per mile are shown on
the second page. A computed rate of return on investment is reproduced as
a series of data points by year is shown in Figure C-I. It was assumed
that the aircraft entered service in 1975.
These data sheets are typical of those generated in the ROI of the




BASEPOINT DESIGN AIRCRAFT RETURN ON INVESTMENT
JR JET ~ ** ROI ***** 50 SEATS, AUGUST 6
AIRCRAFT ASSUMPTICNS
DELIVERY DATE 6/1974
ECON1MIC LIFE 15 YEAPS
SAIRCCPAFT SPARES GRCUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
TOTAL PPICr 2990000. 0. 0.
CEPRECIABL7 LIFE 1.) YEARS 0 YEA'RSi 0 YEARS
RESI!JAL PERCElNT GE 15.0 0.0 0.0
START UP CSTS 375(3.
POSS IBLE I.T.C. 209300.
CEP ECIATICN METHOD (FOR AIEFPART) -) ST.A!GHT LINE
INCCME TAX RATE 48.0 PERCF.,NT
DISC'JT RATE FOR NEGATIVE CASH FLq3 10.0 PERCENT
ELOCK SPEED 319. 3 319. 319. 31n. 319. 319. 319. 319.
319. 319. 319. 319. 319.
PASSENGER SEATS 'PEP AIPCRAFT 50. 50. 50. 50. 50. 50. 50, 50. 50. 50.
50. 50. 50. 50. 50.
ANNUAL PASSENGER UTILIZATIO', (HCFU'rS) 2845. 2845. 2845. 2845. 2845. 2845. 2845. 2845. 2845. 2845.
2845. 2345. 2845. 2845. 2845.
PASSENGER LC'A FACTOR (PERCENT) 50.0 50.0 50.( 50.0 0 0 50.0 50.0 50. 500 .0 50.0
50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0
C-5
JR JET **** ROI *** 50 SEATS, AUGUST 6
REVENUE AND COST ASSUMPTIONS
PEF RPPM PER MILE PER MILE
12 4Ct iTS GROTH GRP WTH GROWTH
ENDING YIELD RATE DOC RATE IOC RATE
5/31/75 0.1420 1.2300 2.0500
5/31/7o 0.1420 0.0 1.2300 0.0 2.0500 0.0
5/31/77 0.1420 0.0 1.2300 0.0 2.0500 0.0
5/31/78 0.1420 0.0! 1.2300 0.0 2.0500 0.0
5/31/7G 0.1420 0.0 1.2300 0.0 2.0500 0.0
5/31/60 0.L420 0. i  1.2300 0.0 2.0500 0.0
5/31/81 0.1420 0.01 1.2300 0.0 2.0500 0.0
5/31/8i J. 1/420 0.0 1.2300 0.0 2.0500 0.0
3/31/03 . 1420 0.0 1.2300 0.0 2.0500 0.0
5/31/4 0.1420 0.0 1.2300 0.0 2.0500 0.0
5/31/F5 J.1420 0.0C 1.2300 0.0 2.0500 0.0
/31/86 0.14t20 0.0 1.2300 0.0 2.0500 0.0
5/31/87 0.1420 0.0 1.2300 0.0 2.0500 0.0
5/3i/£8 0.1420 0.0 1.2300 0.0 2.0500 0.0
// 0. 1420 0.0 1.2300 0.0 2.0500 0.0
DET REPAYMENT ASSUMPTIONS
NC CO;APUTATIONS rE QUESTED FOr THIS CASE
mPAE L9T ALIC-6y
C-6
1974. 1976. L976. 1980. i982. i984. 1986. 1988. 1990. 1992. 1994.
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S/ Figure C-1 - RATE OF RETURN BY YEAR- 50 PASSENGER BASEPOINT AIRCRAFT
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